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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 1

8 January 2023
Happy New year to you, my friends. It was so lovely that you participated in the New Year's Eve bash. Thank you.

Welcome to Each One. Young, old, sick, healthy, rich, poor … it matters not to us, for the Soul is of the 
Greatest Light within Each One … regardless of circumstance … and it is for Each One to awaken to this 
concept.

The fact that ...THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE IS AS GREAT AS YOU DECIDE YOU ARE GOING TO ALLOW IT TO BE.

Please take note of that.

HOW GREAT WILL YOU ALLOW YOUR LIGHT TO SHINE?

Not just ‘Out there’ as an example to others, yet, ‘In there’ as an example to yourself. For it is within the 
FEELING of how Good you Feel … that you can be that example to yourself.

TO SHINE YOUR INNER LIGHT TO YOURSELF ... FROM YOURSELF.

To recognise that Brightness and smile the biggest smile, as you say to yourself …

I DID THIS! I DID THIS ... TO/FOR/AS/THROUGH ... MYSELF.

Yep. It surely makes sense that the better one feels ‘about’ the self, the easier it is to send it out because when 
you feel in alignment with ‘All’, then that’s really all you want to do. You want everyone to feel this way … plainly 
and simply because it FEELS SO GOOD.

This is correct, Blossom. More and more are now in tune with this KNOWING. It was obvious from your 
gathering, both at your residence and your online community, that the Vibrational level of Each One as A 
Whole has increased multitudinously …

Good luck with that one Joe!

… since the one held a few years previously.

YOU SEE? DO YOU SEE? Beautiful DIVINE SOULS OF LIGHT … DO YOU TRULY SEE NOW what this ...  has 
been /is/will ... continue to be … all about?

YOU GET IT NOW, DO YOU NOT?

And for those who have not yet done so … let us tell you … YOU WILL! You already have. You simply have 
to KNOW IT.
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Thank you. I have to say the ‘Soiree’ afterwards at my house was so ‘high’. We were all so HIGH ON LOVE LIGHT. 
We decided to all meet up now and then to share the Love and be amongst like-minded friends. It came to me 
to call our group THE TRIBE OF LIGHT. Then it came to me that our entire community of souls who follow the 
words of wisdom from you and White Cloud, should be called that. To be a part of THE TRIBE OF LIGHT. All those 
in favour say aye!

AYE!

Blossom, was it not that you were waiting for the appropriate name to drop in, as you couldn’t find one 
at first?

Yes, and when it did … I knew it was perfect! From you, I assume?

From the collective consciousness of all that is GOOD(Y)NESS.

Once again you use the (Y). I’m going to try something, if I may … Hello Goody?

Hello Gorgeous.

Any input?

Not yet. Not the time, yet. You will know and I will come through loud and clear.

Ok. Thank you. No harm in asking and here is not the place to indulge. I LOVE YOU. Carry on, guys … as you 
were, I just felt the emotion as you said ‘Goodyness’ and thought I’d give it a go.

And the try was worth it. As the ‘GOODCHILD’ responded … when it is time, you will know and continue 
on with valuable transmissions when the agreed time is upon you.

Thanks for that. Appreciated. Onwards!

THE TRIBE OF LIGHT has been in the making, shall we say, since we began, Blossom. By that we mean, 
since we began communicating with you.

WATCH IT EXPAND EXPONENTIALLY IN THESE FUTURE DAYS!

WHY? BECAUSE SO MANY ARE WAKING UP NOW. IT IS THE TIME FOR SO MANY TO DO SO. IT IS ALL PART OF 
THE PLAN.

The reason so many are doing so, is because so many already have! Again, do you see? Do you GET IT?

IT IS YOU … EACH ONE … by following through in your KNOWING OF TRUTH. By BEING that Shining 
example that allows so many more to follow suit.

It isn’t that you have to be in the presence of another to awaken them. It is by THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE 
… THAT YOU CONSCIOUSLY SHINE OUT ... TO/THROUGH ...THE ONENESS that Each one IS … that allows 
the Vibration to … would we say, ‘Travel through the ethers’… doing its thing!

THIS INDEED, IS A DIVINE PLAN. How wondrously it weaves its Magic.
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Yes, we choose the word ‘Magic’, for that is what it is.

DIVINE MAGIC.

MAGIC OF THE HIGHEST PUREST ORDER.

For it is not of the ‘trickster’ kind. It is not magic that deceives the mind or the eye.

IT IS MAJESTIC MAGIC!

IT COMES FROM THE HIGHEST REALMS OF FLOWING LOVE.

And YOU … YES, YOU, Dearest Souls, are the conduits. The vessels in which this Divine Magic can stream 
through you … JUST BY BEING YOU. JUST BY KNOWING YOU.

We are ecstatic that so many more now ‘GET IT’. We used to say ‘when you GET IT’… and now so many of 
you do!

And how Delicious is it? How simple?

Today, as we come through to you, Blossom, we have the deepest Love for Each One. We have only the 
desire this day, to tell you how much we honour you.

I can certainly feel this intense Love as you are doing so.

We desire you to KNOW that YOU … ALL of you, are making such a difference to The World as a WHOLE.

THIS TRIBE OF LIGHT … THAT HAS ANCHORED ITSELF INTO THE CORE OF GAIA.

THIS TRIBE OF LIGHT ... THAT IS COMPLETING THE HONOUR OF BEING CHOSEN TO FULFIL THE GREATEST 
ACCOMPLISHMENT EVER.

THIS TRIBE OF LIGHT ... THAT SHALL CONTINUE ON … GETTING STRONGER AND MORE POWERFUL WITH 
EACH PASSING DAY … IS ESTABLISHED … HERE AND NOW … IN FORM.

That certainly feels good. Sort of more concrete as an Isness. Concrete as an Isness?? Eh, ... and in Swahili, 
Blossom?

Yet, we are more than certain that as EACH ONE speaks to their Soul in the manner of ‘I belong to/ I am 
part of’ … THE TRIBE OF LIGHT … they will Feel that 'Concrete Isness!'

Not sure if it is you or me bringing through the corniest joke ever … I’ll let you own it.

Thank you. As in … CE … MENT to be!  … See? Meant to be!

Yep, you take that one! It’s terrible! Good luck with that one too, Joe!

Yet, we so Love that we have cottoned on to humour.

Did you not have it before?
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Not in the sense that you have.

Meaning not my sense of humour, or anyone's?

Anyone's.

In what sense did you have it?

A much gentler one.

Ok. Let’s continue on, if we may?

Let’s, Blossom. Let us continue on through this new year in your time … going in the same direction 
…  travelling the same road … that leads not just yourselves, yet, others, into a Brighter Higher Light … of 
yourselves.

You are understanding now …

THAT IT IS NOT YOU THAT IS CHANGING BECAUSE OF THE WORLD …

IT IS THE WORLD THAT IS CHANGING BECAUSE OF YOU!

EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU ARE CHANGING THE WORLD!

At your Event, after the repeated Mantra,

I AM THE LIGHT

I AM THE LOVE

 I AM THE TRUTH

I AM

the Spirit of White Cloud, through you, said ‘WE JUST CHANGED THE WORLD’

AND YOU DID!

BY BEING PRESENT AS ONE … YOU GREATLY SHIFTED THE VIBRATION AND RELEASED MUCH DARKNESS 
AWAY FROM THE PLANET.

Many liked that it changed to WE ARE THE LIGHT, ETC … It felt very Powerful.

Indeed, it was, and yet, it is in keeping to keep it as the ‘I AM’. For it is the I AM … that ...YOU ARE/WE ARE 
… that has the POWER within its Vibrational wording and tone.

THE POWER OF I AM … although meaning WE ARE … resonates as ONE in more strength than that of WE 
ARE.

Yes … I get that. Yet, we know when we say it, that we are saying it as ONE (WE).
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Take this moment to close your eyes and take in some deep breaths. As many as feels correct for your 
Being at this time.

At the same time … smile. Do you recall … many conversations ago we suggested you do this whilst 
repeating the Mantra? It adds to the upliftment greatly.

So … why not do the same with every breath you consciously take?

SMILE … SMILE … SMILE!

All these added extras enhance the Energy levels. This you know and in time others will come to know it 
too.

And … to triple task … breathe, smile … and FEEL GRATITUDE.

Is there a difference between giving Gratitude and feeling Gratitude?

No. For by feeling it … you are giving it … and by giving it … you are feeling it.

One and the same.

AS ARE WE.

DEAREST SOULS … FRIENDS … WHO ARE ACTIVELY, CONSCIOUSLY AWARE OF ‘BEING’ THE TRIBE OF LIGHT 
…

GO FORWARD IN EACH MOMENT EVER STRONGER ...

EVER LIGHTER ...

EVER BRIGHTER ...

EVER LOVING ...

EVER GIVING ...

EVER RECEIVING ...

EVER THANKING ...

THE I AM … FOR BEING … YOU!

Oh, we will! We are! I AM! In Gratitude, In Loving service, always … I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

15 January 2023
Hello to you. ‘The Tribe of Light’ as our community name, was well received. Thank you. How can ‘we’ best serve 
said community in our chat today?

Welcome to ONE. Welcome to ALL. Welcome to you, Blossom. There is no Greater way to serve The Whole 
… as A Whole ... than by connecting up in Love with each and every one. It is the most simplest of tasks, 
for it is through the asking and through the intention to do so.

This, Dearest Souls, is the principal in all matters when requiring/desiring one’s requisites. For if one 
does not choose to ask … how can it be clear to the Energy that ‘delivers’, what it is that is actually 
required? Yet, it is the intention within the asking that offers the ‘feeling’ … which creates the Vibration 
of that desire to manifest.

Most of you are aware enough now, to know that if one does not reside within the 'feeling' of that which 
is wanted/requested, then it cannot be. For it cannot come to you if the Vibration of it is not there for it 
to ‘sit in’.

This is why one’s intention is of a Graciousness to not only Serve the Self, yet, to Serve The Whole.

Yet, when understood completely, one KNOWS that the intention to Serve Self in Goodness is to 
naturally be for the Highest Good of All.

I would be grateful if you could lead the conversation from here. All I can think of, is to ask about all the things 
you have mentioned that are not ready to materialize, and that is once again going over old ground.

We understand Blossom, that in this great big Universe, there is much that Souls would like to discuss. 
Yet, Truly, many want answers about this, that, and the other, and it is not for us to give such answers.

Yet, other channelers do.

And do you know them to be of Truth?

These days ‘In all Truth’ I no longer take much on board regarding answered questions, for there seems to be 20 
sides to a coin!

Which is deliberately put there to confuse and distort.

So, as it is considered that you are Truth, why is it that you can’t give us the Truthful Answer and then we’d 
know?

Because, Dearest Blossom … if we were to do so, on many subjects … some answers would not resonate 
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with some Souls and they would question our Truth.

This is of no importance to us … for we desire each and every one to question anything, if it does not sit 
well with them.

Yet, if it was the Truth on any given subject … wouldn’t it automatically sit well, as the Truth would do that?

Yet, Truth … in its TRUTH … sits well within the Vibration of itself.

If another is not yet of ... that Vibration/that Truth/that understanding … then the resonance of it … the 
Frequency of it … may get distorted in the mind of one who is not yet sitting within the Vibration of the 
Truth of the particular subject under discussion.

Mm. Interesting. In the past I know I have not resonated with something I have heard … and yet, years later, my 
Being is ready to accept it as Truth. Is that what you mean?

Indeed, Blossom. One cannot say to another … ‘I am telling you … this is the Truth!’ … because although 
it may be for one … it may not be for another.

Here we go. We’ve been here before. Yet, maybe we are in a better position to make sense of it now. My 
dilemma being that surely ‘Truth is Truth is Truth is Truth is Truth … isn’t it?

Not necessarily.

How can that be?

Because … a Truth is a Truth is a Truth is a Truth to the positioning of the Heart's understanding at any 
given time.

Do you mean Truth can change?

No. We mean the understanding can heighten into a place of Truth.

Yet, if something wasn’t a Truth for somebody once … does it become Truth due to the Soul’s awareness 
expanding?

Yes, Blossom.

I am not sure if this is a wise move to make or if my brain can deal with it, yet, let’s go for it! So, say for instance, 
when I asked you if the Earth was round or flat, your answer was … ‘It is flat if you think it is flat and round for 
those who think it is round’. My question would be … which of those is the Truth?

Both!

I knew you were going to say that before I even finished writing the question. These are very different Truths … 
how can they both be True?

Because absolutely everything is possible. Absolutely everything IS in existence already.

So, you could say that absolutely everything is TRUE in reference to what is and what is not?
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Yes.

Well, for instance, it is not true that 1+1 is 7.

In whose world?

Mine.

Yet, it may be True in someone else’s.

Is it?

Maybe. It’s a possibility!

Yet, is it not so that numbers are the foundation … sort of thing … for how it all works? So surely, arithmetic has 
to have a concrete base … everywhere?

Why?

Because nothing would add up if it didn’t?

Add up to what?

To making sense?

In YOUR reality.

Is my reality of my world, only the reality of ‘my’ world? As in … is my colour blue, only my blue … is someone 
else’s blue … my green?

It would depend on the frequency of one’s reality.

I have tried before to get to grips with the possibility that it is only me in my reality. Yet, I can’t get my head 
around it … because others I interact with are real … in 'my' reality, as well as their own. My head blows off with 
this kind of interaction!

Is this not, Blossom, what was mentioned at the gathering at the start of the year?

Some things in your reality … are just too involved within the Greatness of the Wonderment of the entire 
workings of ALL THAT IS … that from the position you are in … upon Earth at this time … one cannot 
come even close to grasping the smallest of concepts within the Highest Knowledge that exists.

And so ... best not to try!

One can try if they so desire, yet, as you have done today, Blossom ... there will most likely come a point 
when one’s questioning becomes a ball of knots. In that, as one tries to unravel one knot ... another 
occurs … and confusion sets in deeply.

THIS IS WHY … when one is left to focus only on the one Truth that is known …
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LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE …

then what more is there to know about that!

IT IS A TRUTH.

IT IS THE TRUTH.

IT IS THE SIMPLEST TRUTH.

IT IS THE ONLY TRUTH!

I fully get that. Yet, when living upon a messed up Planet such as Earth …

May we interrupt? Earth is not messed up, Blossom. Yet, we cannot say the same for the Souls who 
reside upon it.

I concur! My point being, that whilst Being down here … it would be nice to know the TRUTH about what is 
actually going on! You say the Truth will come out and shock us greatly. Will we know it to be Truth when this 
happens, or will there still be distortion and confusion?

There will certainly be confusion … by those who had no idea of any matter that will be revealed for 
what it is. Yet, it shall be made quite clear. It shall be shown for what it is.

THE TRUTH WILL REVEAL THE LIE.

Lie, or lies?

Essentially, we put all that is a lie into the category of one LIE.

You see, Blossom … those who are on Earth at this time are awaiting the Truth of what is actually going 
on … what has taken place … what is taken place. They want to know this and we understand that … for 
there is so much controversy.

Yet, TRUTH … AS IN … THE SOUL’S TRUTH … IS OF A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT NATURE ALTOGETHER.

A HEARTS TRUTH IS OF THE HIGHEST LOVE.

YOUR TRUTH IS OF THE HIGHEST LOVE.

And yet, as mentioned earlier … MY TRUTH changes the more aware I become.

And with every step you take within that Truth, it is coming from the Highest Love within you.

Whatever stage someone is at … whatever Vibration they are frequenting at that moment … they are 
doing so … within their Highest Truth.

As they become more aware of that SAME TRUTH … they Vibrate at a High Frequency and therefore, a 
Higher ‘degree’ of that Highest Love will be where the Soul resides.
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Yes. I get that. Struth! It’s just best to keep it simple. To keep in Joy. To keep on keeping on.

As each and every one of you are doing.

You continue to keep on keeping on … and you always will … Because your Inner Strength and TRUTH 
urge you to do so.

Indeedy. It is Friday 13th as we chat … I have yawned a lot throughout this session … yet, it has been completed 
and for that, I am always Grateful and Blessed! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

22 January 2023
Good morning! So quickly the time ticks by.  I have had an influx of letters lately regarding Fergus the fungus. 
There seem to be so many possible versions of what it ‘could’ be. Anything more to say on it from your position?

Good Morning to you, Blossom, and indeed, to Each Soul of Light that finds themselves resonating 
with that which we choose to bring through. The updates given to you regarding your inquiry would 
be likened to anything where one’s attention has been ‘notified’ to certain/specific matters. There 
… has been/are /always will be … Fungus! Yet that which we have spoken of will be brought to the 
forefront when it is deemed the correct time for this particular scare tactic to be presented on a large 
scale, in order for it appearing to be necessary for everyone to remain indoors. Please remember we 
also mentioned that this worldwide lockdown will bring about Phase Two and Fergus Fungus is merely 
another disguise.

So funny really, when you first mentioned there would be Five Phases, I think we all thought that we would at 
least be halfway through Phase Four by now … not still in Phase One!

Yet, as we have also stated,  it does not mean that once Phase Two is underway that they all will last as 
long as this initial undertaking! We feel quite confident in this matter.

Well, that’s good to know. So, nothing to say about it then?

Very little. It shall speak for itself when the time comes.
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And no point in asking when that will be.

Correct Blossom. Yet, it is coming.

Ok. Let’s leave that there, as this isn’t flowing as one would like. In fact, I’m going to try again later ... ... ... ...

So, it is now a couple of hours later … I have been feeling during the break, that you would like to talk about ‘The 
Bridge’… shall we?

That would be most suitable.

And … Go!

‘The Bridge’ as we have spoken off in great depth * is becoming more apparent and obvious within your 
heart space.

It is a crossing over from one state of Being to another.

It is there, awaiting all those who choose to cross, and yet, there shall be many that prefer … for 
now … to remain on the side that they are familiar with. For it is so, Blossom, that many souls feel 
uncomfortable with much that is unfamiliar and prefer to stay within their comfort zone.

However, as more turmoil and transparency come to Light … there will be great awakenings in numbers 
en masse.

AND THIS, DEAREST SOULS … IS WHERE YOU COME IN!

The years that you have undergone much understanding of self shall be your anchor. For there shall be 
much that shakes even the Strongest of the Strong to the core.

All that you have gained in Knowledge and Trust within the self shall be the Guiding Beacon for so many 
that have no idea what is transpiring.

Many, so very many have remained in their ‘pocket of comfort’ and even when hearing of possibilities 
that concern and upset the psyche, they chose to shut it off.

This is not something that one should judge or feel the need to reprimand … we would say the opposite.

YOU ARE HERE TO HELP THESE LOST SOULS.

YOU ARE HERE TO GUIDE THEM TO THE BRIDGE … LIGHTING THE WAY WITH EVERY STEP.

Your Heart’s Light will attract these souls as moths to a flame and they shall be able to FEEL the TRUST.

For TRUST shall be something that one has lost all faith in. For all that is to be revealed will confuse 
many, for they have Trusted that which they thought ‘had their back’ and yet, it will be proven to be the 
exact opposite.

Therefore, to KNOW who to turn to will be felt, yet, much patience by those who are already aware of 
‘The Bridge’ shall be required.
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There will be a time of great anger by many. No one likes to be lied to … let alone on the scale that is to 
be presented and once again we say, proven.

Be gentle … so very gentle, with these souls. For much Healing will be needed within their Being.

Will all souls cross this Bridge?

In their own time. Yes.

Ok ... not sure why the link isn’t fully connected today. Yet, in order to ‘offer’ our weekly ‘something’, it is coming 
to my mind to put up the track from THE BRIDGE mp3, that I made many years ago.  What say you?

This too would be beneficial. We would say there is a ‘fault on the line’ today. Nothing at all to be 
concerned about, yet, as you have ‘felt’ Blossom, the connection isn’t flowing as it should.

Ok … I’ll make a video of the track. Many thanks for that which we did get! In Gratitude.In Loving Service. I AM.

• The Bridge is a book written when my first contact with The Federation Of Light began.
• ‘Meditations on The Bridge’ mp3 is compiled of extracts from the book. 'The Bridge' is one of them.
• Here is the Link to Today’s newly made video. THE BRIDGE https://youtu.be/CffgxXmFIPI
• Both the book and the mp3 are available from my shop. https://www.blossomgoodchild.com/shop/

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

5 February 2023
Good morning to you. I have found this unexpected gap in my agenda, so thought I’d try and get the channelling 
done now. Hoping it will work.

Welcome, Dearest Blossom. Welcome, All Souls who have found their way to these communications. For 
it is your Heart that has led you here. For it is your Heart that recognises Truth in all things. There is no 
better radar than your Heart, Dearest Ones.

Thank you. Very True. I wondered if you could speak to us about the EES and Med beds etc. In fact, all Quantum 
Healing apparatus in general, if you would?

https://youtu.be/CffgxXmFIPI
https://www.blossomgoodchild.com/shop/
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It would be our pleasure, Blossom. For the opening up/out of such instruments is to become a new way 
of life for many.

It matters not that you do not understand the ‘how’ of their workings. Yet, it matters greatly that you 
KNOW they work and are doing you a huge favour.

What do you mean by that?

IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT THE HEALER LIES WITHIN EACH ONE.

THERE IS NO GREATER HEALER THAN THE SELF.

Yet, for instance, the EES is an ENERGY ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM. It enhances your Energy and works on 
a level that cannot be seen, heard or touched. It creates an Energy … a Zero Point Energy … and within 
that space … all is at Peace … all becomes balanced.

I have been Blessed to have experienced two, four-hour sessions and I can certainly vouch for that Peace. It 
takes about ten minutes for my mind to close down and I go into a deep relaxed state. How does that work?

Because Zero Point Energy does not set about rewriting your shopping list. It does not set about the calls 
you have to make or the work commitments that have to be achieved NOW.

Zero Point Energy is your friend IN PEACE. It allows for the mind to switch off and allows for the ‘self’ to 
BE in a different space. Would you say you are aware of where that space is, Blossom?

Nope. I just ‘zonk out’.  I don’t feel as if I am asleep, although, ‘time’ simply disappears.

Because there is no time in the space of Consciousness … and this is where you go. This is where YOU 
switch off … tune out … and then tune in to your TRUTH … and then the miracle key is to allow the 
system to go to work … on you … on your body.

There have been miraculous results as many of you are aware. Yet, we stress again … it is your 
KNOWING that it works that is the ultimate Healer.

Can you believe that there is word out there that the EES is all a scam … and that it is of the dark in order to 
‘secretly’ change our DNA etc?

Yes. We can believe that. For anything and everything that is of the Highest Light and for the Highest 
Good of all … the dark needs to infiltrate, in order to place negative thoughts, in order for the Energy of 
Light that it is, to be dimmed. Again … we would suggest to ask your Heart.

Well, when I heard of such rubbish, I looked into my heart and recalled how I felt whilst in there and also, 
thought of the lady who ‘created’ it. To me, the answer from my heart came back LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT. TRUTH. 
TRUTH. TRUTH.

Blossom … there are so many ‘instruments’ that shall be brought to one’s attention in the coming days … 
BECAUSE IT IS IN ALIGNMENT FOR THIS WAY OF HEALING TO ENHANCE.

These illnesses … these intrusions to the body, were never meant to be part of that which is you. It is a 
long journey one is undertaking in these times, to rid not only your physical body, yet your World … of 
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ALL THINGS that do not belong.

These new assistances will be in use more and more and become readily available … in time, for many. 
Yet, do not Feel that you have been ‘duped’ if you are not close to such facilities.

FOR YOU KNOW THAT ‘YOU’ ARE YOUR HEALER.

Even when you have come across miraculous events where another has ‘Healed’ someone. That ‘other’ is 
merely the facilitator. A Healing cannot take place unless your Soul is in agreeance for it to do so.

Hold on … why would a Soul not agree?

Blossom, you would be surprised.

I already am!

When a Soul is ready to be Healed … they shall be. Sometimes a Soul requires certain emotions or 
indeed, we could shock and say … ‘sufferings’ to be part of their NOW ... so that they can become who 
they need to be.

I know what you mean, yet, some may not. Some may say ‘Why must I suffer at all?’

And we would reply … because you asked to.

And they would reply … ‘Was I ‘off my face’ at the time?’

And we would reply ‘No.’ You asked to experience certain aspects of life in order to understand more 
of who you are. Is it not through suffering that when emerging from it … an unknown strength is felt 
within?

Yep. For me … always.

So really, we need say no more.

Yet, when someone wants to be Healed and it doesn’t happen … surely it goes deeper than the fact that they 
asked for it to make them stronger?

It is not just strength that is gained, Blossom. It is the Soul’s understanding of self. There are many 
scenarios that are of great and varied reasons as to why one is not Healed and another is.

Some Soul’s, deep down, ‘Feel’ they need to suffer due to a past life connection where they may have 
done a great wrong to another and ‘for them’ it is only by experiencing that great wrong … within/for … 
themselves that they are able to forgive themselves. Even though the Soul that was wronged in that past 
life has forgiven them.

I am hearing ‘Service to Soul’. Yet, not getting a sentence with it.

‘Service to Soul’ Blossom, does not really need to go in a sentence, for it speaks for itself.

It is your responsibility to be of Service to your Soul … as much as it is your responsibility to Service your 
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Soul.

Your engines in your cars need servicing. Things need to be serviced in order to function at their Highest 
capabilities.

It is no different for your Soul.

It needs attention.

It needs to be looked after/cared for/Loved.

If it does not receive the attention required, you cannot get the best from it.

Simple as that.

So, ways to service the soul are?

TO LOVE IT … MORE THAN LIFE ITSELF.

I take that to be just an expression … as Life itself is Love.

Correct.

TO GIVE IT YOUR TIME.

TO HONOUR IT.

TO SPEAK WITH IT … NOT TO IT.

What is the difference?

When you speak ‘to’ it, you are speaking outside of it. When you speak ‘with it’, you are speaking within 
it … as it … you are BEING OF IT …

YOU ARE YOUR SOUL.

ALL THAT IS OUTSIDE OF YOU IS NOT.

LIVE WITHIN YOUR SOUL.

For so often, it is as if … one has stepped outside of it for a time. Yet, of course, this is not possible. Yet, it 
can feel like that.

STEP BACK IN … WALK INSIDE OF YOU.

A journey is not improved by how many steps the feet take and how far one has walked in miles.

THE GREATEST JOURNEY OF ALL, DEAREST SOULS, IS THE ONE THAT YOU TAKE INSIDE YOUR HEART.

That is the most invigorating Energetic ‘trip’ of all.
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There is so much on the outside … so much to experience … so much to see, to touch, to encounter …

YET, ON THE INSIDE IS AN ENTIRE KINGDOM … YOUR KINGDOM … GOD’S KINGDOM… LOVE’S KINGDOM … 
LIFE’S KINGDOM …

Call it what you will, yet, there it is … within you.

And within that Kingdom, as it has been said … are many doors.

You hold the key to each one of those doors. Yet, they can only be unlocked when you are ready to enter 
through.

LOVE KNOWS what is behind each one … AS DO YOU. Yet, on this inner journey, your Soul will lead you to 
the correct door at the correct moment. For you … must be/have to be … ready in your BEING to accept 
what, and absorb what, is on the other side.

KNOW, KNOW, KNOW, THAT YOU ARE LOVE OF THE HIGHEST ORDER

KNOW, KNOW, KNOW, THAT YOU … HAVE CHOSEN/WERE CHOSEN … TO BE HERE AT THIS TIME TO 
CONDUCT YOUR SOUL IN SUCH A WAY, SO THAT IT EMANATES LOVE THROUGH YOU ... FROM YOU … TO 
ALL THAT IS.

WHAT AN EXTREME JOY FOR THE SOUL TO DO SO!

Indeed. That very Knowing makes me feel so EFFULGENT!

We are aware of that word and are Joyous in the Knowing that you are now aware of it also.

To shine Light … To radiate Light … YES! YES! YES!

YES! YES! YES! … and you can FEEL THAT LIGHT NOW as you offer it out to The Whole.

It is all so simple, is it not?

Indeed, it is, and the more we ‘Get it’… the easier it becomes.

Dearest Blossom … Dearest Souls, Be … in/of/as … Gratitude for all that you are in this now. Yet, Be in 
Gratitude also, for all that you have been and are to become.

SO MUCH IS TO COME THAT SHALL SWELL YOUR HEARTS WITH SUCH A FEELING OF THANKS.

YOUR SOULS WILL BE BRIMMING OVER WITH LIGHT … AS YOU CONTINUE … TO CHANGE THE WORLD.

Oh, thank you. Thank you. Thank you. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

12 February 2023
Morning chaps! Well, I cannot not ask you about Fergus the Fungus! So many emails sent to me from Canada, 
the U.S. and the U.K. with headlines of a dangerous spreading fungus. The WHO have even mentioned it. Is it 
that your prediction is now coming to fruition? Do tell!

Good morning to you, Blossom, and to Each Soul of effulgent emissions, which have a far greater effect 
than one is assuming.

Yes, the news is spreading as quickly as they say the fungus is. Look upon this with Joy, not dread. For 
indeed, it is good news. In that, Phase Two is to be implemented sooner rather than later.

Which, with respect, means sweet nothing, due to your 'soon’ not being the same as ours.

Either way, Blossom, in the context of the phrase ‘sooner rather than later’, it is accurate.

Are you able to tell us more about it? The fungus itself, or the plan to shut us away because of it?

It is known by us via Energy … so intricate details cannot be specific.

To be honest, blunt, and disrespectful, I am quite surprised that it is even being mentioned at all. Due to Divine 
timing, much that we are waiting for through your news bulletins … are still being waited for. So, I’m thrilled!

Yet?

Yet, still uncertain that it will turn into a worldwide lockdown.

Something has to be the cause, and the fear is already being generated which will grow exorbitantly 
over the coming months. So that by the time the ‘remain in your homes’ is implemented … news of this 
fungus and its ‘claws’ will have spread far and wide and created enough fear necessary for people to ‘do 
as they are told’.

Yet, is it not that so many now, having experienced this over the last few years, simply will not comply?

There is indeed this possibility … and those that choose not to will be doing so because they ‘KNOW’. Yet, 
this does not mean to say that to be ‘shut in/shut down’ is not necessary … for THIS particular ‘excuse’ is 
for the Greater Good of all.

THIS particular fear tactic has an underlying attachment which again, as we say, is necessary for all to 
remain indoors for their safety and yet, this safety via confinement has nothing to do with a fungus. As 
we say, this is merely a camouflage.
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I know you have said that it is in order for the Truth to be revealed in ways of screen time, and for us to be 
shown what REALLY IS going on. So much anger/frustration etc. will stir up in the large majority when Truths are 
discovered, that it is for our safety that the military be on the streets etc … to keep control of the masses that 
could so easily become out of control. This again, I have heard about for so long yet, it still feels hard to accept 
that something like this is actually EVER going to happen.

Then, all we can say to you Blossom, is … wait and see.

I know I should not be so ‘sceptical’. Especially, as I am basically saying I am not sure I believe you.

Blossom, it does not matter whether or not you believe us.

Well, it should do, shouldn’t it? I am bringing through your Truth that you are trying to get out to the world, and 
as ‘your messenger’ surely, I should be 100% on board?

Why?

Isn’t it obvious? Because if I didn’t feel you were bringing through Truth, why would I continue? As you can feel 
from my energy, I am in a fine place with this conversation. I need the reader to know that.

And we would like the reader to know that we know you will continue on these conversations, even 
though you do not always agree.

Correct. Yet, it’s not that I don’t agree. I’m just 'not sure', yet, happy to wait and see.

When it happens, Blossom, and we say ‘when’ not ‘if’ … you will all feel such relief, even though the 
nature of it is not Sunshine and Rainbows. In fact, far from it. Yet, dearest Blossom, dearest Souls of 
Truth and Light … we have spoken many times, that although the ultimate goal … your mission … is to 
bring the Blessed Gaia and indeed, your Blessed Beings, into that world of Sunshine and Rainbows, there 
is much that is NOT of that Energetic Vibration that has to be cleared and removed in order to walk into 
it.

It will be exceedingly unpleasant.

I felt as if I stopped you from saying ‘painful’.

You did.  Yet, we know your reasoning was not to create fear.

And gloom and doom …

Indeed. Yet, we also wish to prepare your Being for what is to come, so that your strengths can carry you 
… in the knowing that the ‘rough passage’ has to occur before the waters calm and a Peace covers your 
Planet.

It shall be the bumpiest roller coaster one could possibly imagine. Of this, there is no doubt. Yet …

YOU ARE READY!

And even though we cannot tell you exactly what this shall entail … as you are riding the storm … you 
will KNOW that ‘this is meant to be’ and this will assist you greatly in the KNOWING of that which is on 
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the other side … once ‘that part’ of The Plan has been acted out.

Why is it we can’t be informed in more detail of what is to come?… And I already know what you are going to say!

Shall we do the honours, or you?

You.

Have you yourself not said, Blossom … if women knew the actual pain of childbirth, there would be far 
less Souls on the Planet.

Yep.

Yet, the pain is stops instantaneously when the baby is born and there is instant Joy of the Highest 
Vibration … and each intense contraction becomes a gift in the memory … as the result of one’s ‘labours’.

Are you trying to joke here?

It was not intentional yet, now we see what you mean.

This is how, perhaps, one should liken this scenario to that which is coming ...That which lies ahead … 
and it is coming.

Think of all the pain and disruption that is to disrupt the very core of the Earth, as the contractions 
through labour. In the KNOWING that new life is to be born when it is done … when that phase is 
complete.

And although you may find your World unrecognisable … there will have taken place such a cleansing … 
that Each and Every Soul WILL FEEL as if they have A NEW LIFE.

This is why you are here, dearest Souls.

This is why you are THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.

This is why you KNOW inside … YOUR KNOWING!

Even though you feel you know nothing of what is to actually take place. Yet, you do, and when it is 
happening you will KNOW your KNOWING … by your FEELING … by your recognition of KNOWING that 
which appears unfamiliar yet, at the same time so familiar.

When all is being acted out … you will have … the feeling of/the sensation of … I KNOW THIS. Yet, at the 
same time, you will be battered and bruised on a Soul level.

However, when you can remember that we have spoken of this and that at last, you are moving forward 
… closer to THE BRIDGE … although battered and bruised, you KNOW that the LIGHT OF ALL THAT IS … is 
working its Divine Miracles also, during this time.

Struth Ruth! We needed to hear that last sentence, for it could ‘appear’ to be daunting.

Not if, Blossom …
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YOU STAY IN TUNE WITH WHO YOU ARE.

THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING … NOT ONE THING, THAT CAN PULL YOU UNDER IF YOU REMAIN TRUE TO 
THE ENERGY OF LOVE THAT YOU ARE.

LOVE CHANGES EVERYTHING.

REMAIN IN THAT HIGH VIBRATION OF LOVE .

That is all you need do.

If you close your eyes now, in this moment, and connect into the Vibration that you are sitting in as you 
listen or hear our words …

Ok … am doing…

What do you FEEL?

Hard to describe … Ready?

For what?

To move into Phase Two.

What else?

Courage.

Which is greatly required. What else?

Armed.

As indeed you are. With what?

LOVE.

You KNOW, Blossom! You say you don’t know … yet you do!

Throughout all that is to take place … through Phase One to Five  … that is all you need to know.

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

We repeat …
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THAT IS ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW.

THAT IS ALL YOU NEED TO SAY.

THAT IS ALL YOU NEED TO FEEL.

THAT IS ALL YOU ARE.

Thank you. I feel quite expectant! As if one is given an estimated date for the baby to be born yet, knowing also, 
that it could be any time before or after, depending on DIVINE timing.

Indeed, Blossom. Indeed.

Our Love and Respect for Each One is so POWERFUL.

We desire that you take that POWER and nestle it warmly into your Heart space, and allow it to remain 
and expand with each breath you take … in/as/through/of … LOVE ITSELF.

Nice one chaps. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

18 February 2023
Hello there. The odds are against us this morning yet, it’s the only opportunity I will get this week. My mood is 
not the best and a lot of noise from outside. These things are sent to try us. Ok, so let’s see if we can change all 
that. How are things in your world?

Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls, from all walks of life, in all sorts of ‘States of Being’ … we welcome you 
this day … this moment … In Love.

Already I feel calmer.

In our world, Blossom? We need to change that … for we are not in/of a world. We simply are! Anywhere/
everywhere.
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So, are you a group of Consciousness? Can Consciousness be in groups?

Complicated question. Yet, we would answer by saying … that ALL is Consciousness. You, us, ALL.

FOR ALL IS LOVE AND CONSCIOUSNESS IS LOVE ITSELF.

We choose to BE present and known as THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT.

THE OVERSEERS OF THE OVERSEERS.

 This is our ‘station’ so to speak. This is the Vibration … in which/of which … we reside, and from this 
‘stature’ we OVERSEE much that is taking place in many worlds.

That’s a pretty huge workload. I hope you take a large pack lunch every day!

Blossom, from your perspective, this may ‘seem’ the case. From ours, this is not so.

When you say 'oversee' … do you ‘just watch’, or do you have a say in the way things should or should not be 
run?

We indeed, hold council with those within a position that keep things in check. We are talking regarding 
Planetary choices as opposed to the everyday running of things. The smaller responsibilities we do not 
need to ‘guide’. However, the greater, more poignant ones, we guide in detail.

It's hard to know what you mean. If you guide those who are guiding us … how do they follow through with that?

By watching over Energetically that which is taking place, and believe it or not … preventing much that 
could be termed as disastrous.

Please don’t take offence, yet, one could say … they may be taking too long a tea break! For many disasters are 
going on right now, every day.

No offence taken, Blossom. Yet, you would be surprised at much that is prevented.

Surprise me, do!

Well, for instance … many planned ‘Earthly freak happenings’ have been prevented.

And many have not.

Blossom, before this get’s too involved and you lose the thread, shall we just say that your World 
has been saved from many atrocities on a Global scale, by those who ‘watch over your Planet’. Yet, 
‘intervention’ is only permitted on certain levels. For it is that much has to be played out, in order for the 
Divine Plan to move into its next phase.

Phase Two do you mean?

We do.

Ok. So, taking into account I am not in the Highest frame of Vibration right now, can we just talk about that? To 
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be honest, you saying this ‘Fergus the fungus’ is going to lead us into it, I am finding to be a bit of a responsibility! 
It’s a bit much for me to take on board. What if it happens? What if it doesn’t? Either way, it puts me a little out of 
sorts. Your take on that would be?

Blossom, before you came, you agreed to work with us because you KNOW that we are Truth.

You agreed to bring forth our messages in the KNOWING that our ‘take’ on matters, no matter how they 
may seem to you from an Earthly perspective, are coming from the Highest Love in the interest of those 
residing upon your Planet.

You agreed that no matter how hard this would become at times … you would see this ‘mission’ through.

Again, I say …Perhaps I had too many sherries with the vicar at the time of this said agreement!

Yet, you also agreed that you could stop at any given moment if it became too much.

That's not happening. I am a stayer, it seems. Yet, it doesn’t mean to say I always find it a piece of cake. Often, I 
want to find that vicar and the sherry bottle, even though I don’t drink!

What we wish you to take on board is that these messages are brought through to give you Courage … To 
give Each One, Courage … in order to see this mission through.

COURAGE … STRENGTH … LOVE … TRUST … TRUTH.

Each One of you are so admired for that which you do. For the way you manage to get through each day 
… after being confronted sometimes, with knowledge of such abhorrence’s that chill your spine.

Yet, you FIGHT ON.

Many perhaps, dismiss this word 'Fight'. Yet, you have been in a war of the most unfathomable nature.

LIGHT versus dark.

I know you say ‘have been’ because the Light has won. It would just be so good to see more evidence of that, 
now and again. To have that glimmer of Hope.

Yet, you have that Hope. You have that KNOWING in your Heart …

THAT THIS IS SO.

You are presented with so much falsehood. You are given to believe that which is untrue, is true.

Travel deep within your Heart, Blossom and all Souls who are feeling despondent and downhearted at 
this time.

THERE YOU WILL FIND LOVE.

THERE YOU WILL FIND REASONING.

Playing the role of the party pooper today … ‘reasoning’ is often well hidden in the archives! Let alone Global 
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struggles … the day-to-day ones sometimes feel so challenging.

And … with Love and respect, we say to you … what suggestions have we made to assist you when you 
feel this way?

To say the Mantra.

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

KEEP saying it from the Truth of your Heart.

KEEP on and on saying it until you feel your ‘mood’ swing back up to where you feel comfortable.

KEEP taking deep breaths, in the KNOWING that you KNEW there would be times when feeling one 
doesn’t have the strength to go on … and within that KNOWING you also KNEW … that no matter what … 
you would get through those times and get back on the train.

Getting back on the train isn’t really an appropriate saying right now … as for whatever reason, be it a distraction 
or otherwise, many are getting derailed!

Then may we say horse?

You may!

KNOW … Dearest Souls … that THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … NEVER LEAVES YOU.

IT CANNOT … BECAUSE YOU 'ARE' THAT LIGHT.

Our batteries however run really low now and then!

Then top them up! Better still, do not allow them to get so low.

TREAT YOURSELF WITH RESPECT.

HONOUR YOURSELF.

PRAISE YOURSELF.

CORRECT YOURSELF WHEN YOU FIND YOU ARE NOT BEING KIND TO YOURSELF.

Dearest Blossom … Lady Of Light …

Who needs to turn her dimmer switch up right now …
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Dearest Souls of Light … Take in a large deep breath, now, in this given moment and breathe out all 
stresses and disappointments.

Breathe in once again … filling your Beings … your very core … with the KNOWLEDGE that you would not 
be on Planet Earth having this experience if you had not asked to be part of this Great Transformation.

And to take you to another level … not only did you ask … you were chosen.

BECAUSE YOU … EACH ONE … have within you that which it takes to carry on.

THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.

Do not beat yourselves up for not behaving in a manner that is of the Highest LIGHT Vibration.

Know that even those who have come to your Planet as great teachers/preachers ... had their ‘off days’.

BEING ON YOUR PLANET EARTH IS THE MOST WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE/ EXPERIMENT.

YOU … EACH ONE … has the honour to BE upon it … residing within its Vibrations …

BECAUSE YOU WANTED TO HELP.

IT IS WITHIN YOU ... TO HELP!

AND HELPING … YOU ARE.

Down days are inevitable … due to energies that wish you to be that way.

Yet, hold on to the KNOWING that this World of polarities will … when ready … soar you to the opposite 
of how you are feeling now.

GIVE GRATITUDE … ALWAYS GIVE GRATITUDE …

FOR IT ALL …

FOR EVERY SINGLE PIECE OF THIS PUZZLE.

The pieces that jump out at you and are so easy to find and slot into place, and the pieces that you 
search for and believe to be missing, because no matter how hard or how long you look … you cannot 
find them. Yet, in the exact moment … there they are … out of the blue … and so easily slot in … making 
the picture just that little bit clearer.

Piece by piece, Dearest Souls … you are bringing THE DIVINE PLAN into place for all to see.

HOLD ON to our words.

HOLD ON to our Love Being sent.

HOLD ON … For the change is upon you.
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SOON!

Soon, indeed.

Thank you SO much. I am not comfortable with being a ‘Negative Nelly’ in these communications, yet, 
sometimes … that’s just the way it is. I LOVE YOU.

And we Love YOU, Blossom Goodchild … as we LOVE EACH ONE.

In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

12 March 2023
Hello! So nice to sit down and get in touch! What a ride, what a ride, what a ride! … and … I feel we haven’t even 
let the brakes off yet!

Welcome, Blossom. Welcome to Each One on this ride … same train … different carriages.

Nicely put and so True. It is a big awakening to/of self to come to the understanding, that how others behave 
towards you, or themselves is simply where ‘they’ are at. Letting go of the attachment and simply sending Love. 
It feels good to reach certain stations on the journey!

Dearest travellers … so many destinations lie ahead. So many passages from A to B to C to D etc. Each 
one bringing further comprehension of the Divine Light within the Soulself. Each station allowing time to 
rest … to have a different viewpoint… to recoup … to regain Balance.

And a cup of tea and a bun!

If this is the service offered. Each café presenting an array of ‘Goodies’!

There he is again … I can feel the Energy! How Blessed am I!

… an assortment of choices … that will sustain the Soul for the next part of the journey.
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Often that train does not arrive when expected. Yet, always, always, always ... give ‘Trust’ … the time! 
Hand Trust over to your Divine KNOWING and simply make the most of your new surroundings until it is 
clearly apparent that the next train is the one that requires you to jump on board.

TRUST IN THAT WHICH YOU ARE.

TRUST IN YOUR KNOWING.

Actually, that segues beautifully into a question that baffles quite a few and indeed, myself sometimes. We have 
spoken of this before yet, could you elaborate? It is regarding the ‘getting in touch with self on a deeper level’. 
You say ‘Go within’. Over to you, if I may?

Certainly, Blossom. So where is this ‘within’?

Eh, that’s what I’m asking! I seek it here, I seek it there, I seek this ‘within’ everywhere.

And that is why you cannot find it because you are looking here, there, and everywhere.

‘Within’, Dearest Blossom, Dearest Soul’s … is nowhere.

As in NOW HERE.

Precisely.

So why say ‘within’?

BECAUSE IT IS ‘WITHIN’ YOU.

So, YOU ...YOU may say that you are seeking YOU, and yet, YOU … the real YOU … is LOVE.

So, all one need do is BE … NOW … HERE.

In the presence of the moment of NOW, for there is nothing else. Nothing more than the NOW.

So, when you go inside of YOU … when you reach the YOU that is LOVE, when you allow everything 
else to drop away … every thought, every memory, absolutely everything, to drop away … other than 
breathing … you go ‘IN YOU’.

Hard to shut off those thoughts and just BE.

As hard, Blossom, as you choose to make it. Anything and everything is as hard or as easy as you choose 
to make it.

So, you may say … ‘WITHIN’ this moment of NOW, I choose to silence my mind and allow all to go quiet. 
Every time you are aware of a thought … go back to listening to the sound of your breath.

Have you heard how beautiful the sound of your breath can be? The sound of silence … nothing but your 
breath? If you focus on that sound wholeheartedly … then all thoughts can take a break.

We shall add also, that one of the MAIN reasons we gave you The Mantra is to assist you to go ‘within’.
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When you say it … when you fully concentrate on it … when you put your attention into the FEELING of it 
… there will be no room for thoughts to enter in.

These words …

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

They take your KNOWING … HOME.

Whoa! My Heart just leapt! That’s profound Chaps!

They reboot your KNOWINGNESS amongst the hustle and bustle of everyday life and all its comings and 
goings.

It settles you … instantly.

You are absolutely right, of course.

When you just BE … you are going ‘within’.

When you smell a flower … you are going ‘within’.

When you offer a kindness … you are going ‘within’.

When you reside … in/as/of/through … LOVE OF THE HIGHEST ORDER … you LIVE in a constant 
configuration of going ‘within’.

Dearest Souls … before you came to this Planet this time … you were enveloped in a Vibration that is 
very different from the one that you are experiencing NOW.

Before you came, there was not the density … there was not the fear … there was not the uncertainty. 
Therefore, you were so very keen to come to Earth and be a part of … to play a part in … this incredible 
transformation.

NOW … you are HERE … WITHIN IT.

Yes, indeed we are. Sometimes we remember why we came and feel amazingly strong … Sometimes we can 
remember, yet, feel weak and despondent.

YET, THAT KNOWING INSIDE …

THAT KNOWING THAT YOU ARE …

THAT KNOWING THAT IS YOU … IS LOVE.
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LOVE CAN NEVER LEAVE, BLOSSOM, BECAUSE IT ‘IS’.

IT ‘IS’ ALL THERE IS.

THERE IS NOWHERE FOR IT TO GO.

IT IS EVERYWHERE AND EVERYTHING.

This we understand. Well, most of us. Some seem to have not yet got their suitcase out, or even thought about 
packing to get on that train!

Maybe they will catch the express!

I hope so. I had an amazingly long email full of expletives aimed at 'Us'. I don’t think they could have added 
anything more to make it any worse. It didn’t hurt me … water off a duck’s back! Yet, I felt for that soul. To be in 
such a place where the need to lash out and blame ‘you’ for nothing happening. To blame ‘you’ for all the terrible 
things going on in the world and ‘you’ just sitting back and letting it happen. I felt for him because it must be a 
terrible place to reside ‘within’ his Being.

Again, Blossom … Love is Love is Love is Love is Love … Vibrating ‘within’ different frequencies, 
dependant on choice of attitude and choices to change.

Yet, probably not his fault that he is where he is ‘within’ himself.

When you say ‘not his fault’, we would say … it would be his choosing … on a level that goes very deep, 
for Each soul.

The Master Plan … The Divine Plan … is not transparent when it comes to the whys and wherefores.

Yet, Dearest Souls … The Master Plan has only one’s well-being at Heart … which may seem hard to 
accept by some, when you look around your Planet.

Indeed! Yet, on a Higher level of understanding, I get that.

As this Plan unfolds … as the way is shown … as you walk into a Brighter tomorrow … and YOU FEEL 
YOUR KNOWINGNESS OF WHAT IS in a more accepting Soul space …

YOU … YOU … YOU … and YOU … Yes … Each One … will not/cannot ... regret one move, one action of the 
YOU that made YOU who YOU ARE.

REMEMBER …

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT.

EACH ONE OF YOU CAME TO PLANET EARTH TO MAKE SURE OF THIS.

Swords of Light to the skies and all that chaps! Thank you!

The Gratitude we have for Each One is of the Highest Vibration.
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There is a saying in your world ‘ We’ve got your back’!

That intention never leaves us.

Good and comforting to know! Happy days. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

19 March 2023
Hello to you, and coming into this conversation with much Love. Well, of course, folk are keen to know if you 
have anything to say about the banking situation in the States? Not really ‘our bag’, yet, thought I would try.

Welcome to you, Blossom. Welcome to Each One. We so enjoy this discourse and yet, it is not always 
appropriate to answer certain questions. However, on that topic, we will say that ‘The Walls will come 
tumbling down’. We have spoken before of the domino effect and this shall become quite apparent.

Much anger shall derive from these ‘goings on’ and those who ‘think’ they are in charge will have to 
attempt to smooth and soothe … although, the uproar will bring about great changes, as more and more 
wake up to the fact that those ‘at the top’ … those ‘making out’ to be ‘for the people’ ... are actually, and 
only ever have been, for themselves.

It will not necessarily be that awakenings of a Soul Nature shall take place for many, to begin with … 
yet, to come to an understanding, an acceptance that they have been ‘duped’ will stir up much within … 
which in turn shall bring one to realise … that there is much more to WHO THEY ARE as a SOUL BEING … 
And you are probably aware that we are to say … and that is where you come in.

The turmoil that is to arise, shall bring about Peace!

Interesting statement, yet, I get it.

What we do wish to share, is that once one is in the thick of what is to come … it is not something that is 
to engulf your Planet for years and years.

Once Truths are revealed and the ‘everyday’ folk, with respect … have cooled down and begin to come to 
terms with all that IS … the doors will be opened up once again. Naturally, we cannot give a time frame 
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… yet, when all is in motion it … will/should … run smoothly according to THE DIVINE PLAN.

You are also keen to know if we have anything to say regarding the end of this month of March, is this 
correct?

Well, it's just that much is being said about a portal opening up leading to many possibilities. I guess with the 
bank thing happening, it could be leading up to something bigger?

Dearest Souls, we cannot deny that the Energies flowing in now are EXTREME … and in conjunction with 
Planetary aspects taking place there will be a whirlwind … of deLights … presenting themselves.

DeLights?

Indeed.

Yet, portals have opened up before, many times, and no one would really know unless it had been stated by off-
worlders.

Yet, this is quite different.

In what way?

ITS POWER OF LIGHT ENERGY.

Not being an expert on portals and their properties, which way is it opening … in or out, if you understand me?

We do, Blossom. Portals do not ‘just happen’. They are created.

By whom?

By those not of Earth. They can be new or old. Old ones can lay dormant until such time when they 
are required, once again. New ones are ‘strategically placed’ and are created to … for instance, ‘send 
through’ … all sorts.

Not Liquorice all sorts?

We understand the joke … Mr Goody’s favourites.

Indeed, they were. Anyway, we digress … ‘all sorts’, meaning?

Meaning, first and foremost, Portals are intense Energy Blasters.

Can they be dangerous?

Oh, yes. Depending on who gets their hands on them. For there is such intricacy involved in their design 
and when in the wrong hands, they can cause much damage if one does not understand their ‘systems’.

So, is it correct that in certain hands down here on Earth, portals have been created?

No, not created. For their technology is far advanced. Yet, they have been ‘discovered’ and ‘cornered off’ 
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in great privacy and many of the top scientists have been ‘ushered in’ to tap into the technology. Yet, so 
much of it is not of this World and therefore, much of it, for these Souls, is a guessing game.

I always imagine portals opening up and appearing in the skies. Yet, that’s not correct, is it?

Some, in fact many, are ‘airborne’, Blossom. Yet also, there are many attached to the Earth in order for 
that which enters through to land safely.

By that, do you mean ‘those’ who enter through’?

We do. Yet also, objects from elsewhere that may be needed for a particular mission … and when 
accomplished, both return.

Mission? What kind of mission?

Many. Subtly executed, without knowledge from those who reside on Earth.

Could you not give just one teeny-weeny example? I am closing my eyes, yet, no image is coming through.

Because it is just enough to say what we have said. Details may be forthcoming when more is 
understood about many things on your Planet.

You know sometimes chaps, you can be real party poopers!

Safety at all times, Blossom.

Fare enough! Good call. Thank you. So, the ones on Earth are more like doorways, to be used to come in and go 
back, and the airborne ones are for energy, is that right?

The airborne ones, Blossom, are used for much more than that. Yes, Energy … would you believe that 
there are many, many ‘cloaked portals’ in your atmospheres that are able to be turned on and off as 
required.

Yes, that sounds feasible.

They have many different uses. For Energy to enter and also, to vacuum out energy that is causing 
disturbance.

Where does it go to?

It is broken down through the journey of the Portal and dispersed out in ‘nowhere land’ where it 
completely evaporates.

That will be very handy in days to come.

It has already been very handy in days past, Blossom.

Of course, many of you understand that these  'vortex stations' allow many ships from many Planets to 
enter in and out. Yet, let it be known … these are not day trips for pleasure. Each entry of a ship is on an 
assignment of one form or another.
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Each ship is monitored and has a particular purpose for entering into the Earth’s atmosphere.

These Vortex stations are also manoeuvrable.

That makes sense if they are energy. Am I correct in saying that different portals would take you to different 
destinations? Like getting on the right train, sort of thing?

Yes. They can be programmed and set to a particular destination or time. Past present or future.

Yet, there are many ‘types’ that have been designed and designated to perform in certain ways.

Dearest Blossom, that which you know to be advanced technology on your Planet is in fact, as many of 
you know … so very basic compared to that which is known throughout the Cosmos.

Why is it that Earth is so far behind? I think the answer came as I wrote that.

Yes, Blossom. Technology can be used for good or otherwise. When those whose hearts are filled with 
greed are in charge and learn about that which can be done with such ‘technicalities’ it does not bode 
well. Much damage, many crimes, have already been committed.

At this time, that which one knows of on Earth is far more advanced than the ‘general public’ are aware 
of. Far more. Much havoc has been created due to this.

Therefore, that which is known in advanced civilisations is out of bounds for Earth availability. It would 
be far too dangerous.

When all this changes … which it will … Oh, Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … such deLights shall ensue 
…

ALL THIS IS TO COME.

Which takes us back to the beginning when you said this portal that is to open will bring through deLights.

Many of you are already feeling the trickling through of this Energy to help you prepare and adjust … 
and Enjoying its gifts immensely.

When it opens its doors … it will be a little at a time, otherwise, it would be too much at once. Yet, we say 
to you … that small amount each time will be enough to ‘knock your socks off’ … we think you say.

We do! We have odd sayings down here!

All this Higher Energy is coming through in perfect timing to coincide with the downfall of the darker 
souls and their antics.

This Energy will allow you to FEEL AND CONNECT with your Higher Strength and assist you in your 
KNOWINGS of how to conduct yourselves.

Yes, we have not hidden the fact that you are in for a bumpy ride. Yet, we have also encouraged you, at 
the same time.
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Let us remind you of that.

YOUR KNOWING AND STRENGTHS WILL AMPLIFY … THEY ARE ALREADY QUICKENING.

So, Dearest Souls, for those who feel fearful of what is to come …

LET GO!

LET GO OF ANY CONCERNS,

YOU CAME TO EARTH TO PLAY A PART IN A DIVINE PLAN … A 'DIVINE' PLAN.

ALL YOU NEED DO IS KNOW THIS IN FULLNESS.

YOU ARE SUPPORTED.

YOU ARE PROTECTED.

YOU ARE SUCCEEDING IN YOUR MISSION.

YOU ARE MARVELS.

YOU ARE MIGHTY.

YOU ARE LOVED.

YOU ARE LOVE.

HOW CAN FEAR ENTER IN WHEN YOU KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE?

Oh, Tickety Boo and all that, Chaps! Thank you so much. In Gratitude, In Loving service, I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

26 March 2023
Ok! Good morning! Well, no question of what I would like you to speak of today! Fergus the fungus is among us, 
it seems! It is all over the news about a deadly fungus spreading rapidly throughout the U.S. Can you release a 
little more information about this ‘set up’?

Welcome, Blossom and All. We smile as we know you are laughing regarding this coming about. As for 
much of that which we have said of other matters, has not yet done so.

Yep. Look at you go! Where to from here then?

We would gauge that it will still be a little while, yet, sooner than ‘our soon’, before the restrictions will 
be implemented.

Can you feel already, Blossom, the frustration of Each One as this is announced? Even those who felt 
so strongly to comply with regulations over the last few years, will start to open up their minds to the 
possibility that there is something afoot, and will not be so willing to simply ‘obey’ anymore.

This is a good thing.

Yes, indeed. Can you say if it will be as strict as before?

Even more so!

Oh, Joy! Yet, in a way … it is Joyous! Because at last, we shall be moving into Phase Two … which means we are 
getting a move on!

This is so, Blossom. Remember that.

Joy! Find the Joy in the KNOWING that things are escalating. The Divine Plan is moving up a notch in 
terms of visual identity.

What do you mean by that?

All that is to be uncovered as the layers are removed will prove to many, that this is indeed, a DIVINE 
PLAN.

For although it shall present itself as bleak, on the other hand, it will reveal to the uninitiated that ‘LOVE’ 
is all around and within.

Throughout the confusion that is to occur and present … SO MUCH LOVE will emanate from within, not 
only the self, yet, the Divine Mother Earth and a presence from above and below it.
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Can you elaborate on that? Especially the word ‘presence’?

We can, Blossom and we will. We are delighted to do so.

Yes, we have spoken of much turmoil and the strength required to ‘rise above it’. Yet, we have spoken 
also, on the Energy that is now flowing through in order to assist you in regaining the knowledge of that 
which you are.

LOVE.

THIS HIGHER VIBRATION OF LOVE THAT YOU ARE MATCHING WITHIN YOUR TRUE SELF, IS TO ALLOW YOU 
TO FEEL A LOVING STRENGTH WITHIN THAT TELLS YOU … THAT YOU HAVE ARRIVED.

THIS IS IT.

The POWER that accompanies this KNOWING stirs the TRUE YOU … the YOU that is no longer distracted 
by falsehoods, to emerge.

It is the most exciting of times, from our point of view, even though there shall be many who contradict 
this statement. For that which is ‘drip fed’ by those who are crumbling, will go all out to try and FORCE 
YOU to be afraid.

YET … THE CAVALRY HAS ARRIVED … as one says.

THIS BAND OF DIVINE LIGHTED SOULS … IS YOU!

COUPLED WITH THE ENERGY FORCE COMING THROUGH FROM OTHER REALMS.

Some Souls will almost ‘see’ the presence of ‘life’ from elsewhere, that have been given permission to 
‘enter into Earth’s atmosphere’ to lend a hand. Your backup!

As you said that, it made me think of the portal that you spoke of last week. Will this life from elsewhere be 
entering through it?

Indeed.

The Energy is so strong with you today … I can’t type quickly enough! It indeed does feel exciting when many 
would be feeling dread.

And this is why we come, Blossom. To prepare you. To advise you. To help you understand that what is to 
take place does not ‘belong’.

Eh … lost you there!

What we mean is … that which is about to occur, that which will be presented does not ‘belong’ within 
the Hearts of man.

Or woman!  I know it is a term used … yet, had to bring equality in.

Therefore, one’s Inner knowledge, one’s Inner Understanding, one’s Inner TRUTH will rise up so strongly 
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from deep within, and EACH ONE … in their own time … will KNOW IT IS TIME.

Time to hold on to our hats!

Yes, Blossom. If Each One, in this moment of NOW, would kindly close their eyes and take in a few deep 
breaths, and tap into our Love and Truth … the feeling of this KNOWING of ‘HERE WE GO’ will resonate 
so easily and Gracefully, and yet, at the same time, stir up the Warrior within, that has been patiently 
shining shoes and smartening up armour.

We are aware that some will not agree with our wording of ‘armour’. Yet, literally, it means … 
‘Protection’, as we choose to use it.

That which you have come to know of yourself … that which you can feel … that which you have been 
expecting of yourself … you shall KNOW. You shall experience.

This protection we speak of, is your Inner KNOWING.

YOUR KNOWING THAT THE LIGHT HAS WON AND YOU ARE HERE TO PRESENT THAT TO ALL WHO HAVE 
NOT YET UNDERSTOOD.

Much of what is to be ‘showcased’ in terms of the telling of outright lies will leave one speechless.

‘Buckle up’, would be a phrase to use here.

Trickles of presenting Truth will be initially disclosed, and just when one thinks there could not be 
anymore that could shock and leave one open-mouthed … more shall come through.

WOW. Seriously, or not so seriously … what a time lies ahead!

Oh, Dearest Blossom, …  have you not waited and waited and waited and waited for this?

Yep. Even though we don’t really know what ‘this’ is. One tries not to speculate, and just let it all flow as it should, 
yet, we humans cannot help but try and see into our future, as it seems so unstable.

This is a very good point, Blossom. To let it all flow. Do not get ‘stuck’ in the energy of what is not.

Eh … Translate, please?

WHAT IS … IS LOVE.

What is not … is not.

Here we go! Yet ‘everything is Love’ …

Exactly. And what is not … is not … for it is not.

So, if it is not … if it doesn’t exist, how can we get stuck in it? I am sitting here … awaiting a response. Are we 
stumped here? Surely not!

Words are not of assistance.
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Nor is silence! Actually, yes, it is. I sat here in silence and somehow 'get it' … sort of. Yet, as you say … words can’t 
express, for it ‘is not’. Poop. We were flowing so nicely, now I’m stuck … in what is not! Shall we skip and move 
on?

No, let us follow through.

Oh Lord! If we must. So … you are asking us to not get stuck in what is not?

Yes. You will simply know what is ‘not’.

Not … True?

Yes. Yet, more than that.

What is more than not True? Something is either True or not.

Or simply, not.

Not what, Scott?

Not ‘is’.

Pass the pills, someone! How can something not BE …

By not Being.

Nope. Not following. Not flowing. So, ‘I’ chose to move on. I know my brain is frazzled and at a standstill. Maybe, 
I can understand that, when on a Higher level, yet, not now. Just not happening to even ask another question.

We dutifully appreciate your honesty and perhaps, we may or may not discuss this at another time.

Probably, may not!  Where does that leave us?

We were asking you to go with the flow and not get stuck in the …

Stop right there. Yep. We will do our best to go with the flow.

We would like to add … that as Truth unfolds … as YOU, EACH ONE … reach understandings in a NEW 
WAY … you will find that ‘the flow’ has a different meaning.

Well, rather than ask in what way, for now, I will just say … I look forward to that. Sometimes, I feel a strength, 
a knowing in me that words again, cannot express, and other times I could just lie down and go to sleep in the 
hope I wake up when this ‘pantomime’ is all over. All pantomimes have a happy ending!

We admire the Courage of Each One experiencing life on Earth at this time.

Each one Being exactly where they are meant to be within.

Each one allowing their realization of what and who they are … the recognition of why they are here … 
to ‘come to Light’ at a pace that is suitable.
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Some lead the way. Some have chosen to be part of this great army of Light in a subtler fashion, yet …

EACH ONE AS STRONG AS THE OTHER …

EACH ONE WALKING ALONGSIDE THEIR FAMILY … THEIR TRIBE …

EACH ONE HOLDING UP THE ONES THAT ARE WEARY …

EACH ONE WALKING FORWARD IN TRUTH …

EACH ONE READY …

EACH ONE MOVING TOGETHER AS ONE HEART …

EACH ONE BEING EACH ONE…

EACH ONE KNOWING …

THAT LOVE IS EVERYTHING … AND IF IT IS NOT … IT IS NOT.

You little tinkers!  WOW. I best go buy a new hat … this latest one disintegrated with the wait. In Gratitude. In 
Loving service. I AM … READY … POSSIBLY … MAYBE.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

1 April 2023
Good morning. Not much news has been sent regarding Fergus this week. It came to me that this ‘could’ be 
another something … that doesn’t happen! I am not being negative. It was just a passing thought. The thing is, I 
don’t care if a lockdown comes or doesn’t. I am not in control of it. I do care however, that I keep on going, doing 
what I do, because the ‘Love’ that is me, knows I came here to do this, and the ‘Love’ that is me, knows that I AM 
in control of my thoughts and my every action. And, THAT, my friends, is what you have taught me. And, THAT is 
how each one of us will change the world. NOT by focusing on what is or isn’t about to happen … because none 
of us really KNOW! Woah … that’s an opener!

Indeed, Blossom, that is an opener. We, of course, welcome you and Each One that chooses to follow this 
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pathway that we offer.

We are happily connected with you at this time and we know that those who need to hear what we 
present will feel uplifted. It is not that we ‘KNOW BETTER’,  it is that we KNOW what we say will resonate 
within your Heart’s Truth and assist you in remembering all that we all know!

Yes, your messages do that, when we take them to heart. We are getting stronger in our resistance to the lesser 
Lighted happenings. We are allowing our TRUTH … our Inner Truth, to rise up within us and know that it is only 
by focusing on LOVE and LIGHT and LAUGHTER, that we are doing what we came to do. We cannot change the 
world if we let the darkness grab hold.

We feel today, Blossom, you could do this without us!

Well, that’s the thing, isn’t it? We can! And we are! Yet, if it wasn’t for you and White Cloud, my Being would not 
have woken up to the knowing of the strength within me. It has helped us to remember this, and so much more. 
Thank you.

Blossom, we shall remain with you, for it was decided that this agreement would serve many well.

Souls who walk your Planet, chose to come into the density to have the experience of lifetimes that 
create circumstances, that allow the awakening to LOVE … of LOVE … to occur. For some, this may take 
many, many returns.

Hence the saying, ‘Happy Birthday and many happy returns’.

Correct. All returns are ‘designed’ to bring about change and growth. Yet, not all returns bring about 
the change one originally had in mind. Free will, can lead one down paths one had not expected to 
encounter.

Yet, it is for you to know … IT DOESN’T MATTER!

That which you choose to create for yourself is YOUR CREATION …

YOUR PATHWAY …

YOUR DECISIONS …

YOUR DOING …

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY …

You see, Blossom, Life never ends. It cannot. There is no end.

So, the ‘you’ that you are experiencing now … the ‘you’ that chose to be here amongst all the turmoil and 
‘unknown outcomes’ is ‘simply’ a role you have come here to play.

Do not think for one moment you have never been through such times before. You have … and much 
worse.

And we came back for more?
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Yes. Yet, this time … most of you knew that which lay ahead and wanted to come ‘down’ to rectify 
wrongdoings. The lessons of old had an impact on your Lighted Soul.

Wrongdoings played out by ourselves, or others?

Both. For ‘others’ ARE yourselves.

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE THIS TIME AROUND.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH AND YOUR BEINGS HAVE BEEN THROUGH ENOUGH NOW.

Therefore, the Plan had to take place in order for Light to reign, once again.

Decisions were made due to debauchery of all that one could encounter, for self-satisfying gratification 
… and a collective agreement came into play that would bring forth ‘law and order’.

By this, we mean that it was decided that no longer was it to be that the free will that led your Planet 
into the imbalanced state that it is in … would be allowed to continue.

It was decided that ‘intervention’ was needed.

Yet, I thought you said other Planets were not allowed to intervene or interfere?

This was so. Yet, no longer.

That’s big! Has the plan changed?

Not the overall Divine Plan. Yet, strategies and implementation of certain maneuvers have reached a 
point that seemed to come to a standstill.

Best laid plans and all that!

One must take into account, Blossom, that plans sometimes need to be rearranged, if that which one 
thought would lead to a particular outcome … did not take place.

Much has gone astray … from the original proposals for the transformation.

What I don’t get is, how can a ‘Divine Plan’ go wrong?

We did not say it has gone wrong. It is very much on the correct trajectory, yet, human minds can 
contort Truth for themselves and for others and therefore, adaptation must come into play.

So, you can intervene?

To a certain extent when absolutely necessary. However, this does not mean that any day ‘soon’ a fleet 
of our ships will arrive and save the day.

Really? Oh, Poop! What does it mean?

It means that when it is necessary … we will assist. Mostly subtly behind the scenes, in bigger matters 
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where prevention of much destruction is required.

Blossom, much has to take place between the Light and dark on your Planet before ‘WE SHOW UP’.

As in ‘you’, The Federation of Light’?

As in ‘off worlders’ presenting themselves.

Didn’t you just say you wouldn’t be doing that?

We said we wouldn’t be coming to save the day … to rescue.

FOR IT IS, THAT THE LIGHTED BEINGS THAT YOU ARE, WERE CHOSEN TO BE ON EARTH TO DO JUST THAT!

I know. Yet, honestly, sometimes it feels that we are so behind in the plan.

Never underestimate that which just your presence there is accomplishing.

You see, Dearest souls …

This is why we come to remind you of why you are visiting this Planet at this time, in the form that you 
have chosen.

ALL YOU NEED DO TO ACCOMPLISH YOUR MISSION IS …

REMAIN IN YOUR LIGHT.

No matter what is presented … no matter how strong the darkness seems to be … no matter what is 
taking place …

REMAIN IN YOUR LIGHT.

Yet, in times gone by, entire civilizations have been wiped out … click of a finger …Poof! Gone! I am sure many 
were on Earth then, to hold the Light and it ended up disastrously.

And hold the Light YOU did. Yet, there was a different Energy then. Energy is always changing.

This Game that you are playing … this experience … this experiment … is yet another chapter in the ever-
existing, ongoing … LIFE … experiencing itself in each and every form possible.

YOU … EACH ONE AS A PARTICIPANT … CHOOSE TO TAKE PART.

Remember, Dearest Ones … you were not forced to arrive on the Planet. You were not ‘sentenced’ as a 
punishment.

YOU CHOSE TO COME AND ASSIST IN THE GREATEST TRANSFORMATION THAT YOUR PLANET HAS 
ENCOUNTERED.

Yes. There have been past self-destructions. Yes, there have been ‘moments in time’ … that have wiped 
out entire races.
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YET … THIS ‘TIME’ ROUND … a different game is being played.

This time, there is no wipeout of a species and the need to try again from scratch.

THIS TIME … YOU … YOU, THAT ARE LIGHT … WIN FAIR AND SQUARE.

You reclaim your Divine Right … to live on a Planet where YOU have placed your LOVING self and have 
the right to enjoy it.

YOU …

YOU HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF THE DARK FORCES THAT HAVE TAKEN CONTROL.

YOU HAVE HAD ENOUGH OF THE JOY OF LIFE ITSELF, BEING TAKEN FROM YOU.

YOU KNEW … THIS HAS TO END.

YOU KNEW … IT WOULD REQUIRE SO MUCH STRENGTH TO MAKE THE CHANGE.

YOU KNEW ALSO … YOU HAVE THAT STRENGTH WITHIN YOU.

This is why you are here reading these words … in order for you to remember the mission and to allow 
your Heart to feel the outcome that is to follow.

THIS DIVINE PLAN CANNOT GO WRONG!

HOW COULD A DIVINE PLAN NOT WORK OUT?

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE.

Throughout Universes … throughout Galaxies … so many scenarios on so many ‘spaces’ … are taking 
place … all at once … all in this moment of now … for there is nothing else.

On and on shall Life and all its infinite possibilities play out.

Ever expanding … ever-changing.

Yet, one thing that can never change or be taken away from you is …

LOVE.

THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE.

THE YOU THAT IS LOVE.

It simply cannot be done.

So, during your ‘experience’ here on Earth in your year of 2023 …

CHOOSE TO KEEP EACH MOMENT BRIGHT.
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CHOOSE TO TURN UP YOUR DIMMER SWITCH WHEN YOUR LIGHT IS LOW.

CHOOSE TO BRING A SMILE INTO YOUR HEART WITH A WARMING THOUGHT OR GESTURE.

CHOOSE TO KNOW YOURSELF IN YOUR TRUTH.

CHOOSE TO KNOW THAT YOU ARE LOVE.

And in doing so ...

YOU CHANGE YOUR WORLD.

YOU FEEL IT.

YOU KNOW IT AS TRUTH,

And there we are! In Gratitude In Loving Service … I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

16 April 2023
Good morning. Please know I am not depressed. Just in a whirl. The same as many I speak to, regarding all sorts 
of possibilities pertaining to what this world is, or is not made of? Who and who not, is running it? Is Light really 
Light, or a trick of the dark? Giant buildings that are mud flooded? Giants? Soul trapping? You name it … the list 
goes on. What say you on how to deal with such things that come into our awareness?

Good morning, to you Blossom … to All that is life … ALL … that is life, we offer Rainbows of Light - Love 
into your Heart’s Being.

Thank you. Pleasantly received. My third eye is buzzing. Unusual for it to do so.

It is the Frequency in which we enter. It has been upgraded, as your Vibration, Blossom, has also done 
the same.

So, you would like Truth?
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Dear God … wouldn’t we all!

You have it … inside of you.

THE ONE TRUTH OF LOVE … THAT IS TRUTH.

Yep, I get that. What about everything else?

Everything else is a possibility that is introducing itself to your KNOWINGNESS, at the time you choose to 
receive it.

Yet, how do we know what is Truth?

You are not going to like what we have to say.

I didn’t think I would. Try me.

The fact is … it doesn’t matter!

See, I knew I wouldn’t like it.

Why don’t you like that answer, Blossom?

Because we live in a world that we are trying to make sense of … and if none of it matters, what is the point?

LOVE IS THE POINT.

ONLY LOVE … ALWAYS AND FOREVER … ONLY LOVE MATTERS.

OK, Let’s go for it. So, Everything is Love … so, everything matters?

There is only a moment of now. That is all that exists. There is a saying in your world … Here today, gone 
tomorrow.

What WAS doesn’t matter. It no longer is present. Only Love that exists in your present moment of NOW 
is what matters to YOU … NOW.

Blossom, NOW … NOW … NOW … LOVE THE YOU THAT YOU FEEL NOW.

THAT MATTERS … FOR IT IS LOVE.

THAT, Blossom, is the only place you need to know the Truth of … the Love that YOU ARE in this moment 
of NOW.

Get that, too. Yet, residing upon this insane Planet in this moment of now … one would like to know the Truth of 
the lies we have been/are being fed.

Why?

To know what is Truth!  Say, for instance, about Giants being upon this Planet and not so long ago … That maybe 
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we are in a computer matrix and most of the players in our own particular game aren’t real. Shouldn’t we know 
the Truth about that?

What difference would it make?

A great deal.

In what way?

In that … what we thought, through what we have been told … was not True!

And that matters because …?

We have been lied to, in order to hide the Truth.

And KNOWING THE TRUTH makes a difference because …?

Because it is the Truth!

Yet, we are asking you what difference it makes to YOU in this PRESENT MOMENT OF NOW?

How … does that/would that/will that … affect how you proceed in this moment of NOW?

AS A WARRIOR OF LIGHT, BLOSSOM?

TRULY … WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL THAT KNOWING MAKE?

Will it have an effect on how you choose to live your life from now on?

Does it matter that Giants did or didn’t live on your Planet?

Well, it would be interesting to know … I mean, why does it all have to be hidden?

Whatever the answer … it doesn’t matter.

ALL THAT MATTERS IS NOW  ... AND HOW YOU FEEL WHEN CHOOSING TO LIVE WITHIN THE LOVE THAT 
YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE.

Indeed, we have spoken of Truth’s that are to come out …

That’s the thing … even when stuff comes out into the open, now, more and more of it, we can’t decipher if it is 
Truth or not, and so it confuses us, wondering just how deep this bowl of soup goes!

THE BOWL OF SOUP DOESN’T MATTER.

ALL THAT MATTERS IS YOU … KNOWING LOVE FROM WITHIN … KNOWING WHAT THAT LOVE MEANS TO 
YOU.

The rest is irrelevant.
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Ok. Let’s say, for instance, let us just suppose, that this Planet is controlled by satanic beings that find ‘joy’ from 
performing the most heinous of acts. Is that irrelevant … to the souls that are the victims OR the perpetrators?

Yet, with respect, Blossom, you are missing the point. Those Beings of Light or those of Lesser Light are 
Love. We are not saying ‘they’ are irrelevant … for Each Soul has a part to play in this vast awakening 
Plan that is taking place.

So, is it irrelevant that we have been lied to by those who have chosen the path of greed and darkness?

YES. It is irrelevant that you have been lied to. However, it is not irrelevant how you choose to react to 
such lies.

Meaning?

Meaning, Blossom … THAT THE ONLY THING THAT MATTERS IS THAT YOU RESIDE WITHIN LOVE.

No matter what Truths are presented … no matter what is shown to your Planet’s residence and in what 
order of events … IT DOES NOT MATTER.

ALL THAT ‘STUFF’ DOES NOT MATTER.

IT IS PART OF THE GAME.

And … are we then, bang smack in the middle of a computer game?

If our answer was ‘yes’ … how would that change your life in this moment of knowing that as a Truth? 
Would it change the way you perceive that which you know and feel to be the TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE 
… THE TRUTH OF LOVE?

No. For even when everything appears to be so pointless … I still KNOW that the only thing that does feel good is 
breathing in the Truth of Love.

So then, if our answer was ‘no’ … how would that change your life in this moment of knowing that as a 
Truth? Would it change the way you perceive that which you know and feel to be the TRUTH OF WHO 
YOU ARE … THE TRUTH OF LOVE?

No. Because I would still be me, in the same house, the same street, with the same attitude regarding the 
KNOWING that LOVE is the only thing that makes sense.

So, you see … It really doesn’t matter either way.

IT ONLY MATTERS THAT YOU BE THAT WHICH YOU ARE … WHEREVER YOU ARE.

So, another spanner in the works, if I may? Some believe that our souls are trapped and that we keep 
reincarnating to feed the dark … and what we think is the Light is not ... and that we shouldn’t be drawn in 
by NDE’s or seeing angels etc … for that is what is keeping us trapped and not letting us go to where we truly 
belong, when we pass over.

And exactly where is it that you Truly belong, Blossom?
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In Love.

And do you have to be ‘somewhere else’ other than where you are now to Be ‘in Love’.

Jolly good point! Yet, it has been said that we, being trapped here, can not experience our True self … cannot 
know the True Beauty of what is.

And what if they are wrong? What if they are right? IT DOESN’T MATTER.

Well, as an individual Soul Being … I feel it would matter to me concerning coming back into a messed up Planet 
over and over again, because the dark has trapped me … compared to flying free in a land of milk and honey 
and perhaps a few Werther’s toffees!

Blossom … within your Being … do you KNOW that you came to Planet Earth … to bring it into the Light?

Yes. Yet, it is also said by some … that 5D, 6D, etc is also within the trap.

And what if that is wrong? What if it is right? IT DOESN’T MATTER.

Surely, it matters that millions of us braved it to enter into this density to assist in its Ascension?

Did you come because of LOVE?

I assume so.

THEN IT MATTERS.

THAT IS ALL THAT MATTERS …

LOVE AND ITS PURPOSE.

And what is its purpose?

To know itself through you … and for you to know it, through yourself.

And on that note … may we all learn to let go of this entire debacle and allow the LOVE that we are … to reveal 
more and more of itself to us … through us … as us … of us … and SO IT IS. In Gratitude, In Loving Service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

30 April 2023
Good morning to you. So, week after week, we have these informative, Loving chats, which is wonderful. Yet, 
where are we going with this communication? Where do you see this heading?

The most Brightest of greetings to you, Blossom, and all who partake in our conversations. For, although 
you feel it is ‘you’ asking particular questions … it is really the collective consciousness that is doing so.

Yes, that does make sense to me, as many say that I ask the exact questions that they would.

Where do we see this heading? In the direction that your Hearts are leading you.

Into the Feeling …

the Knowing of ...

the Understanding …

the Acceptance …

the Lifestyle …

the Potential of …

the most wonderful exchange of Truth with those whose Hearts are ready to accept it.

I feel there are so many Hearts that are ready to do so. We have come a long way, each one of us … within the 
inner understanding of ourselves, and we are so Grateful for that.

Yet, dearest Blossom, dearest Souls, … that which is to excite you … that which is to lift your Vibrational 
Energies into a much Higher place is yet to come … and when it does … gradually, so as not to bemuse … 
your spirits will soar.

KNOW THIS.

FEEL THIS.

ACTIVATE THIS KNOWING INSIDE OF YOU.

Recognize the potential of the Miracles one can perform, once stepping into the Lovingness of the Higher 
degree of Light that you are becoming, as your world ‘appears’ to be falling apart.
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It is not your world that is falling apart … it is the old ways … the old days … that have to dissolve into 
the nothingness of what once was.

Being replaced by a Joy of Understanding. The Understanding that you feel you are searching for.

Your desire to KNOW … so much more … can sometimes be that which keeps it from you.

How so?

Because it is by the living in the moment of ‘NOW’ that one Truly LIVES.

When one is continually searching outside of themselves for answers and explanations … they shall 
remain unsatisfied. For Gratification … True Gratitude … comes when the appreciation of KNOWING THE 
SELF allows each given moment a Peaceful Breath … an acceptance of NOW … and the Understanding 
that anything beyond that is yet to come and shall take place in THAT moment of NOW when it arrives.

Yes. This we understand.

Yet, with respect, you don’t, Blossom.

Whoa! You jumped in pretty quick there. I thought I did understand it?

You understand the concept … as do many. Yet, are not so many of your thoughts concentrated upon 
‘later on’ … be that later today … later in the month, the year, etc?

True. I feel I like to have things to look forward to. To be honest … sometimes the moment of ‘Now’ can be pretty 
hard going.

YET, TO ESCAPE INTO YOUR FUTURE IS NOT THE ANSWER TO THE FREEDOM OF BEING THAT YOU ARE 
SEARCHING FOR.

What is the answer, if one is not content with the moment of now? The thing is, I know you are going to say ‘Go 
within’. Many times have we chatted about this.

Yet, not quite found the solution, Blossom.

Clearly. I get that when confronted with feeling under par, it is good to breathe and say The Mantra and it really 
helps. Yet, shouldn’t we be coming from that place of KNOWING and JOY by now, without having to ‘make 
ourselves’ feel better.

You cannot be where you are not.

Oh ‘ello … ‘ere we go.

Blossom … do you accept that you are a Being of Light?

Yes.

How bright is that Light?
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However bright I choose/believe/know it to be.

And how bright is that?

How can I measure it?

In so many ways.

How you are Feeling …

How much you are Laughing …

How much you are Creating …

How much Energy you have …

How much Compassion … Passion … Joy … Sharing … Loving … Hopping … Skipping …

Hold the phone a minute! Let’s not get carried away. I am 65 … not a lot of skipping happening with my legs!. Yet, 
I watch my grandson who is nine, without thinking, hop and skip to my car, when I get him from school. I wonder 
at his carefree Being … and think ‘Ah, those were the days’!

Can you physically skip?

Probably …  I might need an ambulance afterwards!

You say probably … so it is a possibility?

Yes.

Do you think by skipping you would feel Brighter?

Without doubt … if only for ten seconds.

So, you see Blossom, so many things one COULD do to ENJOY the moment of Now, yet, you allow the 
programming of getting old to block the 'should’s and shouldn’ts' … the 'could’s and couldn’t’s.'

LIFE WAS CREATED … IN/AS/THROUGH/OF … THE HIGHEST VIBRATION OF LOVE THERE IS.

THEREFORE … BECAUSE OF WHERE IT WAS CREATED FROM … IT WAS DESIGNED TO BE OF THE HIGHEST 
VIBRATION OF LOVE.

It's funny, there is a saying we have regarding how much we would like to do ‘such and such’ yet, life gets in the 
way.

Far from it, Blossom. Life doesn’t get in the way. Your programming gets in the way!

LIFE … IN/OF/THROUGH/AS … ITSELF … IS BEYOND INCREDIBLE …

and you, Each One of you, are experiencing life on this Planet … NOW!
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You know by now, you choose your path. You choose your attitude as you walk that path.

THIS GIFT OF LIFE YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN NEVER ENDS.

IT SIMPLY TAKES DIFFERENT FORMS.

FOREVER.

WITHOUT END.

YOUR LIFE … YOUR BEING … RESIDES WITHIN THE GREATEST BALL OF WONDER.

EVER EXPANDING … EVER CREATING.

YOU … ARE THE CREATOR. 

Do you KNOW this in your Heart … fully, completely, Blossom?

What? That the one known as The Creator … The Divine … is actually me?

Yes … do you know that?

I know that concept as a Truth. Yet, I struggle a little with grasping that reality.

Why?

Because I was brought up to believe that if I pray to God … an outside source … then ‘he’ will take care of me. 
Of course, my knowing of God now, is not a he or she … and my entire understanding of who/what God is, has 
changed dramatically.

So, who is God?

I guess the correct answer would be ‘Me’.

What is the underlying answer you would like to give?

That God is the ENERGY OF LOVE … God is Consciousness … God is definitely NOT a person … which took me a 
long time to let go of, due to my catholic convent upbringing.

And Blossom … Do you see yourself as an Energy of Love?

Yes … I try to be that.

We did not ask if you TRY to be it … we ask if you see yourself as it? If someone were to inquire, who are 
you?  Would you say ‘LOVE’, because that is your knowing deep inside?

Yes … Yes … I would.

Would you say you were anything else in your essence of Self?
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No.

SO, IN ESSENCE … ALL THAT YOU ARE … IS AN ENERGY OF LOVE?

Yes.

And didn’t you say that’s what GOD is?

Yes … Yes, I did.

You see the point we are making?

Yes, I do. Yet, the Energy, the Pure Energy of Love that we know as God/The Divine … whatever one chooses to 
call it … is far greater than I.

How can it be … if you are it?

I AM ‘of’ it. I don’t feel to be the all-knowing, understanding Energy, that I call ‘The Divine.’

Because you are programmed to believe otherwise.

THE POWER THAT YOU ARE …

THE POWER THAT IS IN YOU … IS AS POWERFUL AS YOU KNOW IT TO BE.

Over eons of time the TRUTH OF YOUR BEING … has been almost annihilated at times. Yet, the flame of 
Love can NEVER be extinguished.

And the Energy that is Lightning up your Planet NOW … as more and more walk into the KNOWING OF 
THEMSELVES … THE KNOWING THAT THEY ARE A SPARK OF THE DIVINE …

Wait, that’s it! I think! I am a spark … not the whole kit and caboodle!

Blossom, a spark ignites into a flame … a flame becomes a fire of the greatest stirring of ALL THAT IS.

The Divine spark that you are, can take each and every opportunity to become a greater aspect of itself 
…

THROUGH CHOICES …

THROUGH KNOWING …

THROUGH ATTITUDE …

THROUGH GRATITUDE ...

THROUGH TRUSTING …

THROUGH LOVING OF SELF …
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THROUGH KNOWING THAT ALL THERE IS … IS LOVE!

THE VIBRATION OF LOVE IN WHCH ONE CHOOSES TO RESIDE, DEPENDS ENTIRELY UPON HOW ONE KNOWS 
THEMSELVES TO BE.

AND ONE CAN ONLY KNOW THEMSELVES BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF WHO THEY ARE … AND FEELING THE 
TRUTH OF THAT KNOWING.

WHEN THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED … LIFE AS YOU KNOW IT … CHANGES.

Well, it’s sure good to know that so many of us are riding the TRUTH TRAIN. Thank you so much. I AM THE LIGHT. 
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

7 May 2023
Well, Good Morning! The trend it seems, is moving into the understanding of who we are. Which is what you 
have always talked about. Yet now, as it should, it is becoming 'the thing' to click into THE GOD WITHIN YOU. 
Focus is on that, instead of what is going to be the downfall of the Planet etc. In other words, allowing our 
Consciousness to show us the way, instead of relying on outside sources. The more we recognize our full 
potential, the more we understand, and you realize, of course, the more likely you are to be made redundant!

Welcome to you, Dearest Blossom, and all the Glorious Souls that inhabit your Planet, that have been 
drawn towards the Truth of our words.

It could not thrill us more to see the complete change around of those who walk your Earth and to be 
able to leave you in your own capable hands.

We KNOW there are struggles in finding this KNOWING OF TRUTH … because that has been the 
intention of the lesser lighted ones … to make your life a struggle. Yet, with all that is destined … it is so 
encouraging to see that the narrative you are speaking of is becoming the focus and not the ‘When is it 
all going to change for us?’.

That of course, meant you were looking outside of yourselves for the change. You were relying on others 
to change and then assume that everything would change for you.
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Yet, nothing will change on the outside if you do not allow the change within to take place.

Well, say if the banks collapse … or another lockdown comes… that would be a change on the outside, wouldn’t 
it?

Yes. Yet, the change you are expecting will only resonate as Truth when you have discovered the change 
withinside of you.

THE CHANGE COMES FROM WITHIN.

AS MORE AND MORE ACCEPT THIS … THEN YOUR WORLD WILL CHANGE.

For as you embrace the GLORY that is YOU … the LIFE that is you … you change the way you approach 
each day.

When you recognize your Power … fully recognize it … then that ALONE shall do the trick.

Thank you. Everyone Loved your message last week, as did I. I understood all you said, yet, is it that we need 
to wait a little longer to actually BECOME that fuller Power? When Energies coming in assist us to reach our full 
potential?

No Blossom. One does not need to wait for anything. One simply has to KNOW and connect with that 
Higher POWER OF LOVE.

Yet, I could sit for 24 hours 7 days a week, and not necessarily reach those Heights.

What would be preventing you?

I don’t know. I KNOW what you are saying is Truth. I KNOW THAT. Yet … I’m just not there, yet.

Where?

At the place of connecting to my Higher Power.

How far have you got to go till you get there?

I thought maybe you could tell me?

Have a think about the question … How far?

Oh, I see … there is no distance.

Yet, there is a journey. 

WHO YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE … YOU HAVE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

You cannot unknow it.

How could you? How could you, of all people, not know who you are?
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I know you mean us all … not me, Blossom Goodchild.

That is correct.

Well, we know we are Love … we try to come from Love in all we do and yet, I still feel a very average human … 
not superwoman.  Is it a matter of moving through grades in order to get our degree?

No. it is a matter of moving through programming and recognising programming and bursting through 
all that it is, into the freedom that awaits when you have done so.

It has the Matrix Movie running through this thread.

All around you are signs to ‘The way out’ ... the ‘Exit’ sign … and once you tap into them you will notice 
them more and more.

When you begin to recognize the deception, the mist begins to clear. It is not just about the lies you have 
been told … it is about the programming that has been instilled deep within you. Recognize that … and 
the Higher aspects of self shall become more apparent.

On top of that … recognize the chemical imbalance that is implanted on a daily basis through that which 
you eat, drink, spray, touch, ingest. Your world has been intoxicated with all things that do you harm … 
on purpose … yet, disguised as the best possible thing for you.

Many of you are now cutting the strings that the puppet masters control.

Yes, we are. Yet it is quite disturbing to see so many that are still so unaware … so totally unaware.

Is their level of understanding your problem, Blossom?

Not directly. Yet, to see so many so asleep, makes you wonder how on Earth the ‘change’ will take place.

Blossom, you do not need to know how. You just need to know it will.

FOCUS ON YOU ...

FOCUS ON YOUR JOY …

YOUR HAPPINESS …

YOUR PRESENCE HERE ON EARTH …

YOUR VIBRATION …

YOUR EVERYTHING.

For when you do this, all around you changes … even those you interact with.

I was told as a child that it was wrong to praise yourself, it was wrong to be selfish and put your needs first. Such 
programming!
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Indeed. In the same way, it is programming that you need to work hard to earn money … to achieve your 
goals.

Working hard? No! Playing in Joy? Yes!

IF ONE COULD RECOGNISE THAT JOY OF LIVING BRINGS ABUNDANCE IN ALL THINGS.

IN ALL THINGS, BLOSSOM.

For when you Live through your Heart … and allow Joy to flow through your very Being … only Joyful 
things can take place within you … and when you feel that Joy …

THE UNIVERSE FEELS YOUR FEELINGS.

The Universe does not hear your mind … it feels your feelings! So, find Joy … and the Universe will 
do what Universes do, and match that feeling for you … bringing you more and more of the same … 
which in turn adds to your feelings of Joy and Abundance, and when you feel in alignment with Joy and 
Abundance, then more and more Abundance flows to you. It is the Law.

Not everyone finds it easy to be Joyful due to circumstances.

Then let us speak of Gratitude. No matter what is taking place in someone’s ‘movie’ … Gratitude can 
be found if one ‘cares’ enough to look. Gratitude for breath, Gratitude for a flower … Gratitude for the 
smallest thing … and TRULY feeling that Gratitude, will allow the Universe to feel you and send you more 
and more to be Grateful for … and as those things are presented to you … Joy will emerge.

Remember too, that everyone, without exception, chose their place of birth, their parents and their 
pathway.

I agree. Many wouldn’t.

That is their choice. Yet, if they were to agree, much change would occur. For when recognizing that 
the life they chose is to serve them ... and others, they perhaps would have a different attitude to the 
circumstances they find themselves within. They would find the determination to do something about it.

ONE WOULDN’T CHOOSE A LIFE OF GLOOM AND DOOM TO SIMPLY SIT AND WALLOW IN IT. THEY WOULD 
HAVE CHOSEN IT IN ORDER TO ALLOW THEIR SPIRIT TO GROW AND EXPAND AND EXCEL IN THE MASTERY 
OF CHANGE.

Talk about needing to be the Strongest of the Strong. We sure need to be, in order to survive down here.

That is correct, Blossom. That is why only the Strongest of the Strong were chosen.

FOR IT WAS KNOWN THAT EACH ONE IS STRONG ENOUGH IN SPIRIT LIGHT … NO MATTER WHAT … TO 
BREAK THROUGH THE PROGRAMMING … TO SEE THE LIGHT … AND LIFT THE PLANET INTO THE GLORIOUS 
VIBRATION OF A HIGHER LOVE … FOR ALL TO ENJOY AND THRIVE.

TRY TO KEEP THE MANTRA IN YOUR THOUGHTS AND HEARTS AT ALL TIMES. DO NOT LET IT SLIP INTO THE 
BACKGROUND AS THE DAYS MOVE FORWARD. FOR IT IS THE STRENGTH AND CODING THAT LIE WITHIN IT, 
THAT WILL ASSIST YOUR CAPACITY TO BECOME MORE OF WHO YOU ARE.
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I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

I AM … Indeed … as we all are. Thanks for another insightful chat, chaps. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

4 June 2023
It’s me! Hello! Many are enthralled by your ‘staring’ into the camera without blinking. Would you like to talk 
about that?

Welcome and much Love to you, Blossom, and to All here. The ‘staring’ is a ‘device’ we are able to enable 
through you … your eyes, Blossom, in which we can conduct a frequency of Energy/Love that is able to 
reach into the Hearts of those that are willing to receive it.

You say you send messages to each individual … how is that done?

So very easily. The Heart … when engaged through ‘your eyes’, can pick up through the wavelengths, that 
which it is Being sent.

How can it go to each individual though?

Because that individual is ‘tuning in’ to that which they need to hear.

Hear from you? Or, from their own consciousness?

Everything is Consciousness. We would say that it is One and the same … in this case.

We are able to align one with the message their Being desires to hear, through the Vibrational impulses 
that we emit as we use your eyes as the conduit.
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So, you could say that we are the transmitter … and the Soulself of each individual is the receiver.

Is every message different?

Every message is received according to the Vibrational frequency of the receiver.

Many say they cry due to the Love that touched their Heart.

Yes, the emotional outcome is due to the Love that we send through being of a particular Vibration 
that is conducive to that individual Soul. It will reach them on a Higher Vibration than that which they 
function upon and therefore, they are overcome/overwhelmed by that Energy ‘showering’ them with a 
Love that is Higher than they usually resonate upon/within.

In turn, it raises the Vibration of the individual, and that Vibration reaches within and is able to remain.

Not everyone cries, Blossom. Yet, Each Soul receives exactly that which they need to.

And what of the no blinking? What’s with that?

It keeps the flow ‘intact’.

How do you make me physically able to do that?

It is not difficult. We simply switch off your ‘blinking automation’.

Could it go on and on for hours?

No. Because it would drain you physically and there are very few that would feel comfortable staring at 
you/us for that long.

You see, Blossom, the messages that we bring forth in this way, are received on a level according to the 
Vibration of the individual reading or hearing them.

Of course, they are enhanced by the Energy and resonance of the tone that is offered through the 
‘Gentleman Joe’ … of which in this moment, we take the opportunity to thank him deeply for his 
continual service/role.

We are not saying that if another voice were to read our words that the ‘job wouldn’t be done’. Yet, we 
are saying that the resonance of his voice allows the Heart of one listening to be soothed and therefore, 
understood on a deeper level.

It is too, that the Heart of the Gentleman Joe …

I Love that …. Gentleman Joe! That’s bound to catch on!

Indeed. The Heart of this gentleman is of a Pure Light and desires only to assist and play his part to 
the Highest of his ability. Therefore, all the ‘ingredients’ that are in the mix with this Soul, add to the 
Vibration that you are then able to receive.

Should we say, that as with you Blossom, there were many souls that auditioned for the part, yet, in our 
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wisdom, we chose the ones most suitable for the role.

Thank you. I know Joe will be thrilled to hear that. He is a most valuable part of the team!

Let it be understood, Blossom, that even down to those who post our messages in other places, they too, 
are playing their part.

When the translators offer their time and Love to allow those who do not understand English to be able 
to receive our messages into their Hearts, they too, are doing a MIGHTY SERVICE.

Down to … you, Each One who have found these messages … YOU ARE PLAYING YOUR PART.

You are receiving them and relating to them and then acting upon them … which raises the Vibration of 
the self and therefore, The Whole.

It is not just by reading and understanding them, it is by filling your Hearts with self Love, as we have 
suggested, that improves the quality of the self and therefore, The Whole.

This Tribe of Light that we are all a part of, are finding each other across, not only your Planet, yet, on 
other Planets and Systems that you are completely unaware of.

Imagine that … Galaxies, Universes … all coming together AS ONE … because of understanding that the 
UNITY OF LIGHT cannot be surpassed.

We speak of translators and yet, IN ALL TRUTH ... THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE HAS NO WORDS.

THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE ONLY FEELS and then, with all respect to that of ‘communication’, does a very 
poor job of trying to express those feelings.

Words are a tool to communicate. On many Vibrational planes, words are cumbersome and discarded 
for thought. Telepathic thought is instant and can be acknowledged more quickly in understanding

Words take time to speak … telepathy comes in ‘blocks of expression and understanding in one and the 
same instant’.

Words carry Vibrational pulls. One would be quite astounded as to the effect ‘intention’ of any given 
word can have.

Yes. I have to admit to swearing quite a bit in my everyday use of the spoken word and yet, much of it is said in a 
‘Light Hearted vein’, so I don’t feel it is as bad. That is my excuse anyway!

Blossom … words are words. We have said before now, it is the intention within them, coming from 
them, that gives them the quality of that which they are.

Will it be that as our Vibrations become Lighter, we will become more adept at telepathic communication?

Yes. Indeed, this is so … and yet, we would add also, that within your time and space NOW, telepathy is 
easily accessible. It is a matter of ‘training’ the self to tune into the Vibration of thoughts from another 
that are to come through.
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Adding to that another poignant factor of TRUST.

Trusting that the self is capable of receiving thoughts from another, either on the Planet or off.

I was talking with a friend about the difference between Knowing and Trusting.

AND?

Well, we sort of came to the conclusion that it is one and the same. If I TRUST … FULLY TRUST that my life will 
work out just fine … then is it not the same as KNOWING my life will work out fine?

Are you asking us that question? Is it not that it is, in itself answered?

Yes.

Because ‘who’ or ‘what’ are you TRUSTING?

The ‘Everything’ … God/ Consciousness/ The Universe.

And that TRUST … if you say you Trust fully, 100% … has to, indeed, be fully KNOWN … A KNOWN FEELING 
from within you.

WHEN YOU KNOW SOMETHING … YOU KNOW IT … YOU CANNOT NOT KNOW IT.

Yet … Trust can waiver … depending on how one’s life is flowing.

That is different from TRUSTING 100% is it not?

You either Trust or you don’t … you cannot Trust a little bit … that simply cannot be.

In the same way … you either KNOW or you don’t.

WITHIN EACH ONE … THERE IS A KNOWING THAT WHAT LIES AHEAD IS GOING TO TAKE YOU INTO A PLACE 
WHERE YOU … THE YOU … YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE … IS GOING TO BE FIRING ON ALL CYLINDERS …

BECAUSE THAT IS WHY YOU CAME.

YOU CAME HERE TO CHANGE THE WORLD.

YOU KNOW THAT.

We are aware that it may seem so very long and drawn out a process, and that for so long one seems to 
be hanging on by a thread.

Yet, we tell you Dearest Souls …

That which you are walking into … the journey that lies ahead … will not only blow your socks off …  it 
will blow your toes off too!

BE EXCITED ABOUT THIS.
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More and more of you are becoming so much more in tune with your Higher Awareness … look back … 
we say this over and over.

Take note of the journey you have travelled and how different you are.

THE QUICKENING IS SPEEDING UP!

YOU … EACH ONE ARE RECOGNISING THE POWER WITHIN.

YOU ARE RECOGNISING WHO YOU ARE.

YOU ARE RELATING TO THIS KNOWING!

TRUST THAT KNOWING.

Classic statement!

YOU CANNOT NOT!

BECAUSE THAT KNOWING … IS NOT KNOWLEDGE.

THAT KNOWING … IS … YOU.

YOU ARE … KNOWING.

THIS YOU KNOW WHEN YOU KNOW IT AND NOTHING CAN CHANGE IT.

I KNOW! Thanks so much, Guys. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

11 June 2023
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.

I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.

I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.

Ladies and Gentleman of the Planet Earth …

Do not forget who you are and why you came.

Do not allow everyday happenings to bring you into a place of forgetting who you are and why you came.

It is important, especially at this time and in the following days, to remain vigilant in the understanding 
of your reasons for Being … here … in your Glory … upon this Beautiful Planet.

You chose this life and all that goes with it.

You asked to come.

You decided when raising your hand, that you WANTED and COULD fulfill this mission and this is why … 
OUT OF MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS OF SOULS … YOU ... YES … YOU … are here NOW.

YOU met the criteria.

YOU valued LIFE ITSELF so strongly, that you were willing to sacrifice so much, in order to come to Earth 
and make the change that you were shown would be taking place.

You knew too, that you would face many, many, challenges.

You were told there would be many times that you would feel defeated and want to return Home … yet, 
you felt so strongly THEN, that this would not be the case, FOR YOU!

Maybe for others a little weaker … yet, not for YOU!

For YOU KNEW … YOU could FEEL … from lifetime after lifetime, that you were THE STRONGEST OF THE 
STRONG and you had earned your position in this Company … this Tribe of Light … and that no matter 
what … the determination within your very Soul would see you through.

YOU KNEW THIS.
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YOU KNEW THIS.

YOU KNEW THIS.

And then we arrived!

And then you were trained. You were informed. You were shown scenarios. You were connected with 
Souls that would meet up with you when upon this mission. You were ‘drilled’ in order to understand the 
intensity of that which you must overcome.

It was explained to you that there would be moments of Glory and moments of despair.

It was expressed in great detail, the trials and discomfort that would leave you undone.

All this was shown to you, and you were asked again if you felt you were the right Soul for the mission. 
You were given an option to back down.

You were put through your paces. You were told of atrocities that would be exposed. You were set tasks 
to give you strength both mentally and physically even though not yet in your human incarnation.

In no way were you able to ‘skip’ the ordeal’ that was presented to your Soul’s understanding of just how 
hard the mission was to be.

YOU KNEW ALL THIS.

YOU KNEW ALL THIS.

YOU KNEW ALL THIS.

And then we arrived!

And then you arrived …

And forgot the lot!

That is incorrect, Blossom. You ‘stored’ this information in the most precious of places … in your Heart.

You put it under lock and key … for it was imperative that nothing was ‘recalled’ until the exact moment 
in KNOWINGNESS for it to be revealed.

Thing is … where did I put the key?

It is there, within you … waiting.

For what?

For the precise timing for the Envelopes to be opened.

Ah … back to the Envelopes!
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Yes, the Envelopes, Blossom. Sometimes you feel that we have dropped/discarded so many things we 
have mentioned, is that not so?

I feel that … because you have!

Not so, Blossom Goodchild.

Oooh, ‘ello!

They sit on the back burner awaiting their moment … as does Each One of you.

You see, Dearest Souls … if you were right now in this moment to close your eyes and take in a few deep 
breaths … in the KNOWING that our Love is with you … and the Love of the millions upon millions of 
souls who were not as privileged as you to get to be part of the Earth Crew … the Ground Crew. If you 
do this now … stop reading or listening … and in this moment … connect with ‘THE DIVINE PLAN’ … there 
would be no answers needed to all the thousands of questions you ask.

The ‘why’s’ … the ‘how’s’ … the ‘what ifs'… the ‘but surely’s’ … No questions will be asked in that moment 
of time … because you will FEEL THE LOVE … the connection to each and every soul that is on this mission 
with you … both on Planet and off.

Millions upon millions of souls walk alongside you on this journey.

YOU CAN NEVER BE ALONE. NEVER.

So, we ask that you hold to that. That FEELING within that has no need to know anything regarding how 
this DIVINE PLAN is all going to play out …

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW IS …

THAT IT WILL.

IT IS!

The intricacy of THIS PLAN is beyond comprehension from a ‘Human perspective’. You cannot know its 
strategies and unfoldings. Yet … within each individual Envelope are your instructions.

When the exact moment is upon you … they will be opened unto you, and your heart will FEEL A 
STRENGTH that says ‘YES!’  … and you will go about your days in a different way from before.

You will have a feeling within that cannot be knocked down by anything you hear or see.

YOU … THE WARRIOR OF THE LIGHT … WILL KNOW …

YOU WILL KNOW EXACTLY WHAT IT IS YOU CAME TO DO.

Do we not already know that? As in … Hold the Light … Shine the Light … Be the Light … Anchor the Light, etc.

Yes. From that perspective … with respect … from that ‘level’ of understanding of what that means.
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Yet, we tell you this for you to muse upon …

WHEN THE TIME IS UPON YOU … THE TIME OF TRANSFORMATIVE RECOGNITION …

YOU WILL BECOME AS THE PHOENIX …

YOU WILL FEEL THE FIRE ARISING FROM WITHIN YOU … FROM THE ASHES OF WHAT ONCE WAS … AND A 
POWER THAT YOU HAVE NEVER BEFORE FELT, WILL PRESENT ITSELF TO YOU.

THIS POWER IS THE YOU THAT YOU WERE … WHEN SIGNING UP FOR THIS MISSION.

THIS YOU … THAT IS SO STRONG … SO MIGHTY!

THIS YOU … THAT YOU RECOGNISE BEFORE YOU CAME.

THIS YOU … THAT YOU ARE!

THIS YOU … THAT COMES FROM A LIGHT OF LOVE SO UNIQUE.

THIS YOU … THAT COMES FROM A TRUTH THAT CANNOT BE SURPASSED.

YOU … EACH ONE …YOU … YOU … YOU …

YOU … ARE THE LIGHT - LOVE OF TRUTH.

THERE IS NOTHING MORE FOR YOU TO BE.

So, to complete this ‘session’ … we would say … that the strength that is already ‘presenting ‘itself to you 
… the inner Knowing that is saying ‘hello’ … is for NOW.

When a NOW is upon you that is of a much Higher Energy … you will understand fully that the YOU that 
you have been waiting to arrive … was well worth the wait!

When our Envelopes are opened?

Indeed, and within that wait … you FEEL more and more that perhaps yours may have been opened a 
little early. That perhaps, the seal had become unstuck … and if this is how you feel, we say to you … this 
is not the case.

The Envelope cannot be opened prematurely.

SO, IMAGINE HOW IT WILL BE … HOW YOU WILL BE … WHEN THE MOMENT ARRIVES!

Keep this in mind, Dearest Souls …

YOU HAVE SO MUCH TO LOOK FORWARD TO.

KNOW THIS KNOWING.

FEEL THIS KNOWING.
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BE THIS KNOWING.

LIVE THIS KNOWING.

IT IS A DIVINE PLAN … AS YOU KNOW!

Indeed. WOW. A strong Energy today, chaps. Thank you. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

18 June 2023
Hello, my friends. Last week’s message was received with such Power. 'WOW' was the general expletive! Thank 
you, from so many. Also, excitement about the Envelopes. Many took it to mean that they would be opening up 
soon. I didn’t necessarily feel that, yet, would hate to put a dampener on it. Would you care to talk more about 
these things? I know many would be deLighted.

Welcome, Blossom, Welcome All. We are of/in much Joy that our messages are received in such an 
Energetical mode. This means also, that one’s Being is opening up to a Higher level of itself … allowing 
this to take place within a greater acceptance of the Truth of the Soulself.

So, we know the postman is not going to deliver these envelopes and we are not getting them by email. In fact, it 
is understood they are metaphorical. Each one adapted to the individual’s Knowing. Is this correct?

Indeed, this is so, Blossom.

THE CONTENTS OF THESE ENVELOPES WERE WRITTEN BY YOU.

THE SELF.

On the understanding of where one would be positioned at the time and place when they are to 
be unsealed. Therefore, would we say perhaps, that one could pick and choose from a vast array of 
‘suggestions’ in order to suit the Soulself’s desires to be of assistance on this mission?

For it is indeed, a mission!
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Were we assisted with these suggestions?

Very much so. For, some chose ideologies that may not be congruent with the life’s situation. We would 
not say it was ‘above their station’ per se, yet, Each One given guidance in the most appropriate ‘choice’ 
for where those in Higher Knowledge knew one would succeed when the time came.

It's very much an open book here. You say there are ‘instructions’ … not orders?

Correct. We have sometimes used the word ‘orders’, yet, only from the point of view of recalling that 
which one chose to fulfill.

One must understand, Blossom, that it is not as in ‘must do’ … yet, ‘desiring to do’ that which is 
contained within them.

Ranging from what to what? Folk are keen for examples, if that is appropriate?

Firstly, may we say … one will FEEL the knowledge contained. One will FEEL as if they have known this 
‘awareness’ their entire Life. Which of course, they have.

Yet, on what level of ‘doing’? Clearly, it’s not going to be ‘mow people's lawns every Thursday? What exactly are 
we talking here?

ON A LEVEL OF ABSOLUTE KNOWING OF ONE’S PATHWAY.

Many would say ‘At last’!

You see, Blossom, we are unable to give exact ‘messages’ because the receiving of them will be an ‘Aha’ 
moment … where TRUE ‘completion’ of understanding why you are here can be found.

It is not a matter of ‘you go and do this and you go and do that’.

FIRSTLY, IT WILL BE A KNOWING OF THE READINESS.

THE ABSOLUTE KNOWING … and as one continues about their days … opportunities will be presented to 
each in order to carry out their ‘instructions’.

Yet, are we not ‘sort of’ doing that now?

Yes, indeed. Yet, not on the level that it will be known and understood by you when it takes place. 
Because when it takes place … your Beingness … your Vibration … will have upgraded enormously and 
therefore, that which you may speculate of how it will be in this moment … will not be how it will be 
when the time comes!

Blossom, when one KNOWS … KNOWS THE TRUTH …

WHEN ONE FEELS THE TRUTH OF TRUTH …

there is a recognition that aligns within that KNOWING that allows wonders to be revealed. Wonders 
that the Soul … Each One … can manifest and Shine forth on a level, that one … at this space of their 
Being, could not imagine.
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So, are we talking on levels of healing, for instance?

Very much so.

What else?

Word of mouth … from mouth. Words shall flow from your lips that soothe and ignite.

Telepathic skills shall be greatly enhanced, also.

Mm. I have to be honest here, speaking of ‘flowing’ … this conversation isn’t! I thought it would yet, you seem to 
be hesitant.

This is correct. We like to assist where we can and enhance one’s expectancy of Joy, and yet, much will 
have taken place by the time these Envelopes are presented and therefore, much that we would say, 
would not resonate as fully as it should, when trying to explain this before its time.

Oh, OK. Fair enough. Should we leave it there, then?

It would be wise, we feel.

Could you just give us an ‘in a nutshell’ to conclude?

If a nut is cracked before its ‘term’, the inner contents are not edible. They are not in full Bloom, would 
we say. We give you talk of such matters in preparation … for the Soul needs the ‘awareness of this that 
is to come’, yet, this does not necessarily mean the time is now.

No point in asking when?

No point at all.

One thing we would like to point out and many are already aware of this ...

If we were to reveal that which we know about many, many, things to satisfy your curiosities … it would 
change the course of the journey. Not only one's own journey, yet, the trajectory of the Universal Divine 
Plan.

If one knew in advance that which is to take place ... one would behave differently because of it, and 
therefore, this would change the Plan! Do you see?

Very much so. Some though, and I get why, long to be given some of this insight in order to have the desire to 
carry on. To have some Hope. They feel if they knew ‘this or that’ … it would give them strength and lift their 
Vibration.

Blossom, Dearest Souls … The way to lift one’s Vibration is not by having knowledge of what is to come.

IT IS BY BEING IN THE MOMENT OF NOW … FULLY PRESENT … IN EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE.

When you understand this … you bring the Energy of NOW into the self. It is absorbed, accepted and 
appreciated.
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When you look ahead … to keep you going … to keep you interested in ‘yourself’, you are denying Joy 
from BEING YOU.

I know I have said this before yet, Truly … I, for one, need/like things to look forward to. Not big things, just 
Grateful for small mercies, as they say.

Blossom, what if we were to tell you that in four hours from now, you were to transition? You are not, 
yet, let us use this scenario to explain.

Phew! As much as I don’t want to be here sometimes … if actually offered the opportunity to go … I know I would 
not accept.

So, let us say you have four hours left on your Planet … would you be looking forward to it?

Some days, yes! Kidding! I would accept that was the case.

And … what would you do with those four hours?

Make the most of the time I had left.

How?

Appreciating EVERYTHING. From Family, Friends, Nature, the Elements … you name it … I’d be appreciating, in 
the knowing, that soon I wouldn’t have it anymore.  Should I or you, shout out BINGO?

Precisely. Sometimes, one does not appreciate what they’ve got till it’s gone and when it has gone, you 
can still appreciate it … yet, with the remnants of wishing you had done so more when you had it … 
TRULY APPRECIATED THE GIFT THAT IT WAS.

THAT WHICH IS IN FRONT OF YOU … OPPORTUNITIES TO SERVE THAT POP UP CONTINUALLY ARE 
HEIGHTENED A THOUSAND-FOLD IN ENERGY … IN ENERGETIC VIBRATION WHEN THEY ARE APPRECIATED 
FOR WHAT THEY ARE, APPRECIATED FOR BEING THERE IN YOUR PRESENT MOMENT.

Do not think that picking up a piece of litter is a lesser service than a donation given to build a hospital.

Do not think that your Smile to one Soul has lesser impact than an innovative speaker uplifting the 
hearts of thousands.

WHEN YOU COME FROM THE HEART IN ALL THAT YOU DO … YOU ARE COMING FROM LOVE.

ACTS OF LOVE ARE ACTS OF SERVICE … NO MATTER HOW INSIGNIFICANT THEY MAY SEEM TO YOU.

AN ACT OF SERVICE FROM THE HEART CAN NOT BE MEASURED OR COMPARED.

IT IS WHAT IT IS.

LOVE … from one to another … it matters not if it is to one or many … it is of the same Vibration …  
because it is YOU … BEING YOU … IN TRUTH OF SELF … THE HIGHEST SELF.

It is the Highest Honour to be of service.
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To hold space for another who needs to be heard.

To offer some pennies from your purse, even when there is little in it … to one who has less than you and 
is in need.

AND WITHIN THAT …

Within that GIVING FROM/OF THE HEART … and for no other reason than it is who you are … you receive 
more Love back to yourself.

You did not take the action of service in order to receive … yet, it is law.

You cannot give Love … in service to others, and not receive the abundance that will automatically flow 
back to you.

IT IS THE CIRCLE OF LIFE.

For what you give unto others you give unto yourself.

Yet, there is little purpose in giving in order to receive … one gives in order to give … and in that giving … 
the Love is returned.

Remember, Dearest Souls … your Bravery and Courage is admired by so many.

To be able to accomplish even the smallest offering of service in a world that has programmed you to do 
the opposite … is remarkable.

When you are made aware in fullness of the dampening down of your Souls Light by those who do not 
have your best interest ‘at heart’,  you will be amazed how YOU … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … 
managed to accomplish all that you have.

You will pat yourself on the back and say … ‘WOW, I NEVER REALISED HOW GREAT I AM!

Those of us in Higher realms KNOW THIS … and it is our Greatest Desire that you come to KNOW the 
same.

With your encouragement, we are recognizing this and allowing our Light to Shine through Brightly, as we strip 
off each layer put upon us. WE'VE GOT THIS. In Gratitude. In Loving Service, I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

25 June 2023
Morning. I have no idea how this will turn out. I had planned to do my monthly video yet, no matter how 
hard I tried to imagine myself doing it today, it just wasn’t feeling right. I am in such an ‘unsettled place’ this 
morning.  My mind doesn’t seem to want to come to any decisions. Then I thought I’d try you guys in the normal 
weekly fashion and it seemed to fit … So, here I am!

And Dearest Blossom, we are very pleased that you are here. We welcome always, no matter what 
disposition … our communication with you.

The Energies now are causing havoc. In that, as the Higher Energies are emitting Higher Vibrations, on 
the one hand … they are allowing for the Soul … the Spirit Energy … to feel closer and more connected 
to Home, and yet, on the other hand … they are disturbing the energies that are of such a dim Light, and 
those that Vibrate within that fog are stirring up within them much confusion and loss.

Therefore, there is incredibly strong conflict within the same space.

That’s interesting.

Keep saying The Mantra …

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

There is so much assistance encoded within these words, as you know.

And we do mean ‘assistance’.

Do not just use these words as something to fall back on when in need.

YET, USE THEM WHEN YOU ARE FEELING WITHIN YOUR STRONGEST POWER.

When in need, they will support and settle you …

When in a place of Joy and POWER, when said … they resonate a clarion call throughout the land.

Ooh ‘ello … enter Cinderella! No offense, yet, you sound like you are in a fairy tale.
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Your words are more precise than you know, Blossom. And in all fairy tales, is it not that everyone lives 
happily ever after?

Indeed. Are these strong incoming Energies connected to that which has been noted on the Schumann 
Resonance scale? Many have sent me in a picture of the most unusual behaviour portrayed.

Yes, Blossom. The Energies of such notification, are merely pronouncing/announcing that which one is 
feeling inside.

Many are experiencing a newness of self … a discovery of self and capabilities. As we have mentioned 
would be the case.

Due to these Energies coming in?

Due to these Energies coming in and merging with the Energies of one’s Soul, which, over time has 
changed into a much more suitable place to Be.

A place where one is now prepared for that which is to take place.

Is this the case for all?

To a degree. However ‘blocked’ one appears to be … however stuck in one’s ways … these Higher 
Vibrations are ‘melting down’ such blockades, slowly but surely. More and more Souls are Awakening … 
because it is the Universal ‘time’ to do so.

I watched a 3hr conference by Dr. Steven Greer. 'In my view', a brave, courageous, and dedicated man. He is 
saying that disclosure of the secrecy around UFOs/UAPs will have to be released in the next six months, due to 
all evidence being presented that will not/cannot be ignored any longer. Do you feel this to be the case?

We do.

That will certainly get the ball rolling. That which was presented did not surprise me, yet, it does feel like there 
are so many different worlds all residing on the same Planet.

We understand, Blossom, that by this you mean the different ‘lifestyles’ … for want of a better word.

Well, in that … here I am … in my lovely little house, with a lovely little garden … and once a week talking with you 
… some ETs from elsewhere … Eh … would you call yourselves ETs?

We would not. Yet, that is a label meaning not of your Earth, so we can accept it.

What would you call yourselves?

Light.

Light Beings?

Being Light.

Is that the same thing?
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Not really. Yet, it matters not. The intention of understanding/knowing what we are, is the same.

I digress. So, here I sit talking to you …  and yet, another ‘lifestyle’, for some innocent man who joined the 
military to be of service … gets caught up, all be it unwillingly, in the most delicate secrets that then, ruin their 
life. Two completely different scenarios … worlds apart, yet, on the same Planet, involved in the same thing ... 
sort of!

Blossom, One, and All … Each has a role to play. It is wise to accept the roles of others to be ‘Their roles’ 
and for you to accept yours.

This is not to say that one cannot send Love and strength to those in a more ‘dangerous position’.

YET, IT IS OF HIGH IMPORTANCE TO REMAIN IN THE UNDERSTANDING THAT EVEN THOUGH YOU SEEM 
WORLDS APART … YOU ARE NOT.

YOU, EACH ONE OF YOU, ARE PART OF A TEAM.

A TEAM THAT IS OF THE GREATEST LIGHT.

EACH ONE PLAYING THEIR PART.

We spoke recently that one cannot compare acts of Service in terms of one being greater than another.

AN ACT OF SERVICE IS AN ACT OF SERVICE.

So, we ask of the Souls who feel inadequate, perhaps as if their particular assignment is of such little 
value … to change their perspective.

Yes…

Some roles require enormous courage, determination and strength as they openly put themselves on 
the front line in order to make a difference … to make the change required.

Some roles require enormous courage, determination and strength to be almost reclusive as they ‘go 
within’ for many an hour, sending their Love out to the Planet and all within and upon her … in order to 
make a difference … to make the change required.

Some roles may seem quite ordinary and one desires to do more. Yet, when one TRULY recognizes that 
they chose to be here doing exactly what they are doing … EXACTLY what they are doing … then a Peace 
will come upon them, in the knowing that they are exactly where they are meant to be … doing exactly 
what they are meant to do!

Let us put it this way, if we may? The singers that sing in a chorus are the backup that the lead singer 
needs to bring the fullest sound to the entire piece.

Each voice blending with the others to produce the Highest outcome.

Maybe, in a lifetime gone by, those now choosing to be in the chorus were the Greatest Warriors. The 
Light of their Being shines most Brightly in a ‘back seat’ position this time around … For perhaps the Soul 
is weary.
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With respect, if this is the case, would it not have been better for such souls to remain in other realms, munching 
on some chill pills, and let the ones who are raring to get up and at ‘em,  take their place?

Blossom, we understand your thought’s journey, yet, some such Souls EARNED their place … their 
position ON the Planet. A medal of honour, would we say.

Should an opera singer in the finest gown ‘bring the house down’ with the resonance of her voice … it 
is she that receives all acclaim. Yet, it is the seamstress who spent many, many, hours Lovingly sewing 
each stitch of that gown … KNOWING …  her contribution to the overall outcome … is of just as much 
importance as that of the ‘star’. Yet, she chose in this lifetime to remain ‘unknown … unseen.’

We say to you … Each One … whether you decided to be out there in the spotlight, or, whether you chose 
to be part of the team working behind the curtain …

YOU ARE PLAYING THE ROLE THAT YOU WANTED TO PLAY.

We ask that you let go of any ‘if only I’ … and ‘when is it my turn’ … and acknowledge that you are where 
you are meant to Be … because that is where you are meant to Be.

And from that place … do what you came here to do.

SHINE … BE … YOUR LIGHT.

For you to be on your Planet at all, in this NOW, is a position of High respect.

Many did not get chosen.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CHOICE.

We ask that you cease complaining about the waiting for something to happen …

Cease complaining about being tired and wanting to go Home …

We tell you ... if you came home … and saw what is about to take place on the Planet … MOST OF YOU 
would ask to be sent straight back in order to get in the thick of it … to be part of the action … and Trust 
us when we say … there will be plenty of action!

All we can do is ask that you feel this Truth inside of you.

It is already happening …

THIS TRANSFORMATION.

When a caterpillar is hidden inside a cocoon … you are only aware of the cocoon … for that is all that is 
presented.

YET, INSIDE … INSIDE THAT OUTER DISPLAY … IS A DIVINE BEING … TRANSFORMING QUIETLY … 
PREPARING AND GETTING READY … GETTING IN POSITION … FOR THE MOMENT WHEN IT IS IN FULL 
STRENGTH … FULLY AWAKENED … COMPLETELY EMERGED … INTO THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BEING OF LIGHT 
WITH WINGS TO FLY … FLY HIGH WITHIN ITS HIGHEST VERSION OF ITSELF.
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It took much patience for that transition to take place.

Yet … it was happening all along ... and then …

IT WAS READY TO … take flight.

Well, I am sure that from each and every caterpillar, here on Planet Earth … we shall continue to morph … each 
at our own pace … in our own space … and thanking you for offering your wisdom, which helps so many of us 
have the inner desire to carry on. In Gratitude … In Loving service ... I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

16 July 2023
Hello there, Oh Enlightened Ones. I find it interesting how we all have such diverse views, concepts. 
understandings, beliefs etc … and we call them ‘Our Truth’ … our ‘own’ Truth. It feels good to come to a place 
whereby there is no longer any judgement on another’s perspective on ANYTHING! It isn’t really any of our 
business. Yet, we are all headed for the same destination. Can you talk of that, please?

Welcome to You, Blossom, and a Heartwarming welcome of/in deep Love to Each and Every One who has 
been guided to these transmissions.

We are never out of reach and we hear all pleas and pleases. Some may ‘hear’ our response, some 
may ‘feel’ our response. Others may feel they have not been heard at all, and yet, we would say if this 
is the case, it is You … the Self, that is blocking our Energy. Not on purpose, of course, yet, through 
many aspects of doubt or disbelief. Many, many reasons that deter, in order to confirm one’s own 
unworthiness.

So many wishes of ‘If only I could’. So many dreams that one feels have been shattered and therefore, 
giving credibility to give up … to give in. Yet, we say to you, dearest Souls …

EACH ONE OF YOU HAS WITH INSIDE YOUR HEART … YOUR BEING … THE SAME AMOUNT OF SPIRIT AS 
ANOTHER. NOT ONE IS GIVEN MORE, NOT ONE RECEIVES LESS … IT IS A MATTER OF DEFINING THAT WHICH 
YOU ARE AS A TRUE LIVING DIVINE SOUL.

YOUR CHOICES DETERMINE YOUR OUTCOME.
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YOUR BELIEFS PRESENT THAT WHICH YOU BELIEVE.

Your understanding of who you are will lead you to where you are right now in your life’s experiment.

Each Soul searching for answers in order to allow Peace within … and yet, is it not that by the searching, 
sometimes … conflict of thoughts and patterns … deliver quite the opposite?

If one chose to accept that there is no searching to be done … If one Truly recognized that where they 
are right now is where they are meant to be … doing what they are meant to be doing … then inner 
Peace would come.

Yet, what about those who are unhappy where they are and what they are doing … surely, they need to ‘search’ 
for a better ‘something’?

And therein lies the key. What would you say, Blossom, is that ‘something’?

I guess … all that we are all searching for … is Love and Happiness … Joy … Abundance ... Peace etc.

And where are they to be found? Certainly not ‘in a different location’. For they reside within, and one 
need not travel afar or read books to discover that which one is looking for.

To speak of your opening statement … we would perhaps, put it this way.

Everyone boards a train when they arrive on Earth. It is their choice as to which stations they choose 
to get off and look around. Some may stay their entire life at one port. Others may travel continually, 
getting on and off and choosing times to do so. Some may return over and over to the same spot, yet, 
all the while ... no matter how that journey is presenting itself … it is the YOU … the SOUL-SELF that 
determines the experiences offered and how to gather from each one, the Gift that is offered.

EACH AND EVERY EXPERIENCE HAS A GIFT WRAPPED INSIDE. EVEN THE CHALLENGING ONES ARE OFFERED 
AS A GIFT.

It is what you do with that Gift … your attitude towards it … your acceptance of it … your appreciation 
of it … that brings you to conclusions and understandings of so many other things, that have nothing to 
do with that particular Gift … that ‘make up’ one’s thought system. Therefore, determining a particular 
process in which ‘evidence presented’ gives meaning to the YOU that you have become through your 
travels.

Yet … for instance at the beginning of 2020 … I just knew that all the fearmongering was just that! Not one 
part of me felt scared. My Inner Being just Knew … all was not as it seems. That felt ‘right’ FOR ME. Many other 
Souls did not feel the same and they followed their own path to ‘partake’ in what felt right FOR THEM. I am not 
judgeing that. Yet, how can one's ‘right’ be so wrong for another, when we ultimately all come from the same 
Loving Source?

Because of choices, Blossom. No more than that. Every step of one’s journey … every station one arrives 
at … one makes the decision to either get off and investigate all there is to discover … or remain on the 
train until one feels the strong urge to get off at a station that will enhance their growth.

No station is right or wrong. Yet, what it has to offer is the Soul’s choice of ‘Being there’.
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Imagine playing a board game … everybody’s counter is on the ‘start’. Yet to finish the game … each 
counter has a very different journey as to how they get there.

By the throw of a dice! Isn’t that what we would say is ‘luck of the draw’?

That would depend, Blossom, on how one looks at life!

There is NO LUCK.

THERE ARE BLESSINGS … along the way.

These Blessings ‘arrive’ when one KNOWS that there are Blessings to be had.

THESE BLESSINGS COME TO ONE WHO KNOWS THAT BY FLOATING DOWN THE RIVER OF AWARENESS …

BY LETTING THAT RIVER TAKE YOU IN ITS FLOW …

ALL THAT IS LOVE … WILL ASSIST YOU AS YOU GO.

WHEN YOU KNOW THIS … WHEN YOU TRULY TRUST IN THAT FLOW … THEN BLESSINGS WILL CONTINUE TO 
ALIGN AND GREET YOU ON YOUR PATH.

It does not matter what thought patterns another may have about anything.  You are correct, it is not 
your business. What matters is your concentration on YOUR THOUGHT patterns and whether or not they 
sit comfortably within YOU.

Indeed. How about though, thoughts of what may or may not be about to occur on a more Global aspect? They 
may not sit comfortably, yet, possibilities of not such good things ahead may come into our awareness … and it 
IS sort of our business, isn’t it?

That which lies ahead FOR Each One … will be accepted and absorbed differently BY Each One.

So, whatever IS going to take place on a Global scale will not have the same reaction on a Soul level … 
from one to another. Because Each Soul is on their own individual journey. So that which is to come … 
will create many diverse reactions … due to the station that one is visiting when the world is awoken 
Globally.

Do you want to go into that statement … ‘when the world is awoken globally?’  That is pretty profound, my 
friends.

We have often spoken of ‘When Truths are revealed’ … We have spoken of an Event that will change 
everything.

I’m just going to pop in here. That’s what I meant at the start … of people having different beliefs about many 
things. One, being as to whether an actual Event will or won’t occur. Even though you say there will be one, I 
leave my thought’s open on that … as I don’t KNOW for sure in my Heart.

Blossom, we admire your searching for Truth and the conclusions you come to. We do not have concern 
as to whether or not you ‘believe’ us. We are Grateful however, that you allow us to bring ‘Our Truth’ 
through … in order to let one decide for themselves.
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Yet, when I say I am unsure … doesn’t that mean then … that I don’t fully Trust what you are saying?

Blossom, it means that you are using YOUR TRUTH to decide. One cannot walk blindly and simply TRUST 
everything that is presented … by us … or anyone else.

YOUR TRUTH must come from your Heart’s decisions on what resonates and what doesn’t.

Does it matter to us what one believes? No! When The Event occurs …

As opposed to ‘should’ the Event occur …

Blossom, dearest Blossom … ‘When’ The Event occurs … you will not be condemned because you were 
unsure about it … or, one knew it wouldn’t happen.

IT WILL OCCUR … WHEN IT OCCURS … AND WHAT MATTERS IS … THE CHANGES THAT EVERYONE WILL 
EXPERIENCE IN THAT MOMENT OF TIME.

For that will be in THAT moment of time … not THIS moment in time.

So, it is, that whatever one chooses to surmise in their thoughts … is their absolute right to think that 
way ... and to feel comfortable within those thoughts.

How Glorious that thoughts can change due to what one is presented with to change those thoughts.

A thought that once felt wrong … can be changed to feeling right.

A thought that once felt right … can be changed to feeling wrong.

BE OPEN ... TO ALL POSSIBILITIES … ON ALL MATTERS.

At the end of the day … thoughts on these matters are just assessments based on what one has been 
made aware of.

Let them flow in and out with no attachment.

Do not focus on them … that is the key.

FOCUS ON …

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

 I AM.

Focus on your Heart space and that which it has to say to you.

Listen to how you Feel.
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Can your feelings ever be wrong?

Only if the mind interferes. And your mind can lead your Heart astray … should it choose to.

Your Heart is your guide … Let it lead you to where you desire to Be.

CONSIDER ONE HEART … TO BE THE ESSENCE OF LOVE ITSELF.

YOUR HEART IS WITHIN THAT HEART … SAFE, WARM AND PROTECTED … ALL WAYS.

TRUST YOUR HEART.

TRUST YOUR KNOWING.

TRUST YOU … and the more you do so … the more you realise … you were right all along!

Thanks Guys … In Gratitude … In Loving service …  I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

23 July 2023
What Ho, Chaps! In last week’s chat, you used the words ‘River of Awareness’ … as it came through, I recognized 
my Love for it. Someone else wrote to me saying the same. I am sure there were many more. Can we talk about 
THE RIVER OF AWARENESS today, please?

Welcome, Dearest Blossom, and to each and every individual that joins together in Love as we Unite 
through these communications. Furthering the expression of Pure Love across the Planet. We would 
very much enjoy speaking of this flow.

So, within YOU, The Self … The I AM of YOU … is the recognition that there is nothing that cannot be 
achieved or accomplished when you KNOW this as a Truth.

Within YOU are Masters of knowledge that have become YOU over lifetimes of experiences.

Within YOU are Seers of future days that will become you as more experiences emerge.
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YOU ARE THE RIVER OF AWARENESS.

IT IS YOU.

It is not outside of you. It is not an Awareness that needs to be analyzed or delved into.

It is not a flow of Source that is outside of you …

FOR SOURCE IS YOU … WITHIN YOU.

When you say  ‘is you/ within you’ … it feels like they are two separate things.

No. For YOU ARE SOURCE … YOU FLOW FROM IT.

SOURCE IS WITHIN YOU … BECAUSE YOU ARE OF SOURCE.

To be Aware of this flow … an appliance of Trusting that ALL YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE … is actually 
ALL there is.

It allows a Truth to guide you in the perfect direction your Soul requires, to become even more of who it 
desires to BE.

Do we not all, deep down, want to be Happy, in Joy, etc?

Indeed, Blossom. Yet, to FEEL such … can be found in many derivative formats.

I looked up ‘derivative formats’ to check its full meaning. Best I just Trust you know what you are talking about!

Ultimately, that which one seeks is contentment … satisfaction … so that the searching ceases.

For when one has these … there is nothing more to attain.

Yet, there are very few that have found contentment and satisfaction in the sense of searching no more. 
For, is it not that once found … that is not enough? After a while … one feels the need to search for more 
of the same. For that level they had found becomes the norm.

When one has stopped searching … the need to not do so … loses that which it was looking for … because 
it found it … settled within it … and then felt discontent with it … because one’s Being cannot stay still.

Therefore, it is of great importance to ‘flow down’ … ‘flow with’ the River of Awareness.

TO BE AWARE THAT YOU ARE FLOWING THROUGH/WITHIN A STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT CAN 
NEVER STOP.

Indeed, one may come across rocks and boulders … across obstacles that block and prevent one from 
moving on.

Yet, with Patience and Understanding … there will always be a way around them. A way to resume flow.

Something may come up from behind and take you by surprise, which jolts you from the rocks, and in 
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doing so … shifts you into a different flow, a different stream yet, still within the same River.

For some reason, I want to ask you to explain your version of Awareness. Obviously, in my mind, I know what it 
means, yet, this that you speak of feels to have deeper content.

You are very much on point, Blossom. The question was one we were asking you to ask!

I am aware of that awareness!

You see, Blossom, one … must /has to… Understand the rhythm of Life’s back and forths, ups and downs. 
This means to be Aware of them.

So, does understanding mean awareness?

Yes. So, if we were to say ‘The River of Understanding’ … what would you say?

I would, for conversation's sake, say ‘Understanding what?’

To which we would reply … Understanding Awareness.

And we’re off! Didn’t you say understanding and awareness are the same thing?

We did. So, we could say … that if you are Aware of Understanding, you can also Understand Awareness.

As I sometimes say to you ‘Could we try that in Swahili’?

Blossom, Dearest Blossom …

THIS RIVER IS THE ALL OF EVERYTHING …

AND EACH ONE.

EVERYTHING … IS A DROP IN THE WATER THAT FLOWS WITHIN THAT RIVER.

EACH INDIVIDUAL DROP MAKES UP THE EVERYTHING.

Are you Aware of that? Do you Understand that?

Yep.

There would be no flowing stream if there were no drops of water to allow it to BE.

Every drop is having its own experience, yet, it could not flow if it were not for every other drop.

Does that make sense?

Yes.

So, would you say you Understand this?
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Yes.

Were you Aware of this before you Understood it? Or, did you have to Understand it before you were 
able to be Aware of it?

Oh Lord! Pass the pills, Poppy! Erm … my answer has to be 'Neither'. I understood it, therefore, I was aware of it.

Where does that Understanding come from?

I have to say … 'The flow of the river.' The more I go with the flow the more I understand … and the more aware I 
become.

Of what?

Who I AM.

And who are you?

The flow of the river. I promise I didn’t take any psychedelic drugs before this session! I might need to take some 
after!!!

So, YOU ARE AWARE YOU ARE THE FLOW OF THE RIVER … ever present … ever bubbling …

Hold on, the river gets stagnant now and then, does it not?

If one allows it to. If one’s Understanding is that the river is just the ‘you’ … as the one drop … the 
individual … then indeed, one can prevent the flow, because that is the belief … that they are not part of 
The Whole … the entire river.

So, is it that their Awareness … their Understanding … is the whole river … when in actual fact … it is just a part of 
it? (I am leaving this last sentence in, even though I couldn’t make head nor tail of it when I read it back after the 
channelling. Believe me, I tried. Yet, I knew what I was talking about at the time …  I think!)Correct. For you see, 
Blossom … When there is Full Understanding … Full Awareness that there is no separation … THERE CAN 
ONLY BE ONE FLOW.

Yet, a choice can change all that. A choice of not flowing with that Awareness.

It can only change for the individual who is making that choice.

Does that choice affect the flow of the River as a Whole?

Yes. Yet, not enough to build a dam.

THE TRUE LIGHT FORCE OF THIS FLOW IS BEYOND DISTURBANCES THAT COULD DO THIS.

Our point is this, Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … You … Each One … are a drop in this water.

We feel sure that all can resonate with this analogy.

WHEN … NOT IF … WHEN … YOU ALLOW YOURSELF TO TRUST THIS FLOW OF DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS 
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THAT YOU ARE WITHIN … THAT YOU ARE PART OF … IN THE KNOWING IT KNOWS WHERE IT IS GOING … 
WHERE IT IS HEADING … THEN ALL THAT MAKES UP YOUR LIFE’S EXPERIENCE WILL LEAD YOU TO JOY … 
LOVE … ETC.

ALL THAT ONE IS SEARCHING FOR … IS WITHIN THAT RIVER.

THE FLOW OF IT IS TAKING YOU THERE.

WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS … WHEN YOU BECOME AWARE OF THIS …

YOU BECOME AWARE AND UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING THAT UNDERSTANDING WANTS YOU TO BE AWARE 
OF …

AND EVERYTHING AWARENESS WANTS YOU TO UNDERSTAND!

If I drank, I think I would have a Gin and tonic! So, until I understand this, I cannot be aware of it … and vice 
versa. What would you say is the best way to grasp this understanding ... this awareness?

TO KNOW … not Hope … not believe … not desire … yet …

TO KNOW THAT THIS RIVER IS LOVE.

When you let Love flow … through you /as you/ of you  … there is no need for questions and answers.

There is no need for anything, other than to go with this flow …

To feel yourself ‘running with it.’

To allow it … in absolute full TRUST … to take you to the exact place that you need to be.

YOU … AS THAT ONE DROP OF WATER … BEING ALIVE AND THRIVING … AS IT CARRIES YOU FORTH … IN A /
TO A … HIGHER UNDERSTANDING … A HIGHER AWARENESS OF WHO YOU ARE!

And is it not that the most sparkling bubbles in that flow … the ones that catch the Light … are the ones 
who are of sincere Gratitude for BEING THERE?

GRATITUDE FOR EVERY DROP THAT SURROUNDS THEM ON THE JOURNEY … FOR EVERY OBSTACLE … FOR 
EVERY RAY OF SUNLIGHT … FOR THE VERY TRUTH OF THE WONDER AND THE HONOUR OF BEING.

Dearest Souls …YOU ARE TRUTH.

We try to assist you in the Understanding … to become Aware of …  this TRUTH.

YOU ARE SO MUCH MORE THAN YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE.

Yes. You have heard this many times … from many different ‘streams’ …

BECAUSE IT IS TRUTH.

When one drops the shackles … when one walks into FREEDOM OF THE HEART and allows the 
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conditioning to fall away …

THEN YOU WILL KNOW …

YOU WILL EXPERIENCE …

THE MAGIC … THE MIRACLES … THE TRUTH OF THE MANTRA …

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

Thank you. I Am Aware that I may not fully Understand my Awareness of this Understanding. In Gratitude. In 
Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

30 July 2023
Hello, my friends. Once again, another week has flown by. One thing I find really odd these days is ‘time’. I know 
there is no such thing where you reside. Yet, here, for me and others, it seems, it's all gone a bit bonkers. For 
instance, I can run my choir on a Monday eve. My sister stays and we chat … I see her the next afternoon and 
there is NO WAY to me, that it was only the night before that we were chatting, it seems like a week ago. What’s 
that all about?

Welcome, Blossom and Each one, that once again find themselves drawn to these conversations. It is 
the Energy Vibration within the Love in your Hearts that attracts you here, and as Each One allows the 
opening of their Heart to that which we bring through … expansion in/of many aspects takes place.

This is wonderful for us to FEEL.

Regarding the disappearance of time or, the speeding up of time, or, time being warped in your 
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Awareness … this is due to the Newer Higher Energies that one is experiencing at this ‘time’.

Indeed, it may appear to one that an incident took place a few weeks ago, when in fact, it was yesterday 
… because the Vibration that one has ‘aspired’ to, is allowing time to ‘not get in the way’. For, it is not to 
be so much of a ‘thing’ anymore.

Is it not Blossom, that if one were to release ‘time’ from the memory, there would be a Greater Flow 
within the natural balance of the self?

Allowing happenings to take place in Natural Flow rather than concise timing and the desire to control 
outcomes and deadlines.

We understand that much of your Planet’s actions revolve around the clock … and there are certainly 
aspects that need to be conducted involving this ‘Sundial’.

Yet, the increasingly Higher Light Energies entering now, are making much change in many aspects of 
your Awareness. One of them being ‘Time warping.’

It is not something to be concerned about. It is a Good thing. It is a recognition of ‘Keeping up with the 
‘times’.’

There is so much about ‘You’ … Each One … that is ‘rising to the occasion’. Much that is very subtle and 
hardly noticeable, because it has integrated itself into your Being in a gentle fashion and therefore, 
caused no disturbance.

Yet, there are other changes … would we say …  ‘releases’ … that can bring a full jolt to one’s system and 
leave them quite out of sorts for a ‘time’.

Once again, we ask you to look back at the ‘Old you’. The one that was stubborn … the one that was 
unforgiving … the one that had no ‘time’ for others and their positioning in this Movie ... this play … 
whichever word you feel to use.

Well … I would call it ‘My life’! ‘My world’! I know it is 'my life' in this play … this movie, yet, nonetheless, although 
a game, as you also state … it is still very much ‘My life’ that I am living.

Yet, is it not these days, Blossom… that you feel detached from all the ‘goings on’ and just ‘Flow 
downstream’ … accepting what is … and not allowing emotions to take you to unnecessary depths that 
the ego mind wants to ‘sell to you’?

Correct Yes. And may I say, nicely put.

So, in those times do you not feel, would you not consider yourself to BE … an actor … playing out the 
role?

I see what you are saying … and actually choosing to be an actress in this lifetime, in this acting role, I can relate 
even more to the ‘Doing of’ … making it ‘Appear’ real … and yet, really only just ‘acting’.

Within that ‘acting’ … where are your feelings?

Oh, they are there, believe me. I don’t feel I am ‘hiding them’ or ‘ignoring them’ by Being in this flow. Yet, these 
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days … there is more of an acceptance of what ‘IS’.

Where is there, Blossom?

I can’t really ‘put them’ in a place within me. I am unable to locate where they are now you have asked. I feel I 
should say ‘My heart’, yet, that’s also not quite right … is it?

We are certainly headed in the right direction with this conversation.

The more one is evolving …

the more one is recognizing the KNOWING of the GREATER SELF …

the more one becomes aware of the FEELINGS OF PURE LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE ALL …

Then … the more ‘time’ one resides in these Higher testimonials.

There is no longer the need to ‘delve’ into what one may have indulged in, in past situations … and 
wallowed in the ‘Why me … Poor me’ syndrome.

So many of you now have ‘passed that post’ … and are Aware of the TRUTH within.

And within that Truth … there is much letting go of the old indoctrinations and programs… which in turn 
…

LIGHTENS UP …

ILLUMINATES THE NEWER VERSION OF YOU.

Indeed. With respect for everyone’s ‘positioning on their journey’ ... it is so much more obvious to those who 
have travelled far … for a long, long, time … and worn out many pairs of moccasins … the vast difference in Soul’s 
who have, so far, not chosen for themselves to ‘keep walking’. Those that settle and remain in ‘the norm’ and ‘do 
as they are told’ etc. Those that choose not to expand. In a way … as I say, with respect to them … and I guess, 
Gratitude … it helps those who have … to see how far they have actually come.

And does it matter to you, Blossom … where those others are … in terms of affecting you?

Good question. On a personal level, I say ‘Each to their own … None of my business … Send Love … in the 
knowing there are on their own path’. On a Grand scale level of lifting the Planet … some feel frustrated that 
others choose to remain as they are, and not involve themselves in this Exciting Awakening.

Some feel? Do ‘you’ feel frustrated?

Nope. It is what it is. They are who they are. Their choice.

Some feel that those who have buried their heads in the sand are hindering the process of Ascension.

Are they?

If YOU or anyone else feels the answer is Yes, then they are. If you feel the answer is No ... then they are 
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not.

You see, Blossom and all present …

YOUR LIFE IS YOUR LIFE … HOW YOU CHOOSE TO LIVE YOUR LIFE IS YOUR DECISION.

HOW YOU CHOOSE TO THINK ABOUT ANYTHING IS YOUR CHOICE. 

THIS IS YOUR LIFE IN YOUR WORLD.

YOU MAKE YOUR CHOICES … YOU 'THINK' HOW YOU CHOOSE TO THINK.

THAT IS YOUR PRIVILEGE TO DO SO.

So, in that sense there is no right or wrong … and I do mean ‘in that sense ‘ as opposed to going down deep 
rabbit holes of ‘right and wrongness’.

Correct. You were all given a brain. Given tools to think. What a gift.

Yet, most of all … you were given free will to choose how to use this gift.

YOU are not Robots.

Yet!

Blossom … KNOWING THE POWER OF LOVE … KNOWING THE POWER THAT IS LOVE … IS THE ULTIMATE 
EXPERIENCE ONE CAN HAVE.

When one taps into this consciousness of PURE LOVE … when one opens the door to it and walks through 
… one easily recognizes what that LOVE IS … and that ‘everything’ else is outside of that.

Not within it?

Let us say, that Love is the ‘paddle’ and everything else is the ball.

I knew you’d bring pickleball into it. I am addicted!

We are aware of this Blossom and are thrilled. The exercise is benefitting you greatly and therefore, 
‘upping your game’ on all levels.

I Know!

So … The paddle is the Pure Love Consciousness and the Ball is everything else … The paddle hits the ball 
and the ball sets off on the trajectory of intent.

And we either score the point or we don’t!

And it doesn’t matter ... for it is just a game.

I guess the biggest quandary for most of us is … we KNOW this … we GET this … we are more than willing to 
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open the door and walk through, yet … we don’t seem to be able to. What is it that stops us from getting to that 
place that we all want to be?

Time!

That’s a joke, right?

No. Yet, we were hoping to amuse.

As opposed to confuse!

Blossom, in your world … in this moment … you are programmed and conditioned to ‘time’. Yet, as most 
people understand … it does not exist.

For we know everything is happening at once, even though we may find that hard to comprehend.

Precisely. It does not matter that you cannot comprehend it. For nothing matters.

I am indeed amused because I can feel that you are amused also, by popping in such depths of wisdom that you 
have spoken of in the past, such as ‘Nothing matters’ … and happily blowing our minds.

Or, stretching them … into the KNOWING that you already KNOW.

You may think we are talking in riddles, Blossom … yet, we are not. These are facts.

If it was to be ‘at this time’ that everyone was able to walk through the door … just like that … 
EVERYTHING WOULD CHANGE.

THE DIVINE PLAN WOULD CHANGE.

Is it not changing all the time?

Certainly not the outcome … Strategies, perhaps.

I know there is so much … so much that we are unaware of regarding this Plan. Yet, Truly, at the end of the day, 
that doesn’t matter either. We know what we came to do and many of us, so many of us, are doing the best we 
can to fulfill that Joyful task and for now, that is all we need to know and just get on with it!

We couldn’t have put it better ourselves, Blossom.

Thank you. In Gratitude, In Loving service. I am.

Please may I ask you all to send prayers to my dear friend, Suzy Ward, who channels her son Matthew. She has 
experienced a heart attack and your Love and Healing Blessings will help her enormously. We Love you, Suzy. 
Get well soon.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

20 August 2023
Good morning, to you. Ok so … Light Language! It either blows your blouse up, or it doesn’t! ‘Our’ particular 
dialect, I find … with all respect, and Trusting you are not offended, sounds like total gobbledegook! Others I 
have heard, have a much more attractive lilt to them. Plus, no one knows what you are saying. You could be 
persiflaging on about the price of cabbages for all we know! The floor is yours, my friends, to talk as much as you 
like about it.

Good morning to you, Blossom and All. We are aware Blossom, of your misgivings in this particular 
matter and we are Grateful to you that you Trust yourself and us enough, to still release this ‘talk’ on 
your channel. We know you found it uncomfortable.

Yes. I did.

What we would like you to understand, as many do … is that within that ‘tone’ … within that mishmash 
of sounds and clicks there is information and Light codes being sent directly to the Soul. The Heart feels 
them and decodes them into the individual system, so that it resonates on a deeper level to that which 
one, on a human level, cannot decipher.

And does what?

Stores it. Absorbs it. Embraces it.

Why is it that some burst into tears …some have the desire to speak back … some get the body shakes … some 
feel so much Love from it … whilst others … get nothing. Nada?

Those who have a form of reaction are no different from those who do not. Either way, the 
understanding reaches deep within.

Even though we don’t understand it?

Yes. For it is not of/from your Earth. It is from a Higher Plane … and is that not where you are all from?

Yes. Now … unbeknown to the reader/listener … this conversation is not flowing at all … What is the issue? I 
thought we were good to go?

Blossom …

Yes.

Take a break and restart.
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Ok. … … So it’s now the evening. Shall we try again?

By all means.

Would you care to know what was said in our transition of Light Language?

Yes please! Me and many, many, more.

That which we translayed …

Eh … you know there is no such word?

Why not? Do not all words come from creation?

So, what is its exact meaning? Why not use a word we know?

Blossom, when we telepathically sent that word to you … did you know what it meant?

Well, I had an idea … yet, had to look it up to check if it existed. It didn’t.

Yet, you still understood?

Yes. I see where you are going with this.

In a sense you do. Words are made up of sounds … letters … tones … vibrational frequencies, etc … and 
they have been given meaning in order for one to communicate. Is this not so?

Indeed. Yet, we are aware of their meanings.

When one speaks in French to you … do you understand what is said?

Very little. The same for any language, really.

Words are designed to help each other understand each other. Words are used to give ‘labels’ to 
EVERYTHING.

When we speak to you in our unique language … do you think we, as THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT, speak 
to each other in this way?

No. For I  feel you are beyond words and use telepathy. That’s if you are many, or One, as in Oneness/
Consciousness. You certainly do not come across as an individual.

Indeed, we are not.

We do not speak. We offer you telepathic communications ...

That arrive in my head in words. To make it clear, I do not hear them. They come as a thought. You speak words 
to me.

How else would we communicate that which we desire to inform you of? When we use your vessel and 
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your vocal chords at times, also … we use words, for they are understood.

However, when using what we would call a Universal language there is no need for an interpreter … for 
we do not use words. We use a combination of sounds that blend into each other and they cannot be 
broken up into words.

I keep getting the word ‘Syphon’ in my head.

Because we are sending it to you.

What for? Where does it fit in?

Imagine a ball of sound. There is no easy way to ‘put this into words’. This ball is … out there/up there/
somewhere/nowhere. It is simply there. It is made up of Love … and this Love … in this case … is 
translayed /transported/syphoned into … a flow of wavelengths that come across as words. Yet, they are 
not.

So, the sounds are actually made to emit a particular wavelength?

Correct.

Ahha! That makes more sense to me.

We would say that this is in ‘our’ particular case … with you … when we use, what you call, Light 
language.

These wavelengths tune into the wavelengths of the Energy of oneself … and when they ‘meet up’ they 
become an orchestra.

The reason why many display tears … or, feel so much Love/Home … is because the missing instruments 
arrive within this translaytion … in order to complete the ‘set’.

You have to tell me why you are using the word translayed … instead of translation.

Because 'translayed' does not mean the same as 'translate.'

'Translate' means to interpret from one language to another. 'Translayed' means for layers of sound to 
be transmitted in the same moment …

How many layers?

Multiple … depending on the sound.

So, they are not words. They are wavelengths that communicate with us?

To you.  Your Soul absorbs these frequencies and acknowledges them, relates to them … and yes … 
replies.

Replies how?
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By cojoining … by becoming one with that same frequency which the human may not understand, yet, 
the Soulself does.

This is why it is Universal.

So, do animals and insects understand it?

Yes. Although, there is nothing to understand.

IT IS LOVE … IN A WAVELENGTH.

Yet, when you were speaking it last week, the hand gestures that came with it, certainly made one feel as if you 
‘had something to say’.  Pointing to the eyes, mouth etc. … … … You don’t seem to be able to answer that?

The nearest we could come to explaining would be ‘expression of flow’

Not flow of expression?

No … expression of flow.

So, one can say … there is no interpretation to be had?

Correct. That is not to say that the resonance of the sound brought through from us by you … didn’t do 
anything. For the frequency of it, when ‘allowed’ to blend heals the Heart, Soul, body and mind.

It is its own magical music that is understood on a Universal Soul level.

Am I right in saying this is not the same when White Cloud speaks?

You are. When the expanded Soul Love of the Energy known to you as White Cloud speaks in a different 
tongue … he uses language of old. Language that transports the Soul to a place of Peace.

Can his words be interpreted?

No longer with your Earthly transcription. For it is ancient. Yet, some ‘words’ are still known.

That which he speaks of connects with the Heart so strongly because it comes from the Heart.

In a broad sense … he spoke of ‘times to come’ … He spoke of your Strength and Courage …

He spoke of that which he speaks to you in that of the English Language. Yet, by speaking in his ancient 
native tongue, it brings through a different ‘wavelength’ and therefore, goes deeper into the Soul’s 
understanding.

Why deeper? Why is English not so deep?

Because … throughout/over … time, Blossom … much that is ‘spoken’ has lost its lustre. In a sense … lost 
its Truth. The Vibration now, of much that is spoken is of a  ... ‘lesser depth’

This is hard to put into words, isn’t it? Neither you or I can find what we are looking for. I think folk will 
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understand ‘lesser depth’. Well! What can I say!  I’m not sure when it will happen again. Me thinks not for a while, 
if I have anything to do with it. Thanks for your explanation, chaps.

Blossom, thank you for coming back to this conversation and ‘getting it done’. We know this has settled 
you and you can now relax!

Oh, indeed! Onwards … ever onwards, my friends. We’ll keep marching on …. Raising the Vibe of the Planet … 
until … we get to where we are going.  In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

27 August 2023
Good morning, my friends. Well, all I can do is try again, as my last attempt this week, left me sitting there for 
20mins with nothing coming through and me wondering why. So, first of all, let me establish if you are around 
and ready for a chat?

Yes. We are Blossom and we welcome You and Each One present, to this conversation.

I have to ask. Whilst in an EES session yesterday, so clearly, the word … ‘Infiltrated’ came through … I actually 
heard it. Of course, I am keen to hear your take on this?

We understand your concern, Blossom. Yet, let us please relieve your concern, in that …

YOU ARE NOT BEING INFILTRATED.

THESE CONVERSATIONS ARE NOT BEING INFILTRATED.

Yet, we would say that the attempt to communicate with us that did not come about this week, was 
exactly for that reason. There were energies/entities that were keen to enter into your energies 
uninvited and therefore, protocol from our side is to not contact you at all in these circumstances, 
so that there is no confusion as to who and who is not bringing Truth mixed with untruth into the 
conversation.

Would I have not known/not felt this intrusion?
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After a short time, yes. Yet, we chose to not allow the session to begin.

Yet, in the past, although, not for a long time, I have had such intrusions … maybe even just one word that felt 
off and I aborted immediately. So, the protocol was not in play then?

Yes, it was, Blossom. Yet, you felt that it was us when it wasn’t. Now your skills and understanding are 
more advanced. Had you not been wanting an answer as to why we were ‘not there’ the other day?

Yes.

And we sent you an answer.

So, where are those ‘infiltrators’ now?

Exiled.

Oh!

Blossom, there will always be those who will do what they can to distract you from the Light. This is not 
just about you, of course, yet, all those who shine their Brightest Light can be ‘picked up on a radar’ so to 
speak. Like a moth to a flame … in order to disrupt one’s Energy and dim that Light.

Yet …

WARRIORS OF LIGHT ARE NOW IN THEIR STRENGTH AND POWER SO COMPLETELY … THAT THEY CANNOT 
BE TOUCHED …

I hate to be rude … yet, are you sure about that?

We are not saying attempts are not made to dampen the spirits etc. Yet, the Energy of such attempts is 
so ‘obvious’ to the self now, that the lesser Light involved, knows it is futile to persist.

The perpetrators recognize also, that any attempts to bring down the POWER OF LIGHT that they now 
experience from so many, is pointless and therefore, leave well alone, in most cases.

Yet, they were going to try and ‘infiltrate’ our conversation.

Correct. Yet, we said ‘in most cases.’

These messages that we bring through via you, Blossom … are a form of ‘ammunition’ that the 
‘opposition’ cannot fight back against.

LOVE … can not be conquered by anything.

LOVE is the ultimate Source of all GOODNESS.

It is the strongest weapon you have to ‘take down’ that which can no longer be tolerated.

LOVE IS THE BEACON THAT HOLDS THE LIGHT TOGETHER.
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To shine Light in dark places … to shine Light into darkened souls … reduces the power of darkness.

Think of it logically perhaps … a candle in a darkened room … removes the darkness, as we have said 
many times.

This is why we ask you to send your Love out … even when it is so hard for you to do.

I guess many find it hard because they feel that those who have committed great atrocities, do not deserve to 
have Love … that they should be punished. For instance, I went to see the new movie that is, at last, out … shall 
we just say with initials ‘S O F’. To send Love to all those involved in that dark movement … one could feel that 
they do not deserve it.

So, would you suggest that ‘hate’ is sent to them?

I am not suggesting anything … just saying.

If hate is sent to all those of your Planet that by some means or other, have fallen into the claws of the 
dark side … do you think this would bring your world into the Golden Time when LOVE is the dominant 
factor … felt by all … lived in Truth by all?

Hating and despising these lost souls would only increase the Vibration of hate. Feeding the darkness.

This is why you are here …

THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … YOU HAVE TO BE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … YOU GOT 
CHOSEN BECAUSE OF YOUR STRENGTH … YOUR COMPASSION … YOUR RESOURCEFULNESS … YOUR 
APTITUDE TO CONTINUE ON, NO MATTER WHAT …

IT HAD TO BE YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU … BECAUSE YOU UNDERSTAND THE WORKINGS.

YOU UNDERSTAND THE POWER OF WHO YOU ARE.

YOU HAVE HAD TO REDISCOVER THIS POWER WITHIN YOU.

Why could we not have just come in with it? Why did this KNOWING have to be erased … leaving us lost?

You did come in with it. You have never lost it, yet, in order for you to fulfill your tasks, you had to 
undergo certain procedures to ‘blend in’ … in order to be part of the ground crew … the WARRIORS OF 
LIGHT … that ‘infiltrate’ the darkness.

In a sense, it could be likened to someone pretending to be someone else in order to find out how the 
system works … in order to do something to change it.

So, sort of undercover.

That is a good way to put it.

If each one … who is now ready … for what is to come … were to come in … as/with … super powers of 
Light … it would be a different ‘kind of war’ … and the outcome would not be as the Divine Plan has 
arranged.
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THIS IS INDEED, A WAR, BLOSSOM … yet, of a very different kind.

All wars that most consider to be war … involve power, and money, through use of …

You want to use the word ‘itinerary’ … is that right?

Yes. A structured plan. Through use of arsenal … through use of the direct intent of deceiving the 
populous at the cost of millions of lives … for nothing other than so-called gain of power … by those who 
control all that goes on upon your Planet.

THIS WAR … HAS BEEN WON BY LOVE.

I know you say the Light has won … yet, many would disagree, from the perspective of all that is taking place 
here.

IT HAS BEEN WON.

THE LIGHT HAS WON.

I do a daily Soul Connection practice with a gentleman called Cornelius Christopher*. Our Consciousness, 
through him … tells us we are already healed … we just have to catch up to it. Is this the same principle?

Indeed.

Blossom … We know you have been a little ‘lacking in faith’ lately.

Whoa! Hold the phone … I wouldn’t say that!

What would you say?

I’d say, that as encouraging as I know your messages to be … we could possibly gain as much strength by going 
over the many years of messages you have brought through. I wonder if we are not stuck on a treadmill… 
repeating the same thing? I KNOW repeating allows the Truth to really sink in, yet, I don’t know, I just feel a little 
despondent these days. With the greatest of respect … sometimes it feels a little like Groundhog day … … … Why 
am I crying?

Because your Heart is tired. Like so many, Blossom … your Soul is tired.

So, if the Light has won … why is my Soul not bouncing with Joy?

Because your Soul … the part of your Soul that you know to be ‘you’ … yet, in Truth, you also know it is 
just a fragment of the WHOLE of you  … is encased, through choice, in a human body … in the density of 
the energies that congregate en masse and ‘infiltrate’ the Light.

WE ASK YOU TO KNOW THIS …

THIS MESSAGE IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.

WE REPEAT …
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THE LIGHT HAS WON.

CHOOSE TO KNOW THIS.

NOT ON A LEVEL OF ‘I HOPE YOU ARE RIGHT’ …

YET, ON THE DEEPEST, PUREST LEVEL OF KNOWING, THAT YOU CAN FEEL.

TRAVEL INTO THE HIGHEST RECOGNITION OF SELF … HIGHER SELF … THAT YOU ALLOW YOURSELF TO 
TRAVEL.

AND ASK …

DO I TRULY KNOW THE LIGHT HAS WON?

WHEN YOU RECEIVE YOUR ANSWER … THERE WILL BE A TRANSFORMATION FROM DEEP WITHIN.

YOU WILL REMEMBER THIS TRUTH BECAUSE YOU WILL FEEL THIS TRUTH.

AND WITHIN THIS FEELING YOU WILL FEEL STRENGTH BUILDING INSIDE ONCE AGAIN.

YOUR “WARRIOR” STATUS WILL ONCE AGAIN BECOME A PASSION BURNING INSIDE OF YOU.

THE FLAME BURNING MORE STRONGLY AND BRIGHTLY THAN EVER BEFORE.

READY AND ABLE TO CONTINUE ON THIS MISSION THAT YOU CHOSE …

THIS MISSION THAT BRINGS YOUR WORLD BACK INTO ITS FULL LIGHT.

BECAUSE YOU … EACH ONE … MADE IT HAPPEN.

OH, SOULS … RESIDING ON PLANET EARTH … WE ARE WITH YOU.

WE DESIRE THAT TRUTH RESONATES WITHIN … FROM THIS MESSAGE.

WE DESIRE THAT YOU FEEL OUR ENCOURAGEMENT.

WE DESIRE YOU TO KNOW THAT ‘YOU HAVE GOT THIS’ …

WE DESIRE THAT YOU FEEL OUR LOVE.

FOR IT IS OF THE HIGHEST INTENTION OF SERVICE TO ASSIST SUCH BRAVE WARRIORS OF LIGHT.

Well, I guess I’ll just pull up my big girl’s pants and march onwards. Thank you. Truly, Thank you. In Gratitude. In 
Loving Service. I AM.

• Cornelius Christopher         https://www.oneo.love/

https://www.oneo.love/
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

3 September 2023
Once again, here we are! Marching onwards toward a BETTER WAY … a BRIGHTER DAY! I do have a KNOWING 
that we are changing this Planet’s Vibration, just by the fact that we are in it and allowing ourselves to smile from 
the Heart. That’s the key, right?

Welcome to you, Blossom and welcome to Each One. Each One whose Heart is smiling in the very same 
KNOWING.

This KNOWING is not something you ‘come to know’ …

THIS KNOWING … IS YOU.

DO YOU SEE?

You entered into the Vibration of this Planet in the KNOWING … AS THE KNOWING.

YOU KNOW.

Your Heart KNOWS … within/of … itself that this experience is moving you through to a place of absolute 
TRUTH.

A Place within YOU … where you follow the FEELING of this TRUTH.

It leads you HOME.

THIS YOU KNOW. DO YOU NOT?

Yes. I wonder how it must be for those who have not realised this KNOWING? What is it they have that keeps 
them going?  For me, I cannot imagine wanting to be around without it.

Yet, for all those who you label ‘asleep’ … they are allowing their Being to BE exactly where it needs to be 
for them, on their particular journey.

Many who are labelled ‘awake’ would do well to be Grateful to all those they call ‘asleep’ … for they are 
contributing to your experience of Being awake.

I think these days, we can become frustrated with those who choose to remain in slumber … it doesn’t seem to 
be helping the Divine Plan.

The fact that they are in slumber IS part of the Divine Plan.
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How can that be?

All that is … all that you are … all that is in your experience … in Each One’s experience … HAS TO BE part 
of the Divine Plan … it cannot not be.

Many feel that the atrocities and abhorrence that others choose to conduct … cannot possibly be part of the 
Divine plan. How can something so ‘evil’ be part of Divinity?

Everything, Blossom … EVERYTHING is part of Divinity.

So, evil is part of Divinity? My, oh my, that’s going to ruffle a few feathers!

The feathers will ruffle due to misunderstanding.

I think you may need to help many understand the misunderstanding!

We have stated there is only Love … ONLY LOVE … Vibrating within different frequencies of itself.

So then, very, very, low vibrations … the lowest of the low … where children suffer beyond measure … is still 
LOVE?

Yes. For there is nothing else.

ALL CREATION … ALL EXPERIENCES DERIVE FROM LOVE.

Who is it saying ‘originally.’ You or me?

You.

Ok. So, still, many will not go along with this. How can you say that to deliberately torture a child is coming from 
Love?

Because there is nothing else, Blossom.

We are not saying this is agreeable to us … Not at all.

We are not saying we easily accept this.

What we ARE saying, is that … without question, only Love exists, and that the Vibration of that … that 
which is ALL and EVERYTHING Vibrates and resonates for some on the lowest possible frequency.

In the same way … those on your Planet who give and give and give to serve The Whole … have chosen to 
Vibrate on the Highest possible Vibrational frequency.

Choices of Vibration, Blossom.

Please don’t say ‘that’s all’ at the end of that sentence, as I thought you might, because many would find that 
flippant considering the depth of pain many have to endure.

If we were to say ‘that’s all’ … it would be the Truth. Yet, it would be the reader’s Truth to understand 
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what we mean by that.

You see, Blossom … Being on your Planet and Being made aware in these times of the darkness … is 
showing to you, your purpose.

As the darkness … or, we choose to say … those of lesser Light …

Like, much lesser Light …  like MUCH lesser Light …

We agree. Those residing within the lowest frequencies possible … as their behaviour is brought to the 
surface … into the Light … one can begin to FEEL within the KNOWING of what must be done, in order for 
those souls to either, repent through Love offered, or, remove their energy from the Planet into a place 
that is of ‘nothingness’ where their ‘existence’ would be … reformed … It is very difficult to describe.

Some would then say … they are getting away with murder!

Yet, they are not. They cannot possibly walk away from that which they chose to experience without 
consequences.

Can you talk more about that? Emails tell me that by you saying to send Love to these souls that ‘you’ have lost 
the plot, because they do not deserve Love considering the pain they have caused another.

Blossom, as one’s Soul recognises more of The Truth of itself … The Light of Truth that it is … when 
experiencing something that is said or done to another that doesn’t come from that Higher Place … no 
matter how small … is it not that this feels Truly uncomfortable … that one cannot sit well with it … until 
forgiveness of self … has been cleared?

Note we say ‘of self’ … not from the Soul who endured the circumstance … that is another matter.

Yet, forgiveness of the self must come to ‘clear one’s path’.

Yep. I know of that. As you say … however small.

When a soul leaves the Earthly plane … they have a ‘recap’ of their Life. We are sure many of you have 
heard of this.

One can perhaps think of it as a movie … seeing yourself in all circumstances and how you behaved 
within them.

For all the Love and Joy you felt and created … for yourself and for another … that feeling is 
exponentially felt within your Being … magnified a trillionfold. How happy this makes you feel. How 
your spirits soar. So, for every kindness you showed another … you get to experience … to feel … that 
kindness … yet, even more so.

It works both ways, Blossom.

For every unkindness shown to another … one experiences it for themselves,  yet, even more so. The 
Heart feels the pain you put upon another. It is law.

So then, understand this. There is not even the slightest chance of one who commits such deeply 
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wounding atrocities to another … that they will ‘get away with it’. They too, shall receive that which they 
caused another. Can you think of any greater punishment?

Yet … we prefer to not call it punishment. It is ‘as is’. It is law.

That pain that they are to experience … is the greatest recognition of self … and in order to forgive 
THEMSELVES … they must Soul search for eons of time.

Yet, some would say … good luck to them. So it should be.

Yes, one cannot escape oneself.

Yet, to come from a place of wishing them more than that … is not coming from a place of Love.

To send Love to these souls … is part of YOUR Divine Plan.

Wait! What do you mean ‘Your Divine Plan’? Do we each have a Divine plan of our own?

Yes!

Good Lord! That concept has never even occurred to me. How so?

Each Life … each given opportunity … of/for … life, has its own Divine Plan written within the Greater 
Divine plan.

So, a Divine Plan was devised especially for me … especially for each one?

Yes.

Woah! That’s a lot of plans!

Written of course … by yourselves. You devise your own Divine Plan.

For you are all Divine Beings.

Divine Beings of Light.

You are of the Light.

You can create anything you desire … BEING OF THE LIGHT.

Therefore, all that you create you have chosen for your Highest Good.

To experience and expand in and of yourself.

You may feel having experienced certain aspects that you would not have chosen such experiences … for 
why would you bring such pain upon yourself?

This is far too detailed and complex to go into. Yet, we ask you to Trust in yourself … in your inner 
knowing … that ‘down the track’  you recognise its necessity and give Gratitude for it.
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I get also, that some will ‘get this’ that you are saying … and some will not. It is not for any of us to judge where 
another is at. We will all understand when it is our time to do so.

Not only your time, Blossom … yet, your ‘placement in Vibration’. The Higher you allow yourself to lift … 
the more understandings you can understand.

This too, is part of the Divine plan.

Yep, and we shall keep on, doing our best to understand in any given moment … no matter what is taking place 
… that we volunteered and chose to be here. (Obviously, as I often say, far too many sherries with the vicar 
at the time ) Yet, here we are … DOING WHAT WE CAME TO DO …. BEING WHAT WE CAME TO BE …. LIGHT. In 
Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

22 October 2023
Well, hello there! It has been a while since communicating telepathically in this way, due to my trip away. Tell 
me, are you able to let any cats out the bag? What can we expect leading up to Christmas? The trouble is, I know 
we cannot use ‘time’ as a True guideline with you, as you have none … yet, a general perspective would be good. 
Thank you.

Dearest Blossom … Welcome back into ‘our zone’. We imagine you have understood that within this 
break, your Vibration has risen, as indeed, have many.

How so?

Because it is inevitable. The more one becomes ‘In tune’ with their Truth and makes a point of living that 
way … the Vibration of that Energy within and around has to lift.

The more one is Grateful for all they have and perceive … the more their Vibration lifts … and as one 
continues in that Vibration, the Frequency then adjusts to befit the tone of the Soul and therefore, more 
Gratitude ensues and then the Vibrational Frequency rises once again. And on and on it continues … IN /
AS /THROUGH/ OF LOVE.

Interesting, in that, something/someone triggered me the other day, and I found myself really annoyed and 
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angry. This is a rarity for me and it felt so uncomfortable! I couldn’t shake it. When asking myself what it was 
TRULY all about, I realized it was my expectations of others. I felt disappointed. Then the penny dropped and I 
saw it from the other person’s perspective and felt so very proud of them for having the courage to speak their 
Truth and I told them so! These kinds of scenarios may seem so small, yet, they certainly show me how much 
more aware of ‘self’ I have become.

And that self-awareness, in turn, lifts the Vibrational Frequency in which you function.

So many, many times we ask you to consider who you have become compared to the you, you were once 
familiar with.

You feel nothing is taking place on your Planet. You say nothing is happening. You say there is no change 
…

LOOK INSIDE OF YOURSELVES.

LOOK HOW ‘YOU’ HAVE CHANGED.

The changes must come from you first and foremost … in order for you to be ‘on top of’ the changes that 
are to come and the way they will be presented to you.

Changes on the outside, you mean?

Yes. That is correct.

You see Blossom …

CHANGES TAKE PLACE WITHIN EVERY BREATH.

Nothing can remain stagnant.

Energy … which everything IS … can get stuck … yet, it still moves … it still Vibrates … it cannot not.

The question is … HOW DO YOU CHOOSE TO MANIPULATE YOUR ENERGY?

How are you choosing to make it work for you?

One can moan and groan about the dire state of affairs throughout your Planet and indeed, this is how 
it ‘appears’ to be. Yet, it is YOU … by working with the ENERGY of self … by learning … by practicing how 
to be friends with it …  YOU in doing so … are not just changing your individual environment … YOU ARE 
CHANGING EVERYTHING.

This is why we continually continue to express thoughts of ‘Building on the self-esteem’,

This is why we shall forever chat with you about remembering who you are.

The importance of this is so important!

For when you do … when you Truly understand that you are so much more than who you think yourself 
to be …  all that needs to be removed from your Planet will leave sooner, rather than later.
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YOU ARE WISDOM.

YOU CANNOT NOT BE.

FOR YOU ARE THE ALL AND THE EVERYTHING.

YES! YOU ALREADY KNOW IT ALL.

YOU ARE PART OF … YOU DERIVE FROM …

THE DIVINE.

THERE IS NOTHING BEYOND THE DIVINE.

Oh yes, The Divine can expand and expand and expand in/as/of itself. Yet, there is no Greater Energy … 
no Brighter Light than WHAT IS … DIVINE

Things is, chaps … Many of us know that what you are saying is the Truth yet, it is the journey back ‘Home’ that 
takes so many twists and turns.

Journey back home to where, Blossom?

Home!

And where is that?

Unfortunately, the address doesn’t come up on google maps!

For Home is not a place … on any map.

HOME is …

Within you! Yep. We understand that too. So, here I sit in my home … at home within myself … and yet, I cannot 
say I know all wisdom, all answers.

Yes. You do.

The thing is, Blossom and Each One … most of the questions that you want answering are of no 
consequence whatsoever, for they make no difference to who you are and where you as a Soul Light are 
heading.

Many want to know where this Planet is heading.

And we have told you. Into a Brighter day. A Brighter Light.

A World where Souls have come to such an awakening within themselves that there cannot be anything 
other than LOVE presented from the inside out.

THIS IS WHERE YOU ARE HEADING.
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THIS IS YOUR JOURNEY HOME.

FOR THE MORE YOU UNDERSTAND YOURSELF …

THE MORE YOU UNDERSTAND LOVE … FOR THAT IS ALL THAT YOU ARE.

Therefore, the closer to feeling Home you become.

It is in the KNOWING OF LOVE that is YOU … that enables you to accept that HOME is wherever YOU 
reside.

HOME IS WHATEVER VIBRATION YOU CHOOSE TO BE IN.

Yet, there are feelings in a meditation for example, or, when one is in a particular ‘space’ and they would say 
‘they feel so at home’.  It isn’t yet that easy, to remain in that vibe all the time, when there is so much pulling us 
out of it … that we have no control of.

We wholeheartedly agree. Yet, is this not where we are heading with this conversation?

YOU ARE BECOMING ‘MORE’ OF WHO YOU ARE … THE MORE YOU DECIDE TO DO SO!

When you were angry the other day, Blossom, you could have chosen to wallow in it for far longer than 
you did.

I could have, yes. Yet, why would I? It didn’t even feel like me!

And that is because your Vibration did not belong in the Frequency you had dropped to. However, by 
inquiring as to the Truth of your feelings, you not only received a reply for yourself, you also raised the 
Vibration of the other person involved.

Who would have thought!

Because you CHOSE not to blame. You chose to come from Love, Acceptance and Understanding.

When one reacts to another’s reaction in an ‘off’ way … a way that is no longer familiar to the Higher 
Newer Self … the feeling is merely showing you who you are not! Therefore, within that ‘not you’ feeling 
… you are NOW able to recognise this in a completely different way. Your focus is on changing the 
Vibration BACK to the NOW familiar one which is coming from a Higher perspective.

Do you see how LOVING THE SELF … How SERVING THE SELF … SERVES THE WHOLE?

This is a message that we desire you to ‘Get’!

LOVE YOURSELF DEAREST SOULS.

LOOK AFTER YOURSELF.

TREASURE YOURSELF.

GIFT YOURSELF.
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ADORN YOURSELF WITH GOODY’S. 

Hello Goody!

FILL YOURSELF TO THE BRIM WITH THAT WHICH YOU LOVE DOING.

SPEND TIME IN THE COMPANY OF THOSE WHO BRING YOU JOY AND LAUGHTER.

It is up to you to take charge of these matters.

No one is to wave a magic wand and transform you instantly.

YOU KNEW! YOU KNEW! YOU KNEW WHEN YOU ‘GOT PICKED’ that how your World is … is how it would be.

YOU KNEW, also … that within you are all tools required to make the changes necessary.

May we say, once again …

CHANGES WITHIN … CHANGE THE WITHOUT!

And again …

CHANGES WITHIN … CHANGE THE WITHOUT!

IT IS LAW.

Let go, Dearest Souls.

Let go of the goings on. Do not fall victim to that which is presented to make you angry, upset and 
bemused.

IT IS DESIGNED TO DO SO. YOU KNOW BETTER THAN THAT.

Yes. Indeed. We do. Yet, it would be so encouraging for ‘Some Truth’ to be revealed.

It is.

Yes. Yet, it is mixed with much untruth. That which is actually Truth … is only reaching the people who already 
‘kind of’ Know such Truths … when it needs to ‘hit home’ to the one’s who wear blindfolds and earmuffs!

Those who wear blindfolds and earmuffs are travelling at their own speed. It is not your business to 
intrude on their pace.

Yet, if they took them off, wouldn’t that make things happen faster? Many are so very, very tired of it all.

Yes … and the way to make that happen, Blossom … is?

By Being an example of our True Light.

There is no other way!  For that example … the one where you simply Enjoy yourself … travels 
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throughout the ethers … rippling out far and wide … sending that Joy and Love to the blinkered one’s. 
That in itself, as it get’s stronger within YOU … allows the masks that were once so tightly tied around 
others … to slip away.

SO SIMPLE …

SO SIMPLE that one finds it hard to believe.

We ask you not to believe, Dearest Ones … we ask you to KNOW … THAT THIS IS SO.

Thanks, oh Effulgent Ones! How we appreciate you reminding us of that which we already KNOW.

I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.

In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

29 October 2023
Once again, Hello! Over to you! Off you go! I put total Trust in that whatever you say will greatly lift the Vibration 
of all who come across your words. Go for Gold!

Good morning, Blossom. Good morning to Each One.

Is it a Good morning? Is it a Good evening? Is it a Good time for you? Is it a Good space that you are 
residing within?

Do you allow thoughts that bring you down … to do so?

Do you watch and listen to information that lowers your Energy and makes you at odds with the 
Vibration you were in before you did so?

Do you? Do you, Dearest Ones?

You may say it is necessary to learn of such things … that one SHOULD know what is taking place in the 
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World … That one SHOULD be aware.

Well, I feel we ‘should' to a certain degree, in order for us to send Love to that situation.

Blossom, do you know there is a war taking place in Israel?

Yes.

Do you know the TRUTH of all that is taking place within this particular situation?

Absolutely not!

Do you think if you watched more about it, you would be wiser to the TRUTH?

Absolutely not!

This is exactly what we are saying. All you are doing is lowering your Vibration. Many of you are aware 
of many things that are taking place on your Planet that do not serve the Planet or Yourselves, in any 
way shape, or form. Yet, you feel perhaps, you may be drawn to watch a video on child trafficking and 
abuse of disturbing degrees. For what? To become aware of how disturbing it is? You knew it would be 
disturbing to your Vibration … to your Soul … before you pressed the play button. Yet, something in you 
said ‘I will just have a quick look’. The minute you press that button, you set in motion a downward spiral 
of your thoughts and indeed your level of Frequency.

By just knowing of all atrocities and lies to take one away from the Truth is enough! One does not need 
to indulge in such lower Vibrational information … because …

IT DOES NOT HELP THE PLANET … OR YOURSELVES.

I get what you are saying and yet, is it not that those putting out those videos are doing so in order to inform 
people of ‘how it is’?

Yes. Yet, when one watches and absorbs, it leads only to more confusion and upset regarding the state 
of affairs. It brings despair. One wonders what else can possibly take place.

Know this when we say, Dearest Ones … those who have lost this battle … those who have worked so 
hard to dim the Light of your Souls … will continue to send your focus to something new, the minute the 
momentum of the ‘latest distraction’ begins to die down.

The wars will continue … the so-called ‘contagious illness’ still continues, yet, ‘they’ need to keep you in 
the lowest Vibration as possible. So, very soon … something new will be presented to you … something to 
bring the Soul to its knees will be ‘splattered’ all over your fake news once again.

EACH TIME … ADDING MORE ‘FAKE’ DISTURBANCE AND DESTRUCTION … TO KEEP YOU DOWN.

Yet, there are innocent Souls who lose their lives because of this.

Yes, Blossom. This has been how it is for eons of time.

We understand it is hard for many to accept, yet, Each Innocent Soul whose life is taken … will have 
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agreed, on another level, to be a part of that scenario. Both those who kill and those who are killed.

The same for Each Child that is taken and so badly abused … they agreed to it?

Yes.

What Soul would volunteer to do that?

One who has lived many lifetimes and agreed to do so in order to make the World aware of what is 
taking place and FINALLY have the Consciousness of The Whole … put an end to it.

I get it. Yet, it’s hard to fathom.

Their sacrifice … not just the children, yet, those whose lives are taken … are … as the saying goes … 
Rewarded in Heaven. Those Souls, experience PEACE AND JOY on a Greater level, once returning Home 
and given ‘space’ for their Energy to recover.

A nice thought!

A TRUTH Blossom.

Yet, when will it all stop? This is a bit tricky to explain. For, here I am … channelling you … doing my best to get 
the message of Love and all the wisdom that you bring to as many as possible. I have a really good life, and 
at this time, seem to be experiencing really High Vibes. To think of children suffering in the way they do … or 
a mother losing her entire family, courtesy of a bomb … does not come anywhere near the Vibe that I happily 
live in. It feels like two different worlds and could make one completely out of sorts if we were to question the 
unfairness of it all. I mean, how come I got it so good and they got it so bad?

We know that by saying the word ‘choice’ … a thousand questions will arise.

Indeed.  One being … who would ‘choose’ the short straw?

As you can only imagine … there are as many reasons to choose those choices … depending on the Soul’s 
journey.

It is very difficult to put it into perspective, is it not?

LIFE IS ETERNAL.

LIFE IS AN EXPERIMENT … AS MUCH AS SOULS FIND THAT OFFENSIVE … IT IS.

They find the fact that they are an experiment an insult to the Soul.

Yet, why? Each One of you agreed to take part in this experiment, otherwise, you wouldn’t be here!

Mm! A big question arises for me here, in that … How can a Divine Plan be an experiment?

Because the experiment is part of the Divine Plan!

Blossom, if we may?
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THINK FOR A MOMENT, FOR INSTANCE, ABOUT THE HUMAN BODY AND HOW IT WORKS AND PERFORMS.

THINK THEN, OF THE WONDERS OF NATURE.

THINK OF THE WONDERS THROUGHOUT YOUR PLANET THAT YOU KNOW OF.

THEN, THINK OUTSIDE OF YOUR PLANET AND ALL ITS POSSIBILITIES AND WORKINGS.

THINK OF EVERYTHING IN THIS VAST UNIVERSAL SOUP AND HOW IT ALL FLOWS.

HOW INTRICATELY EACH SEGMENT PROVIDES FOR THE OTHER.

HOW EVERYTHING THROUGH ENERGY IS CONNECTED.

WHAT MASTERMIND IS BEHIND THIS?

A CREATION SUCH AS THIS CAN ONLY BE OF DIVINITY.

THEREFORE, THE OUTCOME OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE /CAN ONLY BE FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL.

Yet, you have said in the past that we are an experiment that has gone horribly wrong. How is that Divine?

The Divinity lies in freedom of choice, Blossom. Yes, we concur. The experiment took a turn for the 
worse, many moons ago … THROUGH CHOICE.

It is not THE DIVINE/CONSCIOUNESS/GOD … which ever term you prefer, that decided it would all go 
horribly wrong. It was You … Each One … that through experimenting with Self and its possibilities … 
that it found paths to greed and hate and jealousy and such like.

It was not for the Divine to interfere … as freedom of choice was given to you as an experiment to see 
what you would do with it, and whether you like to hear this or not …

The way your world is today … is what you chose.

Hard to hear and accept. Yet … on another level, I get it.

Then having reached a point where a majority KNEW it had gone too far … plans were put into place … 
through the Collective Consciousness … to put an end to it.

One KNOWS … through experiment … that which serves and that which doesn’t. That which is of Light 
and that which is not.

That which is Divine and that which is not … is not what you were going to say, is it?

Correct Blossom. For everything is FROM THE DIVINE.

I can only try and accept that, by the KNOWING of you saying that there is only Love. It Vibrates on many levels 
… and that which we know to be of such darkness … is still Love and yet, on a very, very, very, low Vibration. So, 
are you saying that everything is Divine?
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We are saying, EVERYTHING IS 'FROM' THE DIVINE.

We say, 'that which is of the Light and that which is not' … yet, it IS of Light … yet, the Light is so dim, it 
chooses to believe it is not … and expresses itself as such.

Woah! This has been quite a heavy session when our intention is always to uplift and bring Joy.

Therefore, we conclude …

ALL THAT WE BRING THROUGH TO YOU AS REMINDERS OF WHO YOU ARE …  WE DO SO IN ORDER TO GET 
YOUR PLANET BACK ON TRACK.

WHAT A MESS IT APPEARS TO BE!

YET, EACH ONE OF YOU … WHO HAS CHOSEN TO BE HERE AT THIS TIME AND STAY FIRM IN YOUR LIGHT …

EACH ONE OF YOU … WHO HAS CHOSEN TO RESIDE IN A HIGH VIBRATIONAL PLACE BOTH WITH SELF AND 
IN LOCATION …

ARE EXACTLY WHERE YOU ARE MEANT TO BE …

AND ARE DOING EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE MEANT TO BE DOING.

BY BEING LOVE … BY LIVING IN/AS/THROUGH/OF LOVE … YOU ARE CHANGING THE WORLD!

YOU ARE RIDDING YOUR PLANET OF THE INTENSELY LOW VIBRATIONS BECAUSE THE MORE YOU CHOOSE 
TO LIVE IN YOUR HIGHER VIBRATIONS … THEN THE LOWER ONES ARE REMOVED FROM THE RADAR SO TO 
SPEAK.

THE LIGHT HAS WON.

THE LIGHT HAS WON.

THE LIGHT HAS WON.

IT WON BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT BEGAN!

It won before the experiment began! Confuse us more, why don’t you! There is a lot to get our heads around in 
this session. As always, it runs off from the original ‘plan’ into many tangents. We are just experimenting, after 
all.

WITH EVERY BREATH ... YOU ARE NOW EXPERIMENTING WITH WAYS TO CHANGE THE WORLD INTO ITS 
ORIGINAL DIVINE RESIDENCE.

A WORLD OF BEAUTY … OVERFLOWING IN/WITH/OF LOVE … HIGHEST VIBRATIONAL LOVE.

I AM THE LIGHT

I AM THE LOVE
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I AM THE TRUTH

I AM

Okeydokey … Phew. That’s fair worn me out! As always, my friends, In Gratirude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

5 November 2023
Good morning. I would like to get this week’s channelling done today, as I don’t have any other time to do so 
before Sunday. However, once again, I find myself in an 'off mood!' So, I'm going to try and see what happens. 
What will be will be.

Welcome, Blossom. Welcome, One. Welcome, All. Shall we discuss your reasons for your ‘downtime’?

No, thank you. To recognise that I am not always able to be a ‘law-abiding Lightworker’ and accept it, is all I need 
to do!

We accept it. We accept WholeHeartedly that we are not the ones abiding in the Vibration that you are 
and having to deal with its ups and downs … of great degrees. We are in awe of the way so many of you 
choose to cope with all that you have to contend with and you do so with great aplomb.

Not really. Today for instance … I know it is a matter of changing my attitude, Being Grateful, etc. Yet, I am too 
fed up to be bothered! You see what I mean? I know better … yet, I don’t want to act upon it because I am fed up 
of always having to ‘act on it’. It’s hard work!

Blossom Goodchild.

Yes … that’s me.

We know. We know who you are. We know your feelings because we can pick up on your Energy.

Not very Vibrationally High today, is it?

Actually, yes, it is. As Light Beings in human form, you feel you let yourselves down when you are not 
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conforming to the practicalities of ‘making the most of what you have’. This idea of I should know better 
… does not really serve you.

Yet, I do know better.

You know how to Serve your Soul by ‘working on your mood’?

Yes.

What if we were to tell you that by allowing yourself to feel the way you are at this time is also Serving 
your Soul?

How so?

Because by allowing yourself to feel so grumpy …

Yep! That’s me today, BIG TIME Mrs Grumpy!

You are giving yourself permission to be human! Do you feel you will stay in this mood for the rest of 
your life?

Absolutely not.

How do you know this?

Because ‘life’ doesn’t work like that!

How does it work?

Actually, it doesn’t ‘work’ … it flows … upstream or downstream … depending on what’s going on.

Nothing flows upstream, Blossom.  Yet, to say ‘it flows’ is a beautiful analogy.

So, who puts the rocks in the way to block that flow?

Life.

Why?

So you get to work around them and set the flow in motion, time after time.

Why can’t we just have a continual flow of Love and all things Light flowing in this Life of ours? I feel you are 
going to say ‘to learn’. How many lessons do we need, for goodness sake?

As many as it takes for you to rise above it all and KNOW THE FLOW IS A GO!

Hah! Are you serious? You made me laugh, nonetheless. Yet, does this ever stop? One feels we have a grasp on 
the ‘laws of the universal flow’. We have been reminded through you, how to change thought patterns and to 
connect with our Love Light, and Smile and make the World a happier place through the usage of such tools. 
Sometimes it is easy, sometimes it feels like a never-ending slog, and yet, probably, this afternoon, I will once 
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again find it easy. Who knows?! Who knows about anything?! Not one. Because we have no clue what is Truth 
any more!

TRUTH in what you are presented? Or, Truth, as in, who you are?

Interesting question. Definitely in what is presented, yet, also, I could say, in who we are. Regarding NPC’s 
for example. (Non-Playing character) I know I am a living, breathing Soul with a mind, an ego, a Heart of 
Love.  ‘Apparently’, not everyone on this Planet has all those attributes, if any.  The more we find out the Truth … 
assuming that is the Truth … the more RIDICULOUS we discover this Life Plan Game is, and, I can’t get my head 
around all this ridiculousness!

Because you can’t understand it?

Can you?

There is no understanding required, Blossom.

ALL … JUST … IS.

I don’t understand!

So, Blossom and Each one following along …

YOU DO NOT NEED TO UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING THAT IS GOING ON … ON YOUR PLANET OR ANY 
OTHER.

LET THAT GO.

Trying to make sense of it all … is impossible?

Why? Because it doesn’t make sense?

Oh, it does! Yet, it is impossible to grasp the enormity of the sense it is making.

There are many, many, Souls who have experienced ‘leaving the physical and entering into the 
‘unknown’ and then returning to the physical body. The unknown that is Known by all because it is WHO 
YOU ARE. Within this ‘place’, for want of a better word … ONE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS EVERYTHING.

There are no textbooks or words … IT IS A FEELING … AND WITHIN THIS FEELING, EVERYTHING MAKES 
SENSE.

ALL OF IT.

We repeat … ONE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS EVERYTHING.

ONE GETS IT.

ONE IS IT.

Is what?
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THE ALL.

THE EVERYTHING.

I have always felt how Blessed those Souls are to have had that experience. Either through a NDE (Near Death 
Experience) or, a deep meditation. They say, that when they ‘come back’ their life is never the same. It would 
make a huge difference to this Planet if we could all get a load of that! And I know you want to say ‘we can’ … and 
I want to reply … 'Not so!' Why can some experience that and others not?

It is part of their life’s journey.

Some could say, all be it childishly … that’s so unfair!

Not childishly, Blossom … perhaps naively.

Dearest Souls, there are thousands upon thousands, upon thousands of trillions, upon trillions upon 
trillions … just as a starter … of scenarios that are to be played out in Each Souls ‘package’.

Every Gift is offered to be played out … in any lifetime… on any Planet … on or off!

Gifts come in all shapes, sizes, surprizes, and guises.

All there in one’s package to be unwrapped by the recipient at the most agreeable moment to Serve that 
Soul.

Often, in the most unforeseen, unexpected ways.

And we reiterate …

ALL THOSE GIFTS … EACH AND EVERY SINGLE ONE ARE CHOSEN BY YOU … GIFT WRAPPED BY YOU … TO BE 
OPENED IN THE DIVINE MOMENT TO SERVE YOUR SOUL.

So, am I to look upon this mood … I was/am … in … as a gift I chose to wake up to this morning, followed shortly 
after by a teabag bursting all over my draw?

Do you see it as a Gift, Blossom?

Maybe I can at least look upon it as such because it enabled me to get a channelling done … no matter how 
‘indulgent’ the content.

We want you to say what you are screaming in your Heart?

Why?

Because it is your Truth and that is why tears are falling.

It’s so indulgent.

Say it, Blossom.
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I MISS MY HUSBAND!!

Thank you, Blossom. That in itself …. Is a Gift to so many.

You think?

We KNOW. That is why we pushed you.

How is that a gift to so many?

Because you ‘Stopped being Brave’ for a minute and spoke your Truth.

I don’t see it as brave. We all have our challenges and besides, we are here to uplift, are we not?

We are. Yet,  we are also here to BE IN TRUTH … and today, Blossom, THIS IS YOUR TRUTH.

Yep! … Yep! … Yep! … It is! Now I just need the courage to post this!

You will find it. You always do.

We take this moment to Thank YOU Blossom Goodchild … for carrying on when you don’t always feel like 
it. In doing so … our messages of Love reach so many.

Well, I thank you for thanking me … publicly. Yet, concerns of channelling my ego could arise!

Yet … you know better!

I think I do. I hope I do. Far out Brussel Sprout! What a session. I thank you Guys and I thank everyone who reads 
or listens to this for holding space for me. What a Gift. I AM the Light. I AM the Love. I AM the Truth. I AM. In 
Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

26 November 2023
Hello, chaps. We are definitely stepping up to the tasks we signed up for, and in doing so, our Vibration 
is shooting up to the stars. What a Divine Plan it is. When one tunes into the Vibration of purity of self, 
and connects the dots with folk all around the world on the same page … feeling the Love … having the 
understanding of how it all works … well, it’s simply marvellous!

Welcome, Blossom, welcome to Each Beautiful Soul who finds their Hearts resonating within the words 
we offer and the Vibration in which we bring them through.

It goes without saying, Blossom, that the Higher your Vibration is becoming, then the Higher frequency 
can be received by you/through you … to then be absorbed on a Higher level by all those who have also 
allowed … and worked upon … their Vibration … which has now ‘taken part’ in this Grand Uprising!

Yep. We really are ‘Getting it’.

Yes. You are. Do you remember we used to say ‘when you ‘Get it’ … you will KNOW?’

Well … now you KNOW!

That which is taking place within Each One is on a scale that is raising the roof … We believe is the 
expression you use.

Therefore, within that KNOWING of You …. can you imagine how this KNOWING is changing EVERYTHING 
because so many more are also ‘Getting it.’

The very Vibration one is residing within is ‘Doing it’… all by itself!

YOU … EACH ONE CAN FEEL IT NOW!

THIS CHANGE WITHIN YOU … THIS KNOWING … THIS UNDERSTANDING … is changing your PLANET.

IT IS HAPPENING and at last, you are able to experience this for yourself.

You are reaching conclusions that you would not have expected to reach, maybe only five of your years 
ago.

You had no idea how things would pan out. There is so much uncertainty as to outcomes of all that is 
‘displayed’ as your reality … and yet … those of you who ‘Get it’ … do not concern yourselves of this … 
anymore.

The outcome will be defined by the reactive responsibility of the Souls understanding of its Growing 
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Awakening.

That’s a bit of a mouthful. Can we break that down?

Meaning, Blossom, that many now understand that one’s response to ‘anything at all’ changes the 
outcome of any situation.

It has to.

Therefore, the manner in which you are now accepting ‘What is’ as Being ‘What is’ … is tipping the scales 
in a way that is bringing such immense Joy to those of us in other realms.

From where we reside … we can witness the Energy shifting upon your Planet into a much fuller 
experience of itself.

THE ENERGY OF LOVE IS POURING THROUGH NOW AT SUCH A RATE … BECAUSE IT CAN!

Because … there are now enough of you ready to absorb it and set to work!

Well, when one is up … one is certainly up! The ‘feeling’ is the Truth of it all, really. That feeling of LOVE that is so 
much bigger/brighter/radiant ... effulgent* even!!

Blossom, we are indeed, most Effulgent at the progress that is rapidly transforming all that is taking 
place in your world.

We have spoken before of much taking place behind the scenes. It has perhaps, been difficult for many, 
having to Trust that what we offer is correct. For little evidence of this has been provided.

Yet, we say to you now … such evidence is soon to come to the surface on a larger scale. Not just to those 
who go searching … yet, to those Souls who are ‘blissfully unaware’.

AND WHAT AN UPROAR THERE SHALL BE.

Yet, remember always … THIS IS A DIVINE PLAN.

There is a Master Plan that has been devised in order for every single possibility to be catered for.

Not quite sure what you are meaning, specifically.

BLOSSOM, THAT WHICH IS TO BE REVEALED IS ON A SCALE BEYOND IMAGININGS.

Well, these days, my friends, one’s brain gets blown apart on a regular basis and yet … that which was once 
unthinkable has now, more or less, become the norm.

JUST YOU WAIT, BLOSSOM GOODCHILD, ONE AND ALL! THAT WHICH IS TO COME … WILL INDEED BE MIND 
BLOWING.

Yet … you are almost ready for it.

So, I Trust I am not lowering the vibe of this conversation when I enquire as to what is happening then, 
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regarding say, Furgus the fungus and the lockdown leading us into Phase two. With respect, has that all fallen by 
the wayside?

IT IS INTERTWINED WITH EVERYTHING ELSE THAT IS TO BE LAID BEFORE YOU.

How I wish we could know just a little bit more, or, the ‘when’ at least. Yet, as you have said … it is not for us to 
know, for if we did … we would change things due to our thought trajectories.

This is correct.

What we desire for you to take on board from this conversation is, that what is to take place will indeed, 
shake you to the core, as we have said many times.

This cannot be avoided for THE TRUTH is so very different from that which you are expecting it to be.

However, take note of how this conversation began and how you are now operating on a much Higher 
level than before.

THEREFORE, AS SHOCKING AS ‘THE REVEALS’ WILL BE … YOU KNOW YOU HAVE WITHIN YOU THE COURAGE, 
THE STRENGTH AND YES, BLOSSOM … EVEN THE JOY TO SEE YOURSELVES THROUGH TO THE OTHER SIDE.

We have spoken of ‘The Bridge’ many times, also. 

ALL THAT YOU HAVE GATHERED WITHIN … ALL KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF LOVE ITSELF WILL 
GUIDE YOU THROUGH.

Not only will it guide YOU through … you will then have the wherewithal to lead so many others, who 
had no idea of anything taking place … those who feel so lost and afraid … you will be taking them by the 
hand and guiding them to the safe haven within their own Souls, so that they may ‘See the Light at the 
end of the tunnel’ … and in time … they too, shall be doing the same … for others … and…

IT SHALL BE THE MOST GLORIOUS MARCH TO FREEDOM!

WOW. That last sentence carried so much Energy. In my mind, it was like our entire Tribe walking with and into 
the Light.

A Light, Dearest Blossom, that FEELS so different from the Light of which you speak in these days.

Can you talk about that difference?

A LIGHT THAT IS OF A MUCH HIGHER FORCE.

When you speak of how you feel now … now that you ‘Get it’ … with respect, this is just the tip of the 
iceberg.

As the darker energies that have ruled your Planet for so long, are now forced to leave, it allows a 
Greater Light to be present … to BE FELT.

 A feeling of Being on a different Planet … in a different Dimension … because it FEELS so wonderful … so 
Giving. 
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Everything, Dearest souls … will FEEL of such Goodness.

Every word you speak will come from Love and therefore, no hurt can be put upon another.

Not one shall feel less worthy.

Sorry to butt in … you say ‘not one’ … so is this new Vibration to include all? For we are all at different levels, are 
we not?

Yes. Indeed. So, return to earlier in this piece when we spoke of Souls leading one to the Bridge and then 
in turn, they lead others and so on and so on.

Each will ‘get there’ at the exact moment that they have agreed to do so.

So much was agreed upon before you came.

The Divine Plan was understood from that position.

So many Souls agreed to be shown in a lesser Light than they actually are, in order to play their role of 
waking others up. Not an easy role to volunteer for and one had to be Extremely Strong and indeed, 
Selfless … to put their hand up.

This is why we say not to judge another … on any level. For you know not the reasons behind why they 
behave as they do.

As difficult as it may seem to understand … many who ‘appear’ less awakened have agreed to do so, on 
your behalf.

Yes. You mentioned that the other day in the ‘Soul Soother’ event. I found that an eye-opener, once again. I say 
‘once again’, for I knew of it on one level yet, hadn’t put it into context regarding those who seem to be asleep in 
the circumstances we are going through in these last years.

Never judge a book by its cover, Dear Blossom.

I try hard not to. Well … one’s mind will contemplate on what ON EARTH these Truths will be. For, many think we 
already know … yet, it appears we don’t.

ONLY VERY FEW DO. THEY HAVE TO.

We suggest you do not contemplate, for you cannot guess.

Yet, know this … it is so much BIGGER on the surprise scale than you can possibly imagine.

So you said. Only trouble about all this is …. the wait!

The wait is not a trouble, Blossom, for it is not a wait. It is allowing all to flow … all to fall into place 
exactly as laid out in the DIVINE PLAN.

Thanks so much, chaps! A good sesh! Marvliarse! In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

 *Effulgent.  To shine and radiate Light!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

3 December 2023
Good morning. So, many were uplifted, hopeful and excited by your chat last week. Thank you. Keep it coming! 
We are Truly ‘Getting it’ and the more we ‘Get it’ … the more we get!

Welcome, Blossom. Welcome, Each One. Yes, indeed, and what is it you are getting?

More understanding of how the Plan works.

… and where is the Plan coming from?

Our Knowing.

From where?

From inside. From our Truth of who we are.

Exactly, Blossom. Spot on. So, in a sense, we would deduce that you already had it. You have always had 
it. You have always had everything that you want to become.

You have not lost anything, as some may think. Some search and search for answers wanting to become 
the Perfect Joy … the Perfect Love.

Yet, DEAREST ONES … YOU ARE ALREADY THAT PERFECT JOY ... THAT PERFECT LOVE.

It doesn’t descend upon those it picks and chooses to send it to.

PERFECT JOY AND PERFECT LOVE SIMPLY … IS … THERE … WITHIN YOU.

IT IS YOU. WHO YOU ARE.

All that is taking place in these Bountiful, Fruitful days, is the recognition of this Joy and Love, and the 
more it is accepted and allowed to play without disturbance, the more of itself is presented.

As this Joy and Love abounds from within you … it cannot remain captured, to be enjoyed just for the 
self.

For IT IS EVERYTHING … EVERYONE.

Therefore, it is the responsibility of itself to be shared. The keeper of this Joy and Love as it awakens 
within, KNOWS that it is for others to experience through them. As it is offered and absorbed into 
another’s Heart, it awakens in them the same feeling ... which in time, becomes the continued 
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expression for that Soul. The time then comes, when it is bursting to BE … to GIVE of itself to yet another 
and another and another.

Do you see, Beautiful Souls of Light …

THE DIVINE PLAN?

THIS DIVINE PLAN THAT THRIVES ON JOY AND LOVE?

THIS DIVINE PLAN THAT PLAYS OUT THROUGH YOU?

 THROUGH YOU BEING YOU?

The more Love, the more Happiness that effervesces from the Beingness of simply Being … the more 
your world transforms. For, how can it not, when so many are exuding these qualities?

These qualities that spread throughout your Planet and affect all that is Life.

The Power NOW that Each One recognises within the self … is literally CHANGING THE WORLD … and all 
you have to do is KNOW IT.

Large pockets of Energy are forming … coming from Each One … and merging with others of the same 
Vibrational Frequency. These pockets are growing in Numbers, not only in numbers of Souls, yet, in 
numerical Frequencies.

FOR US … WE SEE IT DISPLAYED AS CIRCLES UPON CIRCLES OF LIGHT FORMATIONS THAT RIPPLE OUT AND 
TOUCH ALL IN THEIR PATH.

Only three years ago, on your Planet, there were, for comparison purposes only … say, three circles 
emanating. Now, we are saying fifteen.

THAT IS A VAST DIFFERENCE OF LIGHT ENERGY … BLASTING OUT ONTO YOUR PLANET … THROUGH YOU!

EACH ONE!

SO, WHEN COMING TOGETHER, THE STRENGTH AND POWER THIS LIGHT ENERGY GIVES OFF, IS EMMENSE.

You are forming your Tribes of Light physically as well as mentally.

Many are still feeling alone as they walk the path towards the Bridge. Yet, all one need do, is close the 
eyes and breathe in Truth. It happens automatically … the deeper breath, because the self recognises 
the immediate connection with TRUTH.

How can one feel alone when their TRUTH KNOWS there are thousands, upon thousands, upon 
thousands of other Souls who are right there … by their side … in Unity … playing in Joy with them in the 
Knowing of this Divine Plan.

Thank you. I feel you would like me to mention about the Dolphins?

We would.
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So, during my ‘Soul Soother’ day last week, the dolphins were around for a long while on our boat trip. Later that 
day in the channelling section, the ‘Dolphin Consciousness’ spoke through me. At first, in clicks, as ‘you’ have 
done in the past … and then they spoke. It seems there is to be so much wisdom and connection offered from 
the Oceans to assist alongside us in this Plan. Can you talk about that a little more?

It would be our pleasure.

It is all part of Divine timing. The Energies are High enough now for interactions to occur between 
species. Not just ‘off world’ species … yet, those within your world in the same Dimensions and those 
within your world who reside in other, Higher purer Dimensions.

It is time now for communication between Dimensions to present, in many different ways and formats.

The Ocean, for example, is a world within your world. Yet, in agreeance to coexist for multiple reasons.

The Dolphins, the Whales and many other Aquatic life forms are reaching out to the Human form in a 
deeper way, in these times. The connection between the Energies of Human and Aquatic is going to be 
present in a much more Unified Understanding.

These Ocean dwellers are able to feel the extent in which the Human Energy is changing… rising up to 
meet theirs. Or, would we say … enough for them to share their Energy and pass on vital information.

When you consider the vastness of your Water Energy … how could it not be so that those that dwell 
within it, are to play a huge part in this change over?

The Ancient Myths of Mermaids and Mermen, of course, are not Myths at all. Yet, as with so many 
Myths in your world … they are of Truth and reality and yet, the Truth of such, was to be distorted and 
hidden and changed into a ‘fairy story’ in order for the Magic they hold within them, to be quashed and 
ridiculed.

It was decided long ago for these Aquatic Beings … these Energies who reside under the water, to 
‘disappear’.

Can I just check here? Do you mean the Beings themselves decided to disappear for a time?

Yes. For it was not safe for them to be in view. If they were seen, there was a possibility of capture, and 
so it was agreed for their residence to go deeper, so that they could not be disturbed.

Yet, now, in these new exciting days, much evidence of these Beings will arise. In time … and we do not 
speak of tomorrow or the next day …

Or even ‘soon’ …

In times ahead, Blossom … your world will play and frolic Happily once again with the Beings of the Sea.

Just the appearance of the Dolphins and Whales, Hammerheads… tropical fish etc. … brings immediate 
Joy to the Heart. IMAGINE, then … when the waters are shared. Where interaction is a normal, everyday 
occurrence … IMAGINE THAT.

And with the Mer people too? Will they become the norm?
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Indeed. Down the track. For this is how it once was.

Once upon a time, Blossom … your Planet lived in Harmony with all life …

Well, maybe that will happen Twice upon a time … if we all desire it to be.

Blossom … YOU KNOW … so many of you KNOW that what you think you create … what you feel you 
manifest … what you CHOOSE becomes your reality …

THAT IS ALL IT TAKES for this to take place.

THE KNOWING OF THIS TRUTH.

Is it impossible for this world of yours to once again live in Harmony?

No way Jose!

There you have it!

This is what you came to do … to change the world. To bring it back into Harmony … with all that is life.

I really feel this is the way to go. Yet, so many still feel that it is flowing in the wrong direction and that we are all 
but doomed. It is their energy we need to extend our powerful Love to, otherwise, this lark could drag on and 
on.

Yet, Dearest Blossom … how many Souls are you now recognising as your Tribe?

So many. Yet, is that not because like attracts like?

Yes. Yet, more and more of your Tribe are presenting themselves because more and more Souls are 
joining the Tribe, because they are waking up and seeing the Light.

THIS TRIBE OF LIGHT THAT YOU ARE ALL PART OF … IS GROWING STRONGER AND BRIGHTER, MOMENT BY 
MOMENT.

The lifestyles that are being chosen are of such a Higher Energy, no matter where one is living or what is 
taking place around them.

Each one is recognising that they made certain choices to be born and bred in particular ‘pockets’ … in 
order to make a difference.

When ONE FEELS THIS …

When ONE KNOWS THIS …

When ONE ACCEPTS IN FULLNESS that it is their choice to be exactly where they are … then they can 
make the changes required, to change the environment around them into a much Brighter/Lighter 
place.

Those who reside in places of much conflict, for instance, or places of great poverty … CHOSE to be there 
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in order to do just that.

These Souls must recognise how ‘special’ they are … how strong they had to be to take on such a task …

and when they FEEL THIS …

when they KNOW THIS …

when they ACCEPT THIS AS TRUTH … then the Miracles will flow thick and fast, right before their eyes.

Dearest Souls … as you hold space together in your Tribe … KNOW THE DIFFERENCE YOU ARE MAKING … 
because of that KNOWING.

If you do not know you are doing it … then you are still doing it. Yet, when you KNOW you are doing it … 
its purpose is magnified a thousandfold.

Remember too …

I AM THE LIGHT.

I AM THE LOVE.

I AM THE TRUTH.

I AM.

REPEAT. REPEAT. REPEAT. REPEAT … FROM THE HEART … WITHIN THE HEART … OF THE HEART … AS THE 
HEART ... THROUGH THE HEART … AS ONE.

Lovely jubbly. Thank you so much. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
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